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Commissioner of Sea and Shore
Fisheries Arthur R. Greenleaf said
Tuesday that Deputy Commissioner
Charles E. Jackson of the U. S Bu
reau of Fisheries would come to
Eoothbay Harbor within a few days
to confer with him on a lobster
rearing project. He said that they
would discuss recommendations
made by a rearing station advisory
committee appointed recently by
Gov. Lewis O. Barrows.
Members of the committee unani! mously voted at their first meeting
! to ask Greenleaf and Barrows to
investigate the possibilities of ob
taining the use of the Federal Hat
chery on a long term arrangement.
The sum of $20 COO was appropri
ated at the last session of Legisla
ture for a tearing station. The
committee after studying the sltu' ation expressed an opinion that
this sum was not sufficient to estabI lish a suitable plant and that by
using the well equipped Federal
hatchery more lobsters could be
produced for less money.—By Dick
Reed of the Maine Development
Commission
______________________
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What ls twice read ls com- —•
— nionly better remembered than —
what Is transcribed —Johnson
•••
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BASEBALL
Sunday, July 24
Championship of 240th Coast
Artillery
Battery F of Thomaston
and Battery A of Portland

At Thomaston, 2 P. M.
Charles Cole of the Mercantile
League will be In the box for
Battery A.
87-83

TOUR WITH TEXACO
Gassier Gas, Oilier Oil, Greasier Grease

A. C. McLOON & CO.
DISTRIBUTORS

HON. CLYDE H. SMITH
will address the
ROCKLAND TOWNSEND CLUB

FRIDAY NIGHT AT 7.30
K. P. HALL, ROCKLAND

LIBBY’S

PUBLIC INVITED

PHARMACY

DIAL 414, CAMDEN, ME.
THE STORE OF GOOD VALUES
PAGE & SHAW CANDIES, E-M ICE CREAM
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

Alka Seltzer................ 24
100 Aspirin Tabs....... 49
12 Aspirin Tabs......... 09
Squibb Yeast Tabs .. .43
Iron & Yeast Tabs .. .89

1.00 Agarol................. 83
75c Agarol................... 63
Bisodol Mints ............ 43
Bisodol Mints ............ 23
1.00 Alarm Clocks .. .89

10 Gillette Blades and Large Tube Shaving
Cream ................................................ both for .49
Bathing Caps.............................................. 10 to .23
50c Jar Noxzema and Large Noxzema Soap,
both for ..................................................................... 39
Ipana Tooth Paste....................................................... 23
Two Boxes Kotex....................................................... 39

35c Cutex Cuticle Remov
er and 1 bot Cuticle Oil,
both for............................ 33
50c Woodbury’s Creams
and Powders.................... 39

25c Woodbury’s Creams
and Powders .................. 20
Three Bars Woodbury’s
Soap................................... 25

MAGAZINES, DAILY AND SUNDAY PAPERS

LIBBY’S
FOR QUALITY, SERVICE AND PRICE

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, July 21, 1938

HAS CIVEN FINE SERVICE

(By Tlie Roving Reporter—Fifth Installment)
upon gratuitously by Dr. Ellingwood for tonsils and adenoids. A
I to be a dancer while Yvonne takes
physician gave the time for ether
upon herself the task of mothering
ization, and the Knox Hospital de
the others.
frayed three-quarters of the ex
pense for hospitalizing.
What the Day Brings
The audiometer, a device for test
Tn order to keep the line moving
ing the hearing of school children,
was used for the children from the
and give everybody an equal chance
third grade through High School.
at seeing the quintuplets the spec
1267 children were tested, and 74
tators'
stay in the playhouse Is
found to be defective. Each child
limited to a few moments, but they
who was found to have defective
are informed that they can go
hearing was given a second test.
Eleven “Well Baby Clinics” have
around again if time permits. Sev
been held with an attendance of
eral of our companions did so, but
345 children. Dr. Charles B. P®pplestone has given his time Ine Bidding a reluctant farewell to the day had been so fruitful for us
afternoon each month for tl^se the hospitable home of Dr. Allan that we were quite content with the
few minutes spent there on the
clinics. These clinics are attended
not only by the mothers in iur Roy Dafoe we turned back to the first round.
own city, but by mothers from the little village which Is Carbeil, the
The daily routine provided for
surrounding
towns.
Literature, actual birthplace of the Dionne the quintuplets ls Interesting.
layettes, cod liver oil. and cereal $re
The quintuplets awaken bright
provided for all deserving caaes. quintuplets. The heat had In
Immunization for diphtheria | is creased steadily during our pleas and early and the children are
ready to start their day about 6.30
available at the clinics.
Two lectures in Public Health ant stay in Callander, and so had o'clock every morning, when cod
Nursing were given to the nurses at the crowd, we found upon our ar liver oil and orange juice are served.
the Knox Hospital. Talks on the rival near the Dionne homestead.
At 7 o'clock they are given sponge
work were given at the different
Nursing Work
Many of the tourists were already baths, followed 45 minutes later by
Service Clubs and at a Farm Bu
in line before the gate which was breakfast. By 815 o'clock the
To expectant mothers. 324 visits. reau meeting.
An Institute in Home Hygiene to admit them to the play-house. quints
are outside.
providing
Deliveries attended with physi
and Care of the Sick was held in
cians, 78.
But the heat was so Intense that weather permits, and enjoying a
Nursing care to mothers after Rockland which the nurses attend
private play period, swinging In
ed. Home Hygiene classes will be we were In no mood for standing
childbirth. 477 visits.
hammocks and playing in the nur
a
whole
hour
in
the
broiling
sun.
resumed
here
if
the
service
con

Nursing care to newborn infants,
tinues to be a two nurse service.
so we contented ourselves with a sery grounds, shielded from the
| 557 visits.
Three institutes on Public Health visit to Papa Dionne's souvenir shop, public s view.
Nursing care to medical, surgical
At 9 15 o'clock, they are given
and communicable disease, 1095 < Nursing were attended by the nurse. where soda drawn fresh from the
, at Augusta. She took part in the
visits.
morning collation of milk and at
fountain,
was
exceedingly
refresh

To infants and preschool child program at two of these institutes.
9.30 o'clock enter the horseshoe
Eleven cases were investigated ing.
ren for advice and instruction, 1829
shaped playground where they may
for out of town social service. Two
visits.
Mrs. Dionne's Autograph
be seen by the hundreds of visitors
To school children for advice and Home Service cases have been in
Then we wandered into the park who flock to admire them daily. If
vestigated and helped to establish
instruction. 138 visits.
claims for one ex-service man. and ing areas to examine the number the day is particularly warm, the
Parent consultations. 268 visits.
the family of one other.
Total visits for year, 4766.
youngsters wear sun suits to absorb
This year we have tried to keep plates which represented most of
Patients visited In homes for
a registry of practical nurses and the United States and Canada the benefits of Old Sol. but other
nursing care only, 1036.
i have answered 18 called for families. And It was here we found a most wise they are frocked in light play
School Work
This year we have branched out accommodating official, who vol dresses .
1943 school children weighed. I more into another phase of public
Early To Bed For Them
measured and examined during | health work. In co-operation with unteered to secure Mother Dionne's
!
autograph
if
she
were
In
the
mood
school year.
After the regular morning show
the State Department of Health
Number found with defects. 1058 and Welfare; namely a Tuberculosis to grant it. Very much to our sat- ing. the quints are allowed a period
Number found with defective follow-up program. Crippled Child j isfaction he was successful in his of free play, when supervision is
teeth, 979.
ren follow-up, and Social Hygiene i quest, and I have at The Courierrelaxed to permit them to romp
Corrections, 188.
follow-up. We have contacted 15
Number found with defective families who have active cases of | Oazette office a souvenir card which freely.
About 1130 o’clock dinner is
throats, 212.
tuberculosis in the home. In these j she, autographed, as well as the
Corrections, 21.
homes we have arranged for 40 , large picture of the quintuplets, served In the Dionne Nursery and
Number found with defective different members of the families bearing Dr. Dafoe's autograph. an hour later tlie quints are ln bed
: vision. 63
to have tuberculin tests, x-rays, and The latter I should have been very for their afternoon nap of about
Corrections. 21.
sanatorium treatment where neces : glad to reproduce, but for the fact
an hour.
Number found with defective sary. We are carrying ten cases of
The supervised play period, in
hearing. 74
crippled children and make at least J that the picture Is copyrighted.
Tlie quintuplets go on exhibition view of the public, begins again at
Nuihber visits to classrooms, 308. a monthly visit to the home and
Parent consultations. 268.
report the progress of each child (pleasant days only) at 9.30 a. m. 3 o'clock, followed by a free p'ay
Number of teachers assisted with to the State Bureau of Crippled and 3 p. m. standard time, and re period Then about 4 30 o'clock, the
health programs, 34.
Children at least every six months. main in public view half an hour. children splash In tub baths and an
Number of sanitary inspections
Last year we had five objectives,
We were fortunate enough to get hour later emerge ready for supof schools and grounds. 40.
I and all except two were fulfilled.
The service was covered by one We will carry these two as our ob in the middle of the line Friday i per. "Early to bed" is a standing
nurse until March. Since that time jectives for the coming year with afternoon July 8 and listened to thc rule at the nursery and the quints
Miss Ruth Hathaway, a Red Cross one other added:
announcement of the sound ma tumble Into their cots about 6 30
public health nurse, came on the
1—To teach at least one class in chine from North Bay, the occu o’clock.
staff.
Home Hygiene.-''
In view of the fact that the quin
pant of which made it quite plain
Class room inspection of children
2— To have diphtheria toxoid
that North Bay is some place as tuplets are probably the mast care
in the grades was held each month. clinic for our school children.
fully protected children in the
Fewer cases of skin disease and
3— To do more extensive tubercu well as Callander.
pediculi are noted in our larger losis and social hygiene work in
world, you readers will undoubtedly
In the Dionne Play-House
schools. This is of course due our community.
be Interested to know something
Fifteen minutes later the signal about their daily diet. And here It
largely to the health concepts the
In concluding the report we wish
teachers practice in the schools. to express our appreciation to the was given for the opening of the is:
Co-operation with Miss Lawry. the physicians. City officials. Service gate, and the long line began to
physical director, has helped to les Clubs, members of the executive
What the Quints Eat
sen the work in Junior High and and nursing committees. Knox Hos surge forward, the column being
730
a. m—Orange Juice, (Cod
approximately
600
feet
long
and
Higli School.
pital. State Department of Health
The pre-school clinics were held and Welfare, and the school teach containing probably 1200 persons. liver oil a. m. and p. m.).
for the examination of all children ers for their unfailing support in The progress was slow, and the task
Monday
who were entering school for the our work. No organization works of standing there in the broiling
1 first time in September. Ninety- alone. We therefore owe the suc sun was so tedious, that I was
B—Soft boiled eggs, bacon, milk,
i two attended. The examinations cess of our work to the co-operation
i were made by our physicians, throat of all other organizations with us. tempted to drop out of line and cereal No. 4, brown bread toast.
D.—Broiled beef, string beans, po
specialist, eye specialist, and two To serve and see the work grow has seek shade. This I might have
tatoes;
dessert; caramel pudding,
done
but
for
the
long
distance
which
dentists. These men very gener- been a great privilege,
ously gave their time gratuitously
we had traveled to attain our goal. sunwheat biscuits.
for these examinations, assisted by
S—Cream of wheat, brown bread
After what seemed a very long
Lawn mowers sharpened. Will
the teachers who volunteered. A
call for and deliver. John L. Beaton, time we gained access to the oval and butter, fruit salad and rusks,
home visit was made following the
milk.
clinics to each child found with tel. 421-W. 65 Oliver St. city. 84-86 shaped play-house and found our
Tuesday
selves facing a line of painted win
a defect, with the object of assistj ing the family where ever necessary
B.
—
Poached
eggs, bacon, brown
dows.
The
paint
had
been
scratched
REWARD
in having the defect corrected.
off in some places and the eager bread toast, cereal No. 4, milk.
For
return
of
Black
and
White
Twenty-two dental clinics were1
D.—Broiled lamb, potatoes and
held with children from the first I Male SETTER lost. Answers to tourists were able to get a faint
glimpse of the five famous sisters. peas; dessert, custard sunwheat bis
three grades attending. The report name of "Beauliful Boy."
LILLIAS R. SPRAGUE,
Then came a section of clear glass, cuits.
of the work is as follows: 108 child
OWL'S HEAD. ME.
S—Oatmeal porridge, arrowroot
ren attended. 108 cleanings. 412 fill
and
we looked down upon the quin
Tel. Rockland 837-11 or 722-11
biscuits,
brown bread and butter,
ings of permanent teeth. 2 fillings
87’lt tuplets at play.
of temporary teeth. 236 extractions. ‘
And to use a homely expression It Jello, milk.
A tuberculin clinic was held for '
Wednesday
was “a sight for sore eyes.”
the students In Junior High and '
B,—Scrambled
eggs,
brown
High School. Next year this clinic
The Quintuplets At Play
bread
toast,
cream
of
wheat,
milk.
will be held in all the grades. Each
Yvonne was riding a tricycle
D.—Beef broth, broiled beef,
child is followed each year with an )
madly, and disregarding all traffic beets, potatoes; dessert, chocolate
I x-ray whenever advised. This year j
TONIGHT
signals. Annette was carrying a pudding, sunwheat biscuits.
106 x-rays were taken and exam- j
Bob White and his pall across the area, and Cecile was
ination was made by a physician,
S. — Oatmeal porridge, brown
Providence
! from Fairfield Sanatorium.
Biltmore Hotel Band going in the opposite direction with bread and butter, rusks, applesauce,
Glasses were provided for four
another pall. What either con milk.
Dancing 9-1 Adm 46c
I children.
tained. if anything, I do not know.
Thursday
Nineteen children were operated
I was too busy feasting my eye upon
B Same as Monday.
those beautiful children, consider D -Broiled chicken, carrots, pota
| ably smaller, I thought than the
toes; dessert, banana with pineapple
I ones I had expected to see.
Juice, biscuits.
Tlie quintuplets seemed very seri
S—Oatmeal
porridge, brown
ous about their occupations, and bread and butter, rusks, prune whip,
i were apparently ln ignorance of the milk.
I 1200 pairs of eyes which were fastFriday
i ened upon them. And very likely
B —Same as Tuesday.
they did not see the spectators, for
AT TAKE-IT-AWAY PRICES
D.—Beef broth, broiled fish, po
[ the reason that the latter were in tatoes, string beans; dessert, float
j a dark background looking into the
Brick, Slate, Doors, Windows, Lumber, Radiators,
ing island, biscuits.
light playhouse, while the children
S.—Pablum, brown bread and
Complete Heating System
j could see only walls of light. This
butter, rusks, biscuits, apple whip,
1 had been explained to us by Dr. Da- milk.
Material from the Woolworth Building, Main St.,
| foe before we entered the building
Rockland, now being dismantled.
Saturday
Emelle is said to be the most re
B—Same as Wednesday
ligious of the five, but Inclined to
Apply on premises, starting July 18
D.—Beef, spinach,
potatoes;
mischief. Marie is the smallest, but
graham biscuit pie. z
tries to outdo her sisters in games.
P. T. BERESFORD, Contractor
S —Oatmeal porridge,
brown
Cecile thinks up the most pranks.
85-87
(Continued on Page Eight)
Annette has an apparent ambition
The annual report of Miss Eliza
Steele, publis health nurse, sub
mitted at the recent annual meet
ing contains many interesting and
important facts, and is here given
in full for the benefit of the pub
lic which has been served.
With the publication of this
amazing story of service by Knox
County Chapter, American Red
Cross, comes always the thought
that it is made possible through
the financial support of Commun
ity Chest. Thanks to the Chest
Miss Steele and her co-workers are
free to devote all their time and
energy to the splendid work in the
interests of humanity that crowds
their days.
Community Chest in one great
drive, takes care of the year's
financial needs not only of Red
Cross but also of the Home for Aged
Women, the Salvation Army, the
Boy Scouts and the Civil War Me
morial Association. By this means
duplication of expense, time and
effort is avoided and all the chari
ties freed from worry to the vast
betterment of the service. This
year's drive will start Aug. 1.

BUILDING MATERIAL
FOR SALE

STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
STMRS. NORTH HAVEN and VINAL HAVEN
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o’clock, Daylight Time, every Sunday
Mornine. returning in the late afternoon. A beautfiul sail through
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.
75Th-tf

IN QUEST OF THE “QUINTS”

Volume 93

Number 87.

HE’S ON, ALL RIGHT

Work of Red Cross Outlined By Miss Steele— Two Rockland Pilgrims Visit Shrine Of Inter Official Tally Gave Albert Winslow Enough
Votes For Place On Democratic Ticket
nationally Famous Dionne Sisters
This Year’s Objectives

OaklandPark
J)ancing /

TO VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,

THREE CENTS A COPY

Register of Deeds Albert Winslow
received word from Secretary of
State Robie Tuesday that he re
ceived enough votes in the June
Primary Election to entitle him to a

place on the Democratic side of the
county ticket In the approaching
State election.
The unofficial returns collected
on that night showed that he lacked
four votes, but the official tabula
tion, giving 116 votes, is well above
the required number.
In reality Mr. Winslow received
about 200 votes in tlie Primaries,
but scores were thrown out be
cause thc voters wrote in the name
of “Bert" Winslow, by which he Is
familiarly known, instead of Albert
Winslow, which is his full name.
Here is how the official vote
stood: Appleton 3. Camden 8. Cush
ing 1, Friendship 1, Hope 2, Rock
land 71, Rockport 1, South Thom
aston 2, St. George 17, Thomaston
2, Union 2, Vinal Haven 1, Warren
4, Matinicus Isle 1, total, 116.
.
On the assumption that there
were not sufficient vetes the Dem
ocratic City Committee had Regis
ter Winslow's name placed on the
ballot by petition.

THAT PORT CLYDE SNAKE
Mr. Broad bent and Chief Warden Have Final

Say As To “Diamondback”
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In hls second letter to your paper
concerning the vicious snake that
attacked him, the Rev. John T. Hol
man accuses me and Lester E Brown
of “writing an absolute falsehood.''
It would have been in better taste
had he been more emphatic and put
it this way: “Mr. Broadbent and
Mr Brown were slightly in error."
“A swift answer turneth away
wrath."
As to Mr. Brown, his letter was
based on a communication from me.
so whatever blame is due must bp
borne on my hapless shoulders.
Now as to the Identity of tha*
vicious snake. In his first descrip
tion of it the Rev. Holman merely
said that it had diamonds on its
back. (Of course he meant diamond
markings!.
It Ls not possible to
classify a snake from such a de
scription.
After reading up on snakes he tries
to build up the one that attacked
him into a diamond-backed rattler,
giving details as to its length, color,
shape of its head and markings.
Whv did he not do this in the first
place?
He has fitted to the snake a par
tial description from the book, but
he would have no standing in court,
as he cannot produce the corpus.
After reading hls second descrip
tion of the vicious reptile I am more
than ever convinced that it was not
even a second cousin to a diamondbacked rattler, a flne specimen of
which I saw on the warpath in its
native heath. Some years ago in
the marshes of Amelia Island. Fla ,
I saw several rattlers. On one oc
casion. with a hunter, who was
armed with a shotgun, a rattler
which proved to be slightly over six
feet in length, crossed our path
near the stump of a tree. My com
panion approached within about 20
feet of it. when it suddenly coilpfl
and was ready for action. In this
excited state one thing much in evi
dence was its rattle, comprised of
hard, bony rings, and which was
slightly erect and all a-quiver. A
well directed load from the shotgun
put an end to its activities. This
rattler had a striking distance of
about three feet.
Some time ago a resident of Port
Clyde came across a snake about
five feet in length. From ills de
scription it was a blacksnake—
harmless to humans but useful
around a barnyard, where it will
gobble up rats, mice and other ver
min.
I have heard one woman hero who
said: "After reading the minister's
letter about snakes, I shall be afraid
to go into the woods after blue
berries."
I am endeavoring to
counteract any such fear.
In making use of your column. Mr.
Editor, I have been motivated sole
ly by the desire to dispel any notion
that deadly snakes have obtained a
foothold in Vacationland.
In conclusion, this wlll be my last
contribution to "The Thrilling Story
of the Port Clyde Snake."
S. Newton Broadbent.
Port Clyde, July 19.
I enclose a letter to me from Les
ter E. Brown, chief warden of the
Department of Inland Fisheries and
Game, which will be of interest to
the readers of The Courier-Oazette.
Chief Warden’s Statement
I received your very interesting
letter and the enclosed clipping and
I regret that Rev John Holman's
description as shown by the clip
ping leaves some things to be de
sired in the positive identification
of tills vicious reptile which he now
believes to be a diamond back rat
tler. Whether or not it was such a
rattler probably cannot be satisfac
torily established througli thc news
paper but on the other hand could
be by a little personal questioning
of Rev. Holman.
While I am not an expert in
snakes and other reptiles, I have
had some personal experience with
rattlesnakes and all rattlesnakes
have characticistics which are very
I distinct and pronounced and they

are as follows; All rattlesnakes
have a rattler on the end of the
tall varying of course according to
the size of the snake. I would say
that a 30 inch rattlesnake would
normally have a rattler of not ex
ceeding 1*4 inch in length. The tail
of a rattlesnake ends abruptly ln
what is commonly called the button
from which grows the rattler. As
the snake matures I should say that
thc tail would gradually taper down
to the button, would be approxi
mately 7-16 of an inch in diameter
at thc button. ThLs being in marked
difference to our native snakes, all
of whose tails taper down to a very
small point. Another characteristic
of thc rattler is that he does not
attack except when he Ls coiled and
I have understood that It is Impos
sible for him to strike unless colled
with the head on the inside of the
coil.
While I would not wish to pro
long any argument with Rev John
Holman, the above are some facts
in regard to the rattlesnake which
might be of interest to you.
Lester E Brown,
Chief Warden.

What’ll Kate Say?
Radio Star Going To Have
Nice Large Barrel of Real
Lobsters
Recently some Maine friends of
Kate Smith, famed singer sent her
a box of lobsters. The crusteceana
were highly praised by Miss Smith
on one of her programs.
A few days later she was in a
hotel dining room and ordered lob
ster. It tasted different and upon
Investigation she discovered it to
be crawfish pasing as the genuine
northern variety.
As a result iMiss Smith sent an
SOS. to the Maine Development
Commission for a shipment of
trademarked Maine lobsters for a
dinner she was giving at her sum
mer home at Lake Placid.
Maine dealers contributed a nice
big barrel and they were shipped
Tuesday. They expect Kate to say
some more nice things after she
tries them.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at leaat
once a week The loss of these taste#
ls a loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin

A MATTTER-OP-FACT LOVE SONG
If I were lord of the sun and moo®,
and king of the heaven’s blue.
I weuld chain the stars on a golden
chain, and carry them all to you:
I would make a .scarf of the Milky Way
to cover your raven hair.
And write your name ln letters of flame
as high as the Major Bear.
But since I am not lord of the sub.
nor yet of the realms below.
Would you care to be told that I have
two seats for an elegant movie
show ?
,
If I had power to command the sea,
to govern Its restless waves.
I would bring you diamonds, pearls
and gold from out of the ocean’s
caves;
I would summon a breeze from the
Antilles to fill our silken sails.
And we'd take a trip on a fairy ship
with never a fear of gales.
If I had power to command the sea.
these are some of the things I’d
do—
But since I'm not. does a chocolate
(hot) or a soda appeal to you?
If I knew all of the secret lore that
Is hid from the minds of mem.
I would tell you tales too wonderful
far for mortal tongue or pen;
I would sing you songs that never were
sung, for none but you to hear.
I would whisper thoughts too deep
for words Into your wondering
ear.
But since my storr of secret lore la
rather dilute and spare.
Will you take this poem, and give It
a home, and try to call It square?
—Stoddard King

[The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WFFK

lout of th; mouths of babes and | George S. Williams of Cen
Icklings
hart
(rength. Ps. 8:2.

thou

ordained

Looked Us Over
Representatives of the Bath
1 Times Visit Rockland and
Say Nice Things
J Rorkland and vicinity entertained
figels unawares over the weekend
one is to judge from the readable
blumn which appeared in Mon
ty's Bath Times dealing with folks
Eid affairs in this neck of the
Foods. The authorship of Arthur
Purington's strongly suspected,
lut it may have been someone else
}lio wrote the following:
* * • *
Ideal Summer weather prevailed
laturday and Sunday. On the forlier the writer, after turning out
Its editorials for the day. "Brain
lood.” some of our compositors sarbstically call it. took a day off and
leaded over the bridge for an outlig. It was interesting to note, in
Iriving through Woolwich, the
lumber of new houses built alon
Route 1 which indicates one of the
leasons why Woolwich folks arc
Isking for a larger school building,
llways additional expense when a
■own begins to grow but Woolwich
Ian well afford to take good care
If its new residents for more will
lollow.
• • • •
In driving through to Rockland
Ine ia impressed by the fact that
fcgns are not as numerous cast of
Kennebec u they are along
loute 1 between Bath and the State
Ine al Kittery At least they are
lot so obtrusive and most of those
1'hich do appear are of a more attIractive type than some of those
|ccn to the westward. Little in the
eauty of the landscape is marred
those which have been erected.
• • * •
This is the haying season and
.e familiar with haying days in
aine expects to see horses and
xen employed in the fields but in
any cases the modern tractor has
aken their places. Oxen are sellorn seen working on the forms now
Rays, probably too„ slow for the,
lodern speed era. In one big field.
here a quantity of grass was down
tractor was being used to haul
lie hayrack while another wm tmlloyed in pulling the rakir.g inaIhine which was bunching the hay
Jp in windrow- Thus do tunes
|hange in the country as well as
the cities.

tie

tral Maine Honored At
Augusta Banquet

The Rockport Team Has Withdrawn—Rock

In recognition of the completion
of 35 years of service with the Cen
tral Maine Power Company. George
S. Williams, vice president and gen
eral manager of tlie Central Maine
Power Company was presented with
a 35-year service pin at a testimo
nial dinner held at the Auguste
House Tuesday. Tlie presentation
was made before a group of execu
tives including department heads of
the administration office and divi
sion managers.
Tribute to the fine record which
Mr. Williams has made was ex-1
pressed by Walter S Wyman, presi
dent of the utilities company and
congratulatory remarks were ex-1 You can figure up the cost of a
pressed by others attending, ir. tnc
complete spert outfit and you'll
brief speaking program following be surprised at the total.
the dinner.
It was on June 20. 1903 that Mr.
Williams started his employment Indeed, we have men who come
in for an item like a sport shirt
with the old Kennebec Light and
Heat Company at Gardiner. Close] and are surprised to find that for
very littic more money they ean
attention to duty soon brought
buy the whole works . . . the
recognition and he was made superitendent of that company. In shirt, slacks, hosiery and a tie
that will advertise to the world
1914 he took up special work for
the company and due to his knowl that conditions and the weather
edge and comprehension of the haven't gotten you down
business and its future development
was. in 1917, appointed general su
Here are same prices . . . they're
perintendent.
for immediate acceptance be
In 1925 he became vice president
cause there'll be a lot of im
and general manager, the position
mediate acceptors.
which he holds today.

The back of an

envelope will do.

Washable Slacks
$1.65 to $2.50

White Metal Traps

Sport Shirts
$1.00 to $1.50

To Detect Presence of Jap
anese Beetle in Rockland
and Camden
During the next few days the U.
S. Department of Agriculture. Bu
reau of Entomology and Plan;
Quarantine, in co-operation with
State and local officials will place
150 green and white metal traps in
Rockland to ascertain whether the
Japanese beetle is present. Should
infestation be found the information would be used to guide possible
j control activities.
. . . „
. These traps will be placed chief 1>
residential sections, and those
j in
doing the work will have credentials which will be produced on request. State officials ask residents
t0 co-operate by allowing traps to
piaced On their property for a
period of about thirty days. Polic°
have been notified about the work
Each trap will be visited at fre- j
quent intervals by an inspector;
working under the supervision of C ]

I

The Japanese beetle is a pest of
economic importance in sections of I
the country where it is abundant. |
The roadsides, in aome sections,
I Mast of the insect's life is spent in !
lave been improved by the C.CC.
Vorkers and what w ;• !>;:• bai k I the soil where the grub feeds on I
,
...
1 the roots of plants. The adult,
re now coming along with green which u present in the summer, is
hmbs and foliage of young trees about one.quartcr of an inch long
‘’hich have been planted. No doubt i ^jth a green head and brown wing
me of these days the roadsides , CCvers The feeding of the adult
long the new Bath and Brunswick damages the flowers, fruit and foliilghway. now rather bare and un- j age of many-plants.
In this section the first appearIttractivr will ren ive like treatlieiit and add to the beauty of tliat. ance of the beetle would be noted on
|rive which will be one of the heavi- grape leaves or in the blossoms oi .
.
.
st traveled |x?rtions of highway roses.
Trap inspectors do not have in
|i Maine
formation
about
other
plant
pests
• • • ♦
Requests for such information,
Near Waldoboro the Lane Con- should be addressed to E. L. New - 1
ruction Co is doing a big job of
hieI Division of Plant Indus.. will be
u. a. fine piece
House. Augusta. Maine.
rfacing andJ it
One hundred traps will also be set,
|f work when done. It tends to
Did up traffic a few minutes as it in Camden.
one-way for a short distance
Ind driven have to wait until the ture generations and more tourists
pen on duty send them along.
should know of its existence. On
• * • •
Saturday there were visiters from
Many Maine people and a great Quebec. Nova Scotia and more than
oany out of state visitor; . top in a dozen states who had learned of
Thomaston to visit-the beautiful this interesting reproduction of a
TS, ’SX. SSUSjss-■’« •“! -

Underwear
$1.00 to $2.50

Bathing Trunks
$1.25 to $3.95
Jantzen Swim Suits
for ladies

Men’s $5.00
White Sport Shoes
now $3.85

GREGORY’S

*•**

in a Thomaston uniform, and
Coming Games
Tonight—Rockland at St. George. played a brilliant game at short (
Friday night—Rockland at Cam his stop of McBride's sharp ground
er being of professional caliber.
i
den; Thomaston at St. George?
Bohndell had a perfect night at,
• • • •
Manager Frederick Richards of bat walking once and making two |
singles and a double.
the Rockport team yesterday an
Thomaston cinched the game in
nounced the withdrawal of that unit the ninth on Bohndell's double, two j
from tire Knox Twilight League, be walks and Heal's error. The score: I
Thomaston
cause of the belief that it was not
ab r bh tb po a e I
strong enough to compete with the
other organizations. Tlie game to Glover. 2b .... 5 1 1
Felt, 3b........... 4 1 0
have been played with Thomaston Bbhndell. rf .... 3 2 3
at Rockport, Tuesday night, was Robinson, cf .. 4 1 0
forfeited, and last night's game with Jealous, c ..... 4 0 2
St. George was cancelled. The Barlow, cf ..... 3 2 0
schedule called for a game between Miller, ss ...... 3 0 0
Rockport and Camden at Rock Upham, p ..... 4 0 11
Woodcock, lb .. 4 0 0 0
port Saturday, but that too has been
cancelled Reorganization is pos
34 7 7 9 27 7 2 1
sible. but not probable.
oekland
ab r bh tb po a e
Rockport has shown much pluck
in continuing thus far in a League
3 1 0 0 1 0 ol
where it was known to be out
0 0 0 0 0 0 oi
classed. and is entitled to much |
3 1 1 1 3 2 2
credit for its endeavor to stay in j Karl. 2b ........ 4 0 0 0 1 2 11
the running. In the lineup were | W'bach. c
4 0 1 1 2 0 °l
several men who should be quickly |
4 0 1 1 5 0 0
absorbed by other teams, in the in- ]
4 0 2 3 1 4 11
terest of good sport. The writer' Pendleton, lb 3 0 0 0 8 0 0
feels competent to name them, but |
in the interest of business and har- [ McBride, rf .. 3 0 0 0 1 02 0
0
inony is going to leave that to Perry, p .......... 33 0 0 0 1
tlie other managers.
31 2 5 6 24 9 4
Manager Richards has worked
2 1 1 0000 3 x 7
hard to make the season a success, Thomaston
20000000 0—2
and has given it the benefit of his
Two-base hits. Bohndell. Glover.
excellent knowledge of the game.
The sports editor knows that many Ellis. Base on balls, off Upham 2.
other fans will share in his regret, off Perry 3. Struck out, by Upham
that Rockport is not to continue— 8. by Perry 3. Umpires, Dimick and
in this half, at least.
Feyler. Scorer, Winslow.
• • • •
• • • •
Thomaston 7, Rockland 2
Rockland is playing in St. George
Ferry’, the Pirate third baseman, tonight and at Camden Friday
appeared in the role of pitcher at night.
• • • •
Thomaston last night and except
Through a drizzling rainstorm
(or the first and last innings his
speed ball was effective. Upham, which lasted the entire nine inn
the Thomaston heaver, was tn ex ings St. George battled Camden at
cellent form, holding the Pirates St. George Tuesday night, and the
to five hits, one of which was a result was the usual onesided vlc-I
tory for the Harbor lads. The score
double by Ellis.
Miller of the defunct Rockport ' was 8 to 1. Ricker pitching for St.
team made his initial appearance i George and Stahl for Camden.

i

At Bar Harbor

An Oldtime “Grad”

Was Held Annual Meeting Program Given By the Class
“Put Up Your Dukes” and Field Day of Finger of 1884, Rockland High
■ _____
School
Printers
What Butch Wooster Is
The class of 1884. Rorkland High
The first annual meeting and School, held graduation exercises
Going To Say To Johnny
field day of the Maine Law Officers (they didn't call them commence-1
Carleton
Identification Association was held ment exercises those dayst in the

It ... personal Mend .1 Ora "J
Mo„ip,ito
Washington. He aided in driving
.... .
is a gift shop, the stock of which is
he British out of Boston b.v head- in many ways like most places of
« an expedition which went in
;
addition it shows
inter to Port Ticonderoga and.,
handicrafl work done by
/ith oxen and sleds, transported a "
Thomaston and vicinity
reat number of cannon, taken from *
remarkably line
he BritLsh. and brought them to specimens of sweaters, mittens and
orchester heights where they were other knit goods, also fine hand
liounted in so commanding a posi- woven articles. There are also ship
Jion that the British derided to
models, toy boats, weather vanes,
I
out" thereby giving Bo-ton
In excuse for its annual celebration and other things made from wood.
One of the most popular of these
|[ "Evacuation Day
so the writer was told, is the minia
* * * *
traps,
or
While the exterior of this man- ture
. ,lobster ...
.. . three
..... inches
.
ion is imposing it is well worth
In lcn^ wl,h
(little;1<eather
nes time to inspect the interior Stages, nets on the end and athich has been reproduced to as tachfd
‘ n Lm
ear the original as possible for ; cxlct "’o^, °f J1* ,r^
S?1";
,an and money to make it. Much ,
t!?e ^aine coast They
|f the furniture l- from the original 1 sell at $1 each, are made by a man
4ontpelier’ and other is of that living in that vicinity and out of
lime The stairc..;e l., a gem of state people arc the greatest buyers. I
Irehitcctural beauty.
The wall To them they are a novelty and, i
the Maine lobster is one of the ]
aper is either copied from the orig- as
most popular features of a visit to I
nal or from paper of that period,
i tour ot the hou e giv< one a, the coast, they want to take these
letter idea of Hie grandeur of the J miniatures “back home' 'to show
yealthy in Colonial times than can folks how Maine lobsters arc
le obtained anywa: n. New Kn«- trapped.
• • • •
hnd. The crystal chandelier in
Over in Rockland the one time I
he oval room is something of rare R,K.kiand Country Club, purchased
eauty while tlie muror-door book- a vrar ag0 by a Ro^^nd man and
lase brought, to America from greatly improved, is now known as
I'rance lor lh iuilirtin.it' Main the Knox County Golf Club and
Intoinettc
She wa planning lo
ls doing an excellent business with
Iscape from France and come to a a good membership and many tran
louse ill Edg<comb winch had lxcn sients.
liade ready for her reception and
• • • •
lhe big bookcase which was landed
It Ls no wonder Waldoboro people
It Boston, attracts attention from arc proud of their Waldo Theatre
111 visitors. There are art treaure- for it is attractive both Inside and
l'hich money could not replace and out. In fact, although not as large
Ine who fails to visit Montpelier as many, it is considered by the
Lscs one of tin great'st offeriiu;- theatrical fraternity one of the
Tliich Manic or any other state finest moving picture theatres in
Ian present to show the grandeur Maine.
|f Colonial times.
•4••
I
* • » »
Getting away from the No. 1
In one of the rooms in Montpelier highway and driving into the
t a round piece of wood with a Boothbay region one finds great
lole bored its full length through activity and automobiles so numer
me center. It was a part of the ous that parking is a bigger prob
Bpe through which water was once lem at the “Harbor" than it is in
E-ought from the outside into the Bath. The Boothbay Playhouse is
louse. The writer was told by the starting for a good season. It is
listodian tliat there ts a house in on the road between Wiscasset and
Jhomaston even now which receives Boothbay and has been improved
Is water supply through a similar from last year, its first season.
looden pipe.
Parking conditions there are ex
cellent and two uniformed atten
I Daughters of tlie American Rey- dants are on duty to assist motor
lution have accomplished a won- ists and watch over tars. The
trfUl thing in reproducing Mont- theatre ts open Wednesday, Thurs
blier. Wonderful for this and fu- day. Friday and Saturday nights,

1

land Loses In Thomaston

Universalist Church.
A friend
in Bar Harbor Tuesday with more i sends us the program, which fol- j
than 100 state, county and munici lows:
pal law enforcement officers and J Overture. Morning. Noon and
Night. Orpheus Club.
their wives ln attendance.
Prayer. Rev. W S. Roberts.
Gcv. Barrows was the guest of
Mazouska. Blan Veilcher, Orpheus
honor and principal speaker at the
luncheon held at Stanley s Lobster Club.
Salutatory. Annie Farwell Pack
pound at Southwest Harbor.
ard.
Members of the welcoming comEssay. My Mule, Margaret Fales
mittee included Chief Oeorge Ab
bott of the Bar Harbor police Pierce.
Waltzes. Lillian, Orpheus Club.
County Attorney Norman Shaw
Class History. Girls, Hattie Ella
Deputy Sheriff Warren Tribou and
Dr. Clarence Cook Little, and Act Crockett.
Essay, two G's. Aldana BUke
ing Chief Ranger William Camp
Crocker.
bell.
Selection. Trip to Africa. Shppcr.
Visiting members headed by Gov
ernor Barrows were met at the Orpheus Club
Hancock county bridge and escorted
Essay, Paticnti, est Mundus, An
to Bar Harbor by the motor rangers nie Belle Metcalf.
from Acadia National Park
Prophesy. After the High School ,
Following the luncheon at South
What?. Louise Marden Gurdy.
west Harbor the group was taken
March Cadets, Cox. Orpheus Ciub.
on a motor trip of Mount Desert
Essay. Thoughts of Life. Anna
Island and to the top of Cadillac Emma Coughlin.
Mountain.
Valedictory. Heights Beyond. Effie
Gov. Barrows stressed the import
ance of the work of fingerprinting Lanella Smith.
Awarding Diplomas, John Love
and other forms of identification
used by the law enforcement offi joy.
Benediction, Rev. II A. Philbrook.
cers within the state and praised
the advances made by various
county and municipal departments
m this field
Lieut. Leon P. Shepard of the
ROCKVILLE
Maine State police, president of the
organization presided over the
F. L. Hunter has had the tele meeting and introduced the gover
Latest Hits played by Benny
phone installed, the num>; G13-21. nor.
Goodman. Tommy Dorsey. Ia»n v
From this city went Sheriff and < Union, Horace lleidl. Kay KvMrs. C. Earle Ludwick. Deputy :er, Jan Garber. Shep Fields, ele.
Sheriff and Mrs. Robert A Web
on
ster, Oscar E Wishman. Miss Doro
VICTOR
thy Parker and Mtss Ruth Parker.
Miss Ruth Parker is identification
BRUNSWICK
officer at the Men's Reformatory
BLUE BIRD
in South Windham.
VOCAUIAN
DECCA
THE WHITE CARDS

Johnny Carleton of Augusta, in
spired by the nine bouts whch lie
won in Florida the past winter will
skip through the repes at tne Potato
Bowl next Wednesday night and
say to Butch Wooster. "Sonny
what are you doing in there " And
Butch Wooster, likewise inspired by
his long stretch of victories will say
to Johnny Carleton: Put up your
dukes, me lad. and I ll show what
I'm here for."
And then there'll be lots of biff
ing and banging, and somebodv is
likely to become a bit weary before
the eight scheduled rounds have
been fought.
Will it be Butch, or will it be
Johnny?
Time will tell
Supplementing tlie main bout will
be tiiese attractions.
Walter Reynolds of Camden vs.
Frankie Merrill of Augusta
Charlie Woaster of Rockland vs.
Youn? Boardman of Rockland.
Billy Howard of Rockland vs.
Billy McBride of Missouri.
Slasher Porter of Rockland vs.
George Terrio of Augusta.
Ginger Miller of Rockland vs
Buzzsaw Bryant of Rockland.
And Oliver Hamlin will be No. 3
in the ring.

These POWERATED
cars are outstanding per
formers that will receive
well-earned applause from
their new owners.
1937 Chevrolet Sedan
TRUNK

1937
1936
1936
1935

Oldsmobile Sedan
Terraplane Sedan
Oldsmobile Coupe
Ford Sedan

TRUNK

1935 Chevrolet Coach
1934 Pontiac Sedan
1934 Ford Phaeton
1933 Pontiac Sedan
1933 Chevrolet Delivery
1932 Plymouth Sedan
1931 Dodge Sedan

Others priced from
$25.00 to $750.00
CONVENIENT TERMS

''•^ROCKLAND '

mWM-ta

462 MAIN ST
ROCKLAND, MAINE

GRAND BARGAINS!
FRIEND'S-YELLOW

EYE, KIDNEY, PEA

BEANS 2
TONICSc 2 2^z 15'
CHIPSO = 2^57
CRACKERS'14
SALMON
21
TALL

CANS

YUKON-CLUB

SODA, CINCER ALE-ASSORTED FLAVORS

RINSO, OXYDOL or

ROCKLAND, ME.

SULTANA RED

BARGAIN
BASEMENT

CAN

SALAD DRESSING
8OZ
10' PiNT
JAR 15‘
25<
JAR

39c, 45t Sweaters 1.00 1.49 1.79

69c
White Ducks, 1,19, 1.39 Sweat Shirts,
Slacks,
1.00, 1.50 Shorts (outside) 79c, 98c
Work Pants, 1.00, 1.49
Hose,
13c, 19c, 23c
Khaki Pants,
1.00
Bathing Trunks 50c, 75c Men’s Shirts and
Shorts,___________ 25c
Dress Shirts,
98c
49c Bush Jackets,

8OZ
JAR

10'I?'

37'

OC
MACARONI
10 POUNDS
BOX 49
2
IONA BANTAM CORN
4 NO.
CANS 25
CRUSHED
T I)
21/: J
A&P PINEAPPLE or SLICED NO.
CANS
2 QUART *|f>c
PREPARED
1815 BRAND
MUSTARD
JAR 10
Full Sized Pkg 15c
POST TOASTIES3 Huskies-ALL 1THREE
PKGS
A&P APPLE SAUCE 2 K 15e
SANKA or KAFFEE HAC33
STRING BEANS CIBB’S BRAND CA^ 5
o^SPACHETTI

1.19

C

NO. 2/2

pm»13«-AIso

tfauffseu/ Hi

L

A&P
Home
Style
DELICIOUS
BREAD 7Bread2r
Double wrapped for your protection

|

WHOLE MILK BREAD

PURE LARD

2

SILVERBROOK Butter 2
EVAP. MILK WHITEHOUSE 4

3
3

lbs
LBS

ELBERTA
4-QT BASKET

53c

LBS

55c

CANS

25c

LBS

48c

59

25c FRESH CARROTS
21c CANTALOUPES
10c NATIVE CABBAGE

JUMBO
SIZE

HAMS
CHICKENS
RIB ROAST
LAMB LEGS

LBS

10

CLOTH BAGS-GRANULATED

PEACHES

10c

LB

CREAMERY BUTTER

SUGAR

17c

2 °^

LB

FRESH NATIVE-2)/2 TO

SATURDAY SPECIALS

Work Shirts,

MAYONNAISE

OR SHANK HALF

BURPEE & LAMB, INC.
Sport Shirts,

- -fafUtflA ■

dnn fiaqs.-

SUNNYFIELD- WHOLE

—AT—

H

TALL

SEEDLESS CRAPES
TOMATOES
FRESH BEETS

“LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN’’

L>
'I'

HAMPTON SODA

Come in and Icok them over!

MAINE MUSIC CO.

III.

nu'

IN FACT YOU LL THINK WE.VE MADE HUNDREDS OF MISTAKES-PRICES ARE SO LOW
IN SELF-SERVICE STORES-SHOP LEISURELY AND SAVE ON YOUR FOODS

NEW RECORDS

Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Will the person who has been
I sending me two white cards signed
"From a friend" please sign their
name as I would like to say "Thank
you.”
Ada Martin

x

PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SATURDAY, JULY 23rd

3^ POUND AVERAGE

LB

HEAVY STEER BEEF

LB

GENUINE SPRING

LB

3
2
4

10c
27c
LBS
9c

BCHS

for

27
25
29
25

Cold Quite
HADDOCK
SCALLOPS

FILLETS
FRESH

FRESH

i»17‘
;19c

MACARONI and CHEESE
■
a ■■
ba
Beta ■ rtta aw
LOAF, BAKED LOAF,
BOLOCNA, MINCED HAM,
JELLIED CORHED BEEF

y°u?

Choice

1 1^' either kind

25c

'

Every-Other-Day

Clouds of dust billowing from the
upper stories of the Woolworth '
block tell of intensive work being
done on the interior. And present- j
ly we shall be looking our last upon 1
the second and third stories of that j
structure.

A collision between motor cars
driven by R. Waldo Tyler and Miss
Helen Burns, at corner of North
Main and Gay streets Monday night
resulted in the arrest of the former
and his appearance before Judge
Dwinal Tuesday on a charge of
drunken driving. He was fined $100
and costs and appealed.

Senter Crane Company

Bob White and his Providence
Biltmore Hotel Band will be heard
I over WbBZ Friday evening 7.15 to
1 7.30. This orchestra plays Saturday
night for the Oakland Park dance.

Five Floors of Values

i
Women’s Silk Hosiery, full fashioned .... „............ ................................. 49
Women’s Dresses, printed or plain .................................................

1.98

( liildren’s Lastex Top Anklets ................................................................. 10
Bathing Suits, Satin Puckerette .....................................................

1.98

.59 to

.79

Overalls, for boys and men .

.49 to

.89

Chintz Covered Pillows .......................................................... 25 and

.49

Cototn Slips, built up shoulders, sizes 38-52 ............................

.39

Real Cushion Dot Ruffle Curtains ................................ ........

1.00

Rral French Angora Sweaters .... ...................................................

2.98

Men’s Woven Stripe Pajamas

1.19

KNOX BIRTHDAY

Angora Yarns, 1 oz. ball, 350 yards

.79

Pure Worsted Anklets, 50e value

.29

Van Raaite Fabiie Gloves, regular 1.00

.85

Umbrellas, printed oil silks .... ......................... ........ .........................

Thi-Hi Hosiery, elastic over the knee .........................................

All Knox Ccunty is holding
open house next Monday at
Montpelier, Thomaston, in com
memoration of
the birthday
Genrral Knox. Exercises will
be held at the grave at 9.30. the
annual meeting of the Knox Me
morial Association at 10.30 and
at 3 p. m. Col. Robert J. Halpin,
Fifth Infantry, U. S. Army, will
deliver the address on “Our
Ameriran Heritage." The gar
den clubs of the county will be
in charge of dreorations, Mrs. E.
Stewart Orbeton, chairman. The
mansion will be open for public
inspection from 10 a. m. to 6 p. m.

.59
1.00

1.75 Roger & Gallet Sachet and Talc Combination ............

1.00

1.50 Eve in Parts, Face Powder and Perfume Comb. ............

1.10

1.50 Eve in Paris, Dusting Powder and Cologne Comb...........

1.10

1.00 Eve in Paris, Perfume and Cologne Comb.........................

.95

1.75 ”4711" Perfume and Cologne Comb......................................

1.20

80 Square Percales (First Floor) .... .................................................... 12'(printed) ..........................

.49

Printed French Crepes, new patterns

.49 1’

Special, Four Year Sheets, size 81x99

.89

Special, Four Year Sheets, size 72x99

.79

Word has been received by rela
tives of the sudden death hi Som
erville. Mass., of Sylvester P Saw
yer, son of the late Arthur and Belle
Sawyer of this city. Interment was
in Somerville yesterday.

Convict Fred Deschane, recently 1
recaptured in Aroostook County,
was grilled at the State Prison yes
terday by County Attorney Burrows
Special, Four Year Cases, size 42x36
.19
Sheriff Ludwick and Lieut. Leon P.1
Shepard with regard to any infor
mation he might possess in connec- :
Dr. Francis E. Townsend, origina
tion with the murder of AJa Mills |
at Camden. The quiz will be re- I
tor of the Townsend plan of revolv
ing old age pension payments, will
Dr. L. M. Richardson has moved
Dr. Warren Brigham, consulting sumed at a later date.
be the guest speaker at a statewide from 400 Main street to 401 Main phychologist, Associate Chief of
At the Littlefield Memorial Free
field day of the organizations in the street, next south of Western Staff of the Birmingham, Alabama
State at Augusta July 31. Officials Union.
Vocational Clinic will be guest Baptist Church Friday night at 7 45
of the field day said they expected
speaker at the Rotary Club meeting the following program will be under
the auspices of the Abbie G. San
The municipal officers have tomorrow.
more than 10000 people to attend
derson World Wide Guild to which
granted permission to J. Harry
the meeting.
the public is invited Piano solo.
Boynton and Stanley C. Boynton to
Col. Harry Ross has sold to Eliza
Dream Land," Evelyn Bragg;
A new steel fire escape is gradual install gas storage tanks at the beth N. Dyer of Bangor one-half "Loves
prayer. Rev. Charles A. Marstaller;
ly taking form on the southern side Thomas garage. Park street.
of the Tillson Wharf property, Guild song. Teen Age Guild; piano
of Everett L. Spear s block at The
which Col. Ross bought when the solo. "Carolling of the Birds," Miss
The
Raspberry
Club
(don
’
t
call
it
Brook for the convenience of those
Eastern Steamship Lines Inc., dis Olive Bragg; solo. “Joy of My Long
Rosburyi
hejd
its
annual
meeting
who occupy the three upper stories.
continued the Boston and Bangor ing Heart." Mrs. Eleanor Libby;
at
Rockledge
Inn
Tuesday
night,
A temporary wooden fire escape has
reading, "The Lost Word." Miss
route.
been serving until the arrival of the and settled the matter of who
Vivian Drinkwater; piano solo.
should
be
dictator.
The
office
went
steel. With all due respects to the b.v unanimous vote to Bert Mullen
A very interesting program is “Nearer My God To Thee." Miss
new gear here's hoping it will never Col. Basil H Stinson was named promised to the members of the Olive Bragg; piano-accordion solo,
be used.
secretary and will also handle the Ropkland Garden Club. Tuesday Walter Griffin; marxaphone solo.
afternoon at 2 30 at the Commun Mrs. Ronald Lord; duet. “When the
club's extensive funds.
Castine has recently completed a
ity Building, when Dr. Lennie Lynds Vail Ls Lifted," Mr. and Mrs Sid
new $6,100 municipal public pier
Three hundred pounds of lobsters of Augusta, will give one of her in ney Munro; solo. Miss Kathleen
for the convenience of local resi alleged to have been stolen last Sat teresting lectures on "Bog Plants." Chase; violin solo. "Intermezzo:
Miss Barbara Robinson; solo. Mrs.
dents and visiting yachtsmen. A urday from Rackliff & Witham's
Ralph Gray; reading. "The Other
summer house on the pier, a rest pound were recovered yesterday by
Representative Clyde H. Smith Wise Man." Miss Drinkwater. Miss
room, and a fine large parking Warden Hallowell at Andrews will speak at K P. hall tomorrow
Drinkwater's first reading will be
place, at the foot of Main street, Island, and returned to the owners. night at 7.30. His subject will prob given in tlie Grecian costume the
are included in the waterfront im Warrants are out for the arrest of ably deal with pensions and will last in the Jewish costume.
provement. made entirely without Isaac McFarland of New Harbor prove interesting not only to mem
and liis alleged companion EBta bers of Townsend clubs but to every
benefit of federal funds.
Wall.
one watching the "signs of the
SUPPER
John W Trott. Mrs. Henry.L
times.”
Miriam Rebekah Lodge met Tues
Stickney of iBelmont. Mass., and
At “Undercroft”
others are tentative speakers” to day night It was voted to have a
At the Snow shipyard good prog
morrow for the Educational Club picnic next Tuesday night at the ress ts being made 011 the steamer
ST.
PETER'S CHURCH
session 3 to 830. Mrs. E. Foster State Park in Camden. Mrs. Flora W. S. White and Manager GatPost,
Miss
Doris
Hyler
and
Mrs.
Fales of 11 Elm street. Thomaston
combe expects to see the craft back
Saturday—5 to 7 o’clock
will be the hostess. One of tlie dis I^ena Rollins are the committee in ln its native element early next
charge.
Members
are
asked
to
take
cussion topics will be "How did the
HOME COOKED FOOD
month
—
Tug
Sommers
N.
Smitl'
was
Man oi Galilee avoid trouble and box lunch and frankfurts. Odd launched Tuesday after bottom
Fellows
are
invited.
Those
wishing
work.—The New Bedford dragger
making enemies needlessly?”
transportation may call any one of Friendship has been equipped with
the committee.
a new deck aft and new dory racks,
U S S. Sampson Bath-built tor
and has been painted from top to
pedo boat destroyer, strutted her
The
funeral
of
Private
Walter
stuff on the Rockland course yes L„ Vasso, 17. son of Soter, and Mrs. bottom. The craft, which is owned
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
by Cleveland Burns, formerly of
terday with a heavy fog bank fet
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
Alice Magune Vasso was held Tues Friendship, will leave in a day or
ing as a background. President day afternoon at the Burpee under
William S. Newell of the Bath lion
two for New Bedford.
THURSDAY, JULY 21
Works was aboard, together with taking parlors, under military di
rection.
Rev.
Ernest
O.
Kenyon
of
FAY BAINTER
Small, hand-woven rugs $100
Commander William Granat. US N
CLAUDE RAINS
who will command the new craft. St. Peter's Episcopal Church offi each. Ralph Blood photographs of
ciated.
Battery
E.
240th
C.
A
Regi

Maine coast, many local, from 50c .Jackie Cooper, Bonita Granville
Capt. .William S. Blair, )>ort cap
Small
“whatnots;"
tain. ts in ccmmand during lhe ment of which the deceased was to $2.50.
In
a
member,
headed
by
Capt.
Hewett
trials.
K
hooked-rug patterns; lovely pieces
attended in a body, a source of cf Chinese copper, brass, and porce
“WHITE BANNERS”
At a meeting of the Merchants comfort to the sorrowing family. lain, a few antiques. Visitors al From the famous Cosmopolitan
committee held at the Chamber of The bearers were members of the ways welcome What-Not Shop, 491
story by Lloyd C. Douglas, who
Commerce rooms Wednesday, it Battery. Besides his parents, he Main street.—adv.
wrote "Magnificent Obsession"
leaves
two
brothers,
Wilbert,
and
w"as unanimously voted to send the
and “Green Light.”
Josef,
one
sister.
Hazel;
a
halffollowing boys to tlie Portland
Everywhere and in every peri
FOOD SALE
Derby, leaving Friday afternoon: brother Oeorge P. Halstead and
odical critics are hailing this new
Perley Bartlett. Joe AnaslaslP. half sister Mrs. Maude Fogg to
as a handsomely per
Julius McCaslin. Charles McMahon. whom he was much endeared.
At Rockland Hardware Co. production
formed masterpiece.
Perry iMargeson. Chester Staples,
Municipal officers from Knox
and Albert Mills. These boys are
Friday, July 22—afternoon
FRI.-SAT., JULY 22-23
listed in the order of their car’k lo Lincoln and Waldo counties will
cal winning. Tlie boys’ expenses are hold a regional meeting at the ComFor the Methodist Church
LUISE RAINER
87-It
all paid. Including hotel. In addi munity Building this afternoon and
MELVYN DOUGLAS
tion to the boys listed the follow there will be a banquet at the Cop
ROBERT YOUNG
ing boys are going to Portland, with per Kettle in the evening. The aft
II. B. Warner
Barbara O'Neil
all expenses by the Press Herald. ernoon speakers will be Harold G.
Clip Out This Advertisement
in
Richard Young. Charles Holderness, Wood of the State Health and Wel
Harlan Rollins, Stanley Sizemore. fare Department and Francis W
It’« Worth $2.00 To You
____ “TOY WIFE”
Robert Walsh, these boys are also Sullivan, legal counsel for the Asso We will give you a regular $5.00
SUN.-MON., JULY 24-25
staying at the Columbia Hotel. The ciation. John C. Fitzgerald, State
Steam Oil Permanent For This
winner of the Portland race goes administrator, will discuss the
Advertisement
and
$3.00
Waldo Theatre is privileged to
to Akron. Ohio to compete in the W.P.A. program in (Maine. Mayor
present the prize winning screen
You Must Have ThLs Adv.
Veazie will greet the visitors. The
final race.
masterpiece of history's greatest
entertainment program will intro
Clip It Now!
royal romance—
Al Blackington's Friday and Sat duce the Staples Sisters, Jennie and
ECONOMY
urday: White Red Cross Shoes re Betty, in acrobatic dancing; Fred
“MAYERLING”
Sistaire and partner in roller skat
BEAUTY PARLOR
duced to $4.95 —adv.
Starring the new screen sensation
ing and Ralph Staples and Arthur
342 MAIN ST. Upstairs TEL. 122
DANIELLE DARRIEUX
Opposite Strand Theatre
Public bridge. G A R. hall. Friday Crockett in hill-billy numbers.

WALDO THEATRE

87-It

July 22 at 8 o'clock. Tickets, 25c.
BURN
Reservations. Mrs. Mildred O'Don
Cleat hero—At Taunton. Mass.. July
nell, Burpee
Lamb's. Hostesses, 14. to Mr and Mrs. Oeorge Cleathero
Frost), a 9on.
refreshment committee of St. Ber (Ella
Packard—At Portland. July 15. to Mr.
nard's lawn party.
86-87 snd Mrs. Vernon Packard, of Cape

MARRIED
Stahford-Feyler—At Warren. July 16.
by Rev. H. S Kllborn of Thomaston,
Miss Adelle Gt Feyler. and William
Stanford, both of Warren.

MORTICIANS
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
581-S6S MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
iwtr

DIED
Knowlton—At Sunset. July 13. Prof
Stephen B. Knowlton, aged 70 years.
23 days.
Geyer—At Sailors Snug Harbor. July
19. Ellard Geyer formerly of Friend
ship, aged 87 years. 8 months. 2 days.
Funeral Thursday at 3 o’clock from
Davis chapel. Interment ln Village
cemetery Friendship,
,

and CHARLES BOYER

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

Maycrling is a French master
piece though the dialogue Is in
French, crisp titles in English
make it possible for you to easily
understand the action and plot.
After six months on Broadway.
Mayerling was acclaimed by New
York critics as one of the most
powerful dramas of all time.
While this is an unusual book
ing for this locality, and marks
the first showing of a French film
at The Waldo Theatre, we are
confident the magnificent pro
duction Mayerling will receive
the same acclaim as was be
stowed upon it during its amaz
ing run in the large cities of the
United States.
also

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.

Robert Benchley will tell you
“HOW TO START THE DAY”

Elizabeth, a daughter, Jane.
Holmes—At Rockland. July 16. to Mr
and Mrs Maynard A Holmes (Ethel
Philbrook), a daughter—Evelyn Jean
nette.

BURPEE'S

BONELESS—WASTELESS

From Corn Products
represented b.v

tf

1.00

1.50 Roger A Gallet Soap and Talc Combination

Spun Rayon

Values that show appreciation of your patronage welcome you to our store this
week. It’s Open House Week . . . when new customers will join with old friends
who already know the savings we offer on fine foods. We have with us this week
representatives from several large companies to assist you with your food problems.

Miss Edna Watts, bookkeeper for
the Burpee Furniture Company, is
having her annual vacation. Also
absent from the force for that pleas
ant reason is George A. Achorn of
the sales department.

Ja>pf Upholstery Cloth, 36 in., fine quality .................... ................... 19

■

Elmer E. Newbert, a brother oi
Frank L. Newbert of this city, and
one-time resident of Warren, has
just been re-elected a trustee of the
Augusta Water District for three
years.
John W. Trott, manager of the
local office of Maine State Employ
ment will be the speaker Friday
night at Educational Club meeting
in Thomaston, his subject “Employ
ment Service."

Luncheon Cloths, large, 50x50 .................................................
-................... 25
Dungarees, for boys and men

Page Three

G. G. Gath of South Hope has
just bought two fine five and six
year old saddle horses, which are
working out fine.

TALK OF THE TOWN
“COMING
EVENTS
CAST
THEIR
SHADOWS BEFORE”
July 21-Martinsville -Silver tea by
Ladles Circle on the Bachelder larva.
July 21—Maine Municipal Association
meets at the Community building i
July 23 - Vinal Haven - Marguerite
Chapter OES fair.
July 24 -Rockport—Concert by Curtis
Siring Quartet at Eells’ Boat Barn.
July 25—Thomaston—Annual meet
ing of Knox Memorial Association at1
Montpelier.
July 26—Camden—Yale Puppeteers I
at Opera House.
July 27—Thomaston-Annual concert i
at the Baptist Church.
July 27-Aug 7—Unlon -Revival meet
ings at Church of the Nazarene.
July 27— Rockport --Baptist tadles
Circle midsummer fair.
July 28—Tenants Harbor—Rebekah
Bewlng Circle fair.
July 26—Lawn party of St. Bernard's
Parish, corner Broadway and Pi\rk
street.
,
July 29—Waldoboro—Lawn party ;of
Woman's Club at Mrs Maude Ctkrk
Gay’s.
Aug. 3-6—Rockport—Regatta-Sports
men's Show
Aug. 3—Camden—Annual bazaar of
St. Thomas parish.
Aug. 3-Camden—Ted Shawn and his
men dancers at Opera House.
Aug 4—Ingraham family at Penob
scot View Grange hall. Glen Cove
Aug 7—Rockport—Concert by Curtis
String Quartet at Eells' Boat Barn.
Aug 8 (evening)—Tenants Harbor—
Illustrated lecture on Clipper Ships by
Dr Park of Boston at Odd Fellows ball,
benefit library.
Aug 9—Rockport—Open meeting of
Oarden Club at Chase home. Beech Hill.
Aug 9—Eastern Star Field Day at i
Penobscot View Grange hall. Glen Cove j
Aug. 9—Camden—"The Gondoliers" ■
by Gilbert & Sullivan Co. at Opera'
House.
I
Aug 10—Owls Head—Church fair at |
Library Building.
a
Aug. 12—South Thomaston—Wessa-1
weskeag Grange carnival and fair
Aug 10 — Descendants of Ebenezar
Hall at Penobscot View Grange hall.
Glen Cove.
Aug. 17-18—Thomaston—Legion Fair.
Aug 18—Hope Grange lair at Hope
Corner.

♦
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Ambulance Service
•

Mtf

POT ROAST

MR. NALLF-Y

26/

LB.

KARO CHUCK ROAST
lean
Syrup
BONED AND ROLLED
IF DESIRED
blue|jJ/ LAMB FORES
^RED 16/ Lamb Fore Quarter Chops
Lamb cut for stewing
Argo
Starch Marshmallow Fluff

15/

LB.

GENUINE SPRING

14/
18/
14/

LB.

LB.

Widely Used in Infant Feeding

I.B.

From Durkee-Mowcr, manufacturers of finer foods, we have MISS MADELINE HUTCHINSON
featuring—

ARGO

V'l
w.;J.

9c

GLOSS

CORN 2 for 17c
For Richer Gravies

LGE.

35/

TINS

Marshmallow Fluff is the "ideal" ingredient for all home made frozen desserts
"PREPARED"
COCOA

SWEECO

21/

TINS

I)urkee-Mower's Prepared Cocoa has boen in use for over 30 years, :iot only as a beverage but for
every cooking purpose.
Come into our Main Street Store and ask MISS HUTCHINSON for the new “YUMMY" Book
oi' Recipes. It is worth having, and ask her any questions about those two famous products that
you wish. She Is here to help you.

4)

RED RIPE

TOMATOES

ALL FLAVORS

10/

PKGS

JR,

4 LBS

FANCY LARGE

Canteloupe

wrPT'L ,

■■'I-

C </

LIMIT

PERFECT

LAUHORY

STARCH

TKG.
As perfect for fine laundering as
it is for the most delicate (kin.

MAZOLA
OIL
MAZOIA

BUTTER
SUGAR
EGGS
CHEESE

Pint,

.45

10

GRANULATED
LARGE FRESH
BREAKFAST EGGS

FULLY

13 EGG

ANGEL
CAKES
LARGE
SIZE
25/
HOME-MADE

.30/

BLUEBERRY OR APPLE

LBS.
DOZ

AGED

LB.

Maxwell House Coffee

28/
47/
39/
23/

2 lbs 49/

NOT DAYS FRESH. BUT HOURS FRESH

pkg 23/

Swan’s Down Cake Flour

BIG 44 OZ. PKG. MANY SUGGESTIONS ON EACH PKG.

2 ’2-lb cakes 27/

Baker’s Chocolate

AMERICA'S FINEST CHOCO LATE—THE CHOICE SINCE 1780

2 pkgs 13/

Post Toasties
ONF. PACKAGE HUSKIES FREE

2 pkgs 17/

Grapenut Flakes

From Our

a

I.B.

COUNTRY ROLL

ONE PACKAGE BRAN FLAKES FREE

BAKERY DEPARTMENT

PIES

EGG PLANT, SUMMER SQUASH

Represented b.v MR. CARROLL ATKINSON

.15

Rich as butler for shorteningunexcelled for frying

19/

GENERAL FOODS STORE-WIDE SALE

Gallon $1.15

Quart,

B,,N("

BEETS

String Beans 4ms.

.""-J*" "

for

CUCUMBERS, Long Green, ea. 5c

Americans' Most Perfect Dessert
■L * ■ 1

y

O

GRAPENUTS,
SANKA COFFEE,
MINUTE TAPIOCA,

pkg 17c
lb 33c
pkg 10c

LOG CABIN SYRUP,
bot 21c
CERTO,
bot 23c
INSTANT POSTUM, 4 oz tin 23c

Baker’s Cocoa
2 1-lb tins 25/
Jell-0
all flavors
4 pkgs 18/
Calumet Baking Powder 12-oz tin 16/
BAKING PAN I RLE

KATE SMITH BAKING SET

ea 25/

T HIS SET CONTAINS DISHES AND MATERI ALS ENOUGH TO BAKE A BEAUTIFUL CAKE

GOLDEN CREAM

Cake

EACH

17/

PERRY'S SUPREME

D’NUTS
2 ooz. 29/

JELL-0 ICE CREAM MIX
Puts 25 times
more soap
right on dirty
spots

P“AGs o a

want mrniiorvL

p7|25c

PERRY’S MARVEL

Suction Suds Cets Dirt
Protects Clothes

hipso

Bread
20 ounce
loave3

Home-Ade for cool drinks all flavors
Jar Rubbers famous U. S. brand
Preserving Jars
X 79/

THE

3 tins 23/

2 Ige pkgs 37c

3
3

PKGS.

PKGS.

DOZ.

PTS.

10/
12/
69/

PERRY; MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY - USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST MARKET

r Page Fouf
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WARREN

Hiram are with relatives in Millbridge, her former home for a va
cation, and Mr. Moody was enroute
home after taking her to that town.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank D. Rowe of
this town and Miss Cynthia Wasgatt of Rockland were guests Sat
urday night of Mr. and Mrs. Willis
R. Vinal at their cottage in Cush
ing.
Callers Sunday at the home of
Miss Mina Williams were Mr and
Mrs. Daniel Heald, Mrs. Hattie
Monroe of Camden, Mrs. Ernest
Payson and daughter Elaine of this
town and Mr and Mrs. Alfred Mac
Farland of Rockland
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Campbell
came Saturday from Southboro,
Mass., to spend a month at their
former home in North Warren.
Their daughter. Miss Marion Camp-

APPLETON RIDGE

Every-Other-Day
UNION

PARK THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Laffy and
Mr. and Mrs. Blair Landry and
daughter, who have been visiting •Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Marr of North
at Daniel Mcliftosh's were recent Grafton, Mass., were weekend guests
of Mrs Laffy's parents. Mr. and
callers at Thomas Williams.’
Mrs. Everett Whitney who is ill Mrs. Irvin Powell.
IO
3
U
b
2
7 F" 9
1
5
at her home is being cared for by
Miss Anna Sukeforth visited Fri
her sister. Miss Susan Hansom of day at the home of her grancLIT
13
II
Camden. Miss Cecelia Whitney is mother. Mrs. Carrie Esancy.
employed there.
Fred Robbins was a caller Sun
lb
15
Mr and Mrs. Roland Edgecomb
and daughter Jennie were visitors day in this vicinity.
h'
20
Mr. and Mrs. Tobias McMullen of '
19
17
18
j Wednesday in Camden.
Robert MacCormack of Oakland New York who are passing a vaca
n
24
j was a caller last Thursday at L. N. tion at their cottage in Gardiner,
23
21
were guests Sunday' at I. C. Powell s.
Moody’s.
2&
17
William Ripley, his son, daugh
W C. Hawes of Augusta was in
2b
25
•t.(1
ter-in-law and his grandson of Ar this place Wednesday on business.
lington. Mass., who are spending the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Achorn of
30
31 32
29
summer fit Medomak were recent Biloxi, Miss, and Mr. and Mrs. W.
visitors at Azuba Sprague's.
Hatch of Washington called Tues
la
35
Frank Thorndike of Camden, wh- day on Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant
passed a few days with L. N.
Mrs. Walter L. Fisher of Chicago
40
37
38
3b
Moody’s, returned home Friday.
Miss Eliza Jackson, Miss Beulah and Gun Point and her sister Mrs.
45
44
Jackson. Mrs. Arthur Mason and Leadice Brown of Dacora, Iowa
42 43
41
Mf
daughter. Barbara of Augusta, Mrs. were guests Friday of Mrs. Bertha
Thomas Miikil (Arolyn Condon) of Bryant.
48
49
47
Mb
Harrisburg. Penn., were callers Sat
Mrs. Walter S. Hill and daughters
urday at the home of Mr. and Mrs Barbara and Dorothy went Monday
53
51
50
W M. Newbert.
w
to Portland where they will visit
w
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Luce and a few days before returning to their
57
5b
55
54
family of Oakland were weekend home in Ludlow. Mass
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hart.
59
58
Miss Maude Puller was a visitor' Mrs. Mary Fuller of Appleton
J called Tuesday on friends here.
in Waterville recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Counce and family
Mrs Edith Fuller and infant son
bl
bo
returned Saturday from the Cam of West Rockport and Mr. and Mrs.
den Community Hospital.
Bert Collamore of Rockland visited
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Pitman friends here recently.
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Copt.) ( VERTICAL (Cont.)
and son. Ray. accompanied by sev-jj Mrs Allce Oorden of Warren
47-Above (Scot.)
1-Ladlet
i12-Arranged. as
eral friends enjoyed a picnic Sun called Monday on her aunt Mrs.
6-Grasp
49- Makes a mistake
hangings
This is the way George O'Brien handles a "no 'count" cowboy in day at Sandy Shores, Warren.
11-Wished
50- Llttle island In
13- Accuse
Mary
Clark
who
remains
feeble.
Mabel Fitzgerald, Gwendolyn
“Border G-Man." the popular outdoor star's latrst film for RKO Radio.
13-Nurtured
Inland waters
14- Lets fall
Mr and Mrs. Justin Ames and 15- Workshop (Fr.)
51- Absence of living
19-Scold
As a government agent engaged in tracking down smugglers who are vio- Fitzgerald. Mary Williams, Marga
Mrs.
Linda
Davis
were
guests
Fri

ret Fuller and Walter Fuller with
16- More convenient
disease germs
22-Native of Sparta
lating United States neutrality laws. O'Brien finds that he must tem- other members of the Bible Study day of Washington friends.
17- Knock
53- Royal Academy of 24-Honest
• • • •
porarily become a member of their organization.—adv.
Class accompanied by William H
18- Originate
Arte (abbr.)
26-Give pleasure to
20- Total loss only
54- 1 taiian seaport
Beeby, teacher, enjoyed a "weenie”
28-Englieh pastoral poet
Church
Of
The
Nazarene
(abbr.)
56-Exciting
30-Prefix. Upon
roast at Daniel McIntosh's recently.
58-Term
At the worship hour Sunday morn, 21- Small bird (pi.)
32-Madame (Fr. abbr.)
Mrs A H. Moody and nephew
59-Disturb the order of 35-Retreate
Warren, motored to Augusta Sat ing the pastor preached from the 23- Save
60- Bedaub
36- Concelt
urday. Mr. and Mrs W Earle text "We will rejoice in thy salva 24- Walk
61- Scorch
:!
37- Kind of rig (Naut.)
Anyone Not Liking Rock- And Early Part of the Sar- Bradford and son Alden returned tion." Special singing was given by j 25- Clipped
27- lnclte
38- Prowled about
with them and are spending a twr
VERTICAL
39- Ornament for the ear
land Is Reminded of the
dine Season Is a Flop
weeks' vacation with Mrs Brad Mrs. Mank and the Junior girls. A I 28- Wharfs
1- Holds
40- 0dd
ford's sisters, Mrs. A H Moody and beautiful floral basket was placed ' 29- Frightened
Chance To Leave It
-p|ie \xalne sardine pack is run- Mrs. L. N Moody.
31-Corrects
2- Free from disease
41- Strikea
near the pulpit in memory of the lad 33- A dress material
germs
43-Swab
Guests Sunday at the homes of
Editor of The C^rier-Gazette:- “ln« about 500000 ca5es behind last
3- A wire measure
45-A tree
A. H and L. U. Moody were: Mrs. of five years, who was drowned near 34- Member Executive
Council (abbr.)
4- Large lake
47- Founder of Aaterla,
I am a constant reader of the
Packers Mld Tuesday. The Norman Roberts, Damon Howard. Portland a year ago. Richard, son |
35- To tell In small
5- Appeart
Oregon
Courier and often notice articles ;Carel‘y of herring' has effected Mrs. W V. Tobey and daughter, I of Mr. and Mrs. Irvllle Mank of ;
quantities
6- Slatted box
48- Angers
Maxine
of
Augusta;
Mr
and
Mrs.
written by residents (?) of this city. many plants.
that city.
38-Affrays
7-A thoroughfare
51- A continent
Thomas Olsen and daughter. Phyl
S-Augment
52- A Hindu garment
In recent issues of your valuable
Practically put out of commission lis of Brunswick. Mr. and Mrs LeAt the close of the Sunday school 41- Produced
tah<thkaVto^enR^klmid°f Jefferton cus^me^cott^ePo^M^^r.d0 Mr^ P3per 1 £aW criticisIns of our tax b> the Present d
9-Slashed
55-A point of compaea
dullness ln the sar- ' jand TObey and son, Richard of session birthday candles were light 42- Love (Lat.)
(abbr.)
ed for Jesse Hilt. Gladys Mank and 44-Muse of lyric poetry 10-Soft crabs
a.™.
sterem where a lobster supper'wa< system' form of government and dlne industry
try isis tlie lltlie heel of ) Wells Beach,
157-A color
‘11-Starts suddenly
and North Whitefield, have re
"Junior” Cummings, the money to 46-Englisb school
coasting
schooners
still
running
out
I
Ada
Proctor
and
son
Ira
turned home.
other minor complaints. Are the
go for the support of native work
served
of Portland, the William Keene, the a’’d «™nd»’ns .Vl8l*d ®U',day at
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
Mrs. Clarence B. Tolman and
Mrs. Stanford is a past noble people who write these letters, busi- Grace &Alice and the Lillian. The «.r and Mrs Austin WilleyS in ers on the foreign fields . Five girls
daughters, Nathalie and Phyllis, grand of Mystic Rebekah Lodge. I ness men and property owners, or ^**^5
led in the closing hymn. Iva How- I heme in Belfast. Mrs. Doak was
o R B s
HE A R
and uieir
their guesv
guest Mrs. mania
Martha An
hiiu
rui- i
. .
j-.-,.,,. nrecirient I
Keene now is at Boothbay Harbor! W"renand Mrs Abner Grant, jr> ard, Beatrice Ashcroft, Mildred a former resident of this town.
derson of Lakewood. Ohm. and | a?d„“™;
pehrhaP*
are, noior*ty
Cn her Way baCk '° Portland frOm have rotund to' Quinsy?' Ma^s ' Best, Joyce McEdward and June j Miss Sara Bunker visited friends
p
A V 1 O
P
’
O
E
of district 15 of Rebekah Lodges.
but thf others are ™'er sending two weeks as guests Watts, acompanied by Mrs. Halvah at Swan Lake Belfast over the weekSalem Willows. Mass., visited Fri She also is a member of the E A. who like to shoot off hot air just swan's
£ E C 1 D E D ■L L
to see their name in print.
tied up at Jonesport and Friend- of hte slsUr Mr^ Earl sprowl and Hart with the violin. The pastor's ! ei,d.
day in Owl’s Head.
A R M
s
c N
Auxiliary. S.U.V.
£
A T
It may be that they do not have ship
I hu parenLS M* and Mrs Abner text for the evening was "Enter Ye
Arlington Hudson of Mansfield, Starrett
john Carlozzi and Jack Kaler of
Mr. Stanford, who has made his a chance to say any thing at home
s T
R s
s T E A K s
The coasters depend upon the, Grant
Mass , is employed haying on the home here the past few years is
In At the Strait Gate.”
Lyndhurst. N. J. are at Rockledge
T
E
A R S
s
and are ruled by petticoat govern- sardlne business for their existence:
S
Fred Wyllie farm.
Revival meetings will commence j camp.
Mrs. Ada Proctor, Ira Proctor and
formerly of Rockland.
N
ment
and
the
only
chance
they
tbev
f
lnd
their
principal
trade
nd*'
R
Monday
night
for
two
weeks,
coni
Miss Annette Davis entertained
her grandson attended the celebra
Callers Saturday at the home
Both have the best wishes of a have to let out their pent up anger' jn carrying saIt from portiand to______________
tion of the 35th wedding anniver - ducted by the preacher. Lloyd Gor- I a party oj friends July 15. in honor
ot Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Dolham
R E E D s
c O D E 5
wide circle of friends.
and emotions, is through the mepackers and in carrying the 1 sary of Mr and Mrs. John Marriner don of Skowhegan, and the singer oj her bjrthday. A lawn party,
were, Alden Clifford of Coopers
o P t R A s
L E S S E N
dium of the press, with their wild flsh meaj bv-product back here to ’ last Friday at their home in Hope, and musician, George Dixon of , was bejd at tbe bome of her aunt,
Mills, Mrs. Maude White and
A s
S E A
o
s EZ1R
schemes and plans, that they con- the Maine pish Mea; company
Mrs Annie Ripley, who recently Jackman. These young men are Mrs Nina
Qaems were
daughter, Miss Dorothy White of
p
r
1 D 1 O T
ceive
or
dream
of.
h
w
Brawn
resident
0
,
the
underwent
a
throat
operation
ln
a
stueents
a
Eastern
Nazarene
Colla
d
The
was
won
Cambridge. Mass.
T
A
E
L
D
N
c
Do
these
people
who
write
these
Brawn
Com
.
of
Dtake
whaH
hospital
ln
Waterville
is
improving
Xr\
Vv * Alice Stockbrige of Everett. Mass,
Mrs. Cora Halstrick of Cambridge.’
letters take part ln civic enterprises. I
f that hJs f
h
slowly.
O N I 5
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Mass., was guest at supper Sunday [
seven instruments
cousin of Annette. Prize for the
, .k w W
?UPP°,rt thC comn?UX th
d>ed on‘y two small lots of herring
of Mr and Mrs. Clayton Littlehale, i
Services, Sunday 10 a. m. and 7 | >*anut hun‘- waa won by Ethelyn
A meeting- of the Big Five
and
g {ew
SEARSMONT
her grand nephew and niece.
„ League
u_ i long to a service club or the Cham- ,
p. m ; each week night at 7.30. The Johnson Bernadette Nichols was
Mrs Sadie Dolham and guest. I will be held at the ComnMinity , ber of Commerce?
SUNSET
day. The season Ls one of the worst
~ .. , .
Saturday night services will be held . awarded the prize for winning the
of Meaiora
Medford Building Monday
_ I | Now that the
Mrs. Agnes Hastings oi
—-■ night at , 30. „.
“'v ..Community
.............. T"“Ches; bi several vears as far as abundance
The strawberry festival held last at the band stand on the Common. ! running race on the lawn. Ice
Hillside. Mass , passed the weekend
®attery tL-J* i/niizht6 oclock 01176 15 coming along, and P'er>t.>
f fi b u concerned he said Mr Thursday at the Methodist vestry
Eleanor Eaton of Deer Isle ls em
in East Friendship, with their sister. Thomaston Friday mght at 6 o clock, j of^volunteers are needed wjyiR the d
larger herring I
.^tronized. About 75 par All services are on daylight saving cream, birthday cake and fancy
time. A public missionary meeting cookies were served and Annette re- ployed at the Felsted.
Mrs. Robert Reiser passed a few
|er. ,,v, . little m„e .1 tt»i, ,1»»
”” wiil be held tonight, followed by a ceived nice gifts, for her ninth anMrs. Roscoe Marshall
PORT CLYDE
'and energy to helprng out with '
^e reiners and that the bulk of ; er^r0^rtlJ Xhman has re- meeting of the Sunday school [ niversary.
Rensforth Yeo. and Otho Thomp
Those invited were: days toere recently.
Sylvia Betts of Sunshine has em
son returned to Brighton, and Med
this worthy cause, and drop
‘ pX X notTome Cf ‘CS« ; turned from the Waldo County Hos- cabinet. All officers and teachers [ Mary Margaret Chilles. Bernadette
ford. Mass., after spending the
are asked to be present. There will Ntchols. Alice Stockbridge, Pris- ployment at the Firs.
Miss Myrtle Black of Glenmere letter writing.
Mrs. Fred Mercier is a patient at
weekend at the Richmond home has employment at the New Ocean
I once heard of an alien kicking | enough to be caught in large num- j P‘£u™d
at the F. be a special season of prayer at the cilia Whittington, Edith Conway,
I once hear-------------------_
stead Mrs. Yeo and Mrs. Thomp
church tomorrow night to pray for Phyllis Whittington. Ethelyn John- Bluehill Hospital with an infected
about the way the affairs of this , !*’rs
House.
A. Dunton home were Mr. and Mrs. the revival meetings.
son will remain here the rest of the
I son. Monica Swears. Gordon Davis. hand.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Simmons of country was run. and very prompt- 1 A few fish now are being taken Ned Wilson. Miss Susan Patridge.
'•i
a a a a
Services Sunday: Worship at 10 I and Harold Davis.
summer.
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Prof. Stephen B. Knowlton
a. m.; church school at 11.15; young
Miss Madeline Emmons of New Rockland were callers Sunday on on the spot' replied, The boats Boothbay Harbor and Cape Por* . _
Mr
and
Mrs
Fred
Hopkins
and
,
„
.
people's service 5.30; prayer, 6.30; daughter Frances of Providence,
York city is passing two weeks va Herman Simmons.
are still running to Europe and’no poise and good catches are expected °
fL *
a d “ & “ pE
This island was saddened July
The Willing Workers met Tues
preaching service at 7.
cation with her parents, Mr. and
are guests of Mr and Mrs. Charles 13 at the death of Prof Stephen B.
« Uholdi™
back 1. you do » b, m.d,
d.y,
,
day with Mrs. Mary Barton, Mrs.
Mrs. H. A. Emmons.
Knowlton.
Prof. Knowlton was
E. Smith.
not like this country.
einers report.—Pre&> Herald
| W. G. Wood and F. A Dunton are
Mr. and Mrs. William Teague of Lucy Marshall entertaining.
.r\o tt/vf lilrincr I
—------------------------------- -bom in this community son of
VINAL
HAVEN
To this I add. anyone
not liking
Charles
Stockbridge
and
children
j building a cottage on the east side
Canaan. Conn., are passing a month
Miss Esther Seavey was a Rock the fair city of Rockland, trains
Charles and Alice of Everett, Mass., Henry and Sarah (Small) Knowl
(of the pond for George Skinner.
in this town, as guests of Lawrence land visitor Saturday.
ton. He was a teacher of Deer Isle
and buses are still running.
Union
Church
circle
will
serve
are visiting Mrs. Hanson Brown.
Mr.
Skinner
will
have
two
more
F. Kalloch. father of Mrs. Teague,
Grammar Schools and also a pro
Mrs Minnie Wilson, daughter
An ardent Courier-Gazette read
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Knight
of
supper
tonight
at
5.30
instead
of
built later.
and with other relatives
Harriet and Mrs. Lucy Sillery of er and a Real Estate Taxpayer
"Take it in easy stride.” says
Shewsbury, Mass., are ’guests of fessor of English for 42 years at
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Belyea and 6 o'clock.
Mr and Mrs. George Marsh of Thomaston visited Saturday at the
Haverford (Pa.) School. He was
Tonio Seiwart. These words con
Miss Margaret Lowe, is having a Walter Mills.
family have returned from a visit
Pawtucket. R. I., have been guests hone of relatives in this place
tain the formula upon which he
FISHIIAWK
BRINGS
COD
Dr. Ralph Earle entertained Sun a member of the Lions Club of
in Caribou with Mr. Belyea's par two week's vacation from Senter
of Mr and Mrs. Parker McKellar.
Stonington, a Mason and president
has based his life. He didn’t rocket
Mrs. Alvena Morton of Stillwater,
Crane's store.
Mrs. Madeline day at Raspberry Island in honor of the Deer Isle-Sedgwick Bridge
ents.
They
wilt
remain
with
the
A daughter, Jane, was born July
Drops Makings of Dinner in Garden to stardom with hls first stage apand
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Mor

of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Earle
of
Mary

Smith
is
substituting
for
her.
15. to Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Packard
District.
On Friendship Long Island-Pea pearance. Poor casting, a failure Cobb family two weeks before re
Mrs. Max Conway, was hostess, land who are spending a vacation
turning to Illinois.
of Cape Elizabeth, at the Eye and ton and children of Old Town
Death resulted from a heart at
Raiding Deer a Legal Problem
by those about him to capitalize
passed
Sunday
with
Mrs.
Mollie
in
town.
Other
guests
were:
Mr.
Forty guests are registered at Tuesday night to the Mother and
Ear Infirmary. Portland.
tack following acute indigestion
-----,
v
on
an
unusual
personality,
his
own
Seavey.
and
Mrs.
Keith
Carver,
Mr.
and
Hiram Moody returned Sunday to
.Friendship. July 19 When John willir,gne5is to wait for success, made the Hermensen camp, "War-nah- Daughter Club.
from which he suffered during the
Mrs Irma Vannah and daughter Thompson who is employed at the b£s a ]ong trip to the top.
gee-sha."
Wollaston, Mass, after passing two
Miss Ruth Barton, is employed at Mrs. Fred Swanson, Mr. and Mrs. night.
Phillip Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Mr. and Mrs. E Bliss Marriner the post office.
days with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gwendolyn of Melrose, Mass., are Consolidated Lobster Company's
Prof Knowlton is survived by hls
He enlarged on his philosophy be
Arey. Mr and Mrs. Howard Coombs.
McKellar. Mrs. Moody and son here for the summer.
lobster pound on Friendship Long tween scenes of "Liliom." which of Portsmouth, N. H. and family
Miss Doris Sylvester cf Rockport, Dorothy Cobb, Urdine Calderwood, wife, Lilia (Whitney) Knowlton;
Island visited his garden a day opens Monday night at the Ogun are vacationing at their summer is guest of Mrs. Florence Lawson. Ellen Georgeson. Elizabeth Clayter, three sons, Douglas Knowlton, of
or two ago to see how his peas were quit Playhouse for a week's engage home here.
Summit, N. J„ Rev. S. Brooks
Mr. and Mrs Ronald Gillis of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J Wills of North Haven, are visiting Mrs. Mary Neilson, Ruth Brown, Lillian Knowlton of Sharon Hill, Pa., hnd
coming along he found In it a four- ment.
Ross. Mercedes Calderwood. Natha
Wellesley,
Mass.,
the
former
being
pound codfish evidently fresh from
Gillis’ mother. Mrs. Edith Vinal.
"Actors, anxious for an impres
VINAL HAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
lie Smith, Carolyn Calderwood, James E Knowlton of Montclair,
the waters of Muscongus Bay which sion. may overact and defeat their a member of the faculty of Bur
Edward W. Swan of Brookline, Ernestine Carver, Josephine Star- N. J.; seven grandchildren; four
SERVICE TO: VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON.
wash the western side of the island own purpose, declared Mr. Seiwart. dett Business College, and the lat Mass., passed the weekend at Mr. man, Elsie Holmquist, Louie Mer- sisters, Mrs. Flora Fernald of Los
Since he had not planted any cod- "Repression is the keynote of suc ter a niece of Mrs. Gardner Wills, and Mrs E. M. Hall's.
ISLE AU HAUT. SWAN'S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
rithew, Bruce Grindle, Sven Swan Angeles, Mrs. Gertrude Mosley, Mrs.
fls-h seed, he was surprised and cess in acting as in all other arts. were weekend guests of Rev. and
(Subject to change without notice)
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Walker and son, Clarence Bennett, Carl Ander Edna Henley of Portland and Mrs.
Mrs.
Gardner
Wills.
puzzled until he discovered on tho Overanxiety wears a person down
Mildred Winslow of Reading. Pa.
sister of Portland were vistors Sun
(Eastern Standard Time)
Mr and Mrs. Hammond and in day at Mr. and Mrs. George Brag- son, Keith Kittredge. Ernest Con
fish marks made by the claws of and burns up energy he needs to
Funeral services were held Fri
way,
Wendell
Coombs,
Woodrow
a bird So he concluded that a do a job well with. I'm not sorry fant daughter have returned to don's.
day ln Sunset Church. Rev. Harry
Bunker.
Bernard
Ericsson,
Phillip
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
fishhawk had presented him with I spent so many years playing bit Upton, Mass., after visiting their
Miss Blanch Crandall of Rock Brown and Douglas Gilchrist. A Trust, president of Bangor Theo
Effective June 20th to September 15th, inclusive
the makings of a dinner—doubtless parts. Each play was a new ex uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. A W. land. Mrs. J. M Ward (Maude Can- lobster supper was enjoyed. Enter logical Seminary and Dr. Mutch of
Adams.
Read Down
unintentiomdly. Anyway he had
ience j fa], back on ,hat
aall) grandson. James, daughter, tainment included baseball games Pennsylvania officiated. The beau
Daily Ex- Sundav
Daily Ex- Sunday
Mrs. Ada M Hawes has moved
it cooked and found tlie gift from
perience today. If I had worried from Augusta to the house former Mrs. E. L. Brannock and her daugh and fireworks. Music was provided tiful floral offerings were silent trib
cept Sunday Onlv
cept Sunday Only
the heavens as palatable as one
about the smallness of the parts, I ly owned and occupied by her late ter Margery of Mt. Arry, N. C., are by the “Hi-Lo Swingers." The trip utes to one admired by all.
AJW. P.M. P.M.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
direct from the sea. The truth of
guests of Mrs. Ella Ames at the to the island was made ln the mo
Those from out of town who at
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
the incident is attested by Mr. should have been out of the thea brother. Allen L. Maddocks, and Ames Farm Caldewood's Neck.
tor boats of Clarence Bennett and tended the rites were Mrs. Edna
tre long ago."
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
will
make
her
home
there
this
Thompson's
father.
Mrs. Edward Greenleaf and Mrs. Keith Kittredge.
Henley and daughter and Mrs.
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
Mr. Seiwart pointed to Weslet summer.
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
If the friendly osprey should drop
Fred Greenlaw and party of friends
Gertrude Mosley of Portland, Rev.
2.15
Lv. 8.45
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
7.50
a fish in Mr. Thompson's garden McKee, director of Liliom. as an
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
Royce
Miller
and
enjoyed a picnic Tuesday at Idle
and Mrs. Harry Trust, Rev. 6. B.
Read Up
occasionally, it need have no fears example.
family of Newtonville, Mass accom Wild cottage. Shore Acres.
DEER ISLE
Knowlton and Douglas Knowlton.
"He
seems
to
move
restlessly,
to
panied by friends, Mr. and Mrs.
of his gun.
Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Cote, of
VINAL HAVEN LINE—STEAMER VINAL HAVEN
If it were not for the protection be everywhere at once. He would Young and family, are spending a Ohio, are occupying their cottage
Stanley Carmen of Boston arrived
appear
nervous
to
most
people,
but
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
afforded by law. quite a different
few days at the Miller homestead. at Shore Acres, which they recently Sunday to spend the summer with
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
welcome would be extended to the I know that an inward restraint is
Miss Ruth E. Milter and friend bought from Fred Greenlaw.
his grandmother, Mrs. Lydia Beck.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
deer which have been raiding Ralph always applying the four-wheel of Skowhegan were in town Mon,Miss Elsa Holmquist 1s home from
Dr. and iMrs. Maurice C. Plncoffs
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
brakes
to
his
dynamic
energy
The
,
day
evening
to'call
on
Mr.
and
Mrs
Simmons’ garden at Hatchet Cove
New York for a three week's vaca with children Maurice, Susan and
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
most
practical
cars
are
not
the
ones
|
P
Roy
Ce
Miner
and
famUy
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINAL HAVEN,
and have destroyed virtually all
Peter, arrived last Thursday at the
tion.
73tf
his peas. The owner’s dog does which will travel two mites a
Mr. and Mrs. Russell B. Knight
Marguerite chapter O.ES. will Jenks cottage.
minute.
They
are
the
ones
which
his best to protect the crop but
and son Russell Jr., Were in Oak hold a fair in the G.A.R. rooms,
George Sylvester of Sunset is al
fails Mr Simmons put the prob can be depended upon for a smooth, land and Waterville recently on Saturday afternoon.
Spruce Head Island for a few days
lem what to do about it up to tho even flow of power. Bursts of a combined business and pleasure
Virginia Hardy of North Deer Of Tired Kidneys—How To
Miss Isabelle Bain of Owls Head
game warden who. however, could speed, like bursts of brilliance, car trip.
Isle and Mrs. Geneva Howard ari
Get Happy Relief
is
guest
of
Miss
Nathalie
Smith
find no legal provision covering ry all before them. They are mere
If baclutohe and leg pains are making you
Mrs. Belle Howes, accompanied
News was received of the death of employed at the Ark.
ly
flashes
and
cannot
be
main

miserable,
just complain and do nothing
the case.
by her son-in-law and daughter Mrs. Abbie C. Doak July 15 at her
Mr. and Mrs. Veery and daughter, about them.don't
Nature may be warning you that
tained."—adv.
8ATEJI
Pierce Q. Wotton
Anne, are at the Craven cottage for your kidneys need attention.
Mr. and Mrs. George Mathews of
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking
a few weeks.
! Belfast,
attended the Baptist
» Yon, hold b BOSTON
excess aeids and poisonous waste out of the
i Campmeeting Sunday at Marshall
The Band concert given Saturday blood. Most people pass about 3 pints a day or
night was attended by many and about 3 pounds of waste.
Shore.
If the 16 miles of kidney tubes and filters
«1UM WTT» wra
ILL
ENTS
the music was excellent. This war don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays
5OORoom>
the band's second anniversary. Tlie in the blood These poisons inay start uagginc
MARTINSVILLE
selection "Deer Isle," written by Di barkaches, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss oi
aud energy, getting up nights, swelling,
COLLEGE PREPARATORY
rector Alton Robinson was fully en pep
JUNIOR COLLEGE
RADIO
puffiness under the eyes, headaches and dissiness.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wales and Without Calomel—And You’D Jump Out o( Bed in joyed.
Special Course! (or Posfgraduafes
Don’t Wait. Ask your druggist for Doan's
Intensive Secretarial Course
SERVIDOR
son Everett of Wollaston, Mass.,
Truxton Craven arrived Saturday Pills, useo successfully by millions for over 40
Ihe Morning Barin' lo Co
Separate academic department,
Kents Hill offers to high school
years They give happy relief and will help the
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gorman of
•TUB x SHOWER
The liver ahould pour out two pounds of
at the Bruce cottage.
for more than a century, has de
graduates one and two year Junior
15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous
Dedham, Mass., and Jahn W. Rob liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bite
waste from the blood. Get Doan’s Pills
veloped the best in boys and girls.
College Course in Secretarial
Is
not
flowing
freely,
your
food
doesn
’
t
digest.
erts of Wakefield. Mass., are spend It just decays in the bowels. Gss bloats up
Accredited preparation for col
Science. Intensive, practical train
ing two weeks with Mr. and Mrs. O. your stomach. You get constipated. Your GEORGES RIVER ROAD
lege and scientific schools. Com
ing in shorthand, typing, account
G Kalloch.
whole system ts poisoned and you feel sour,
WE BUT
mercial course. A variety of sports
and the world looks punk.
ing, office practice, and other re
Motion pictures in natural color sunk
north station
There will be a gathering at the
A mere bowel movement doesn’t get at
insures good physical develop
lated subjects. Not operated for
with sound effects will be shown the cause. It takes those good, old Carter’s home of Josef Anderson, Owl's
c •* ITEF-7r»*y,»«’ TRAINROOM
ment. Substantial endowment per
profit. Dormitories.
tonight at 8 o'clock at Odd Fellows Little Liver Pills to get these two pounds
AND 8ILVKK
Head, Sunday night at 7 o’clock.
mits
low
rates.
Catalog,
Write for information.
hall by John W. Roberts and Ever of bile flowing freely and make you feel
Rev S Nevala will be the speaker
Clarence
E. Daniels
"up and up.” Harmless, gentle, yet amaz
Edward W. Hinck», Hradmaitir
Kents Hill, Maine
ett Wales. A dance will follow with ing in making bile flow freely. Ask for and Mrs. Anderson will serve re
JEWELER
recordings from America's leading Carter'* Little Liver Ptllu by name. 26 cent*,
freshments to all who attend. All 370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
dance orchestras.
I Stubbornly retuaa anything eke.
are welcome!

A large group of friends and rela
tives gathered Sunday at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Alford Wiley in
North Whitefield to celebrate the
birthday anniversaries of Mr. Wiley
and Mrs. Norman Benner of North
Waldoboro. Among those present
were: Willis Moody Jr., Miss Ruby
Starrett. Mrs. Irving Gammon and
two children. Mrs. Merrill Payson
and four children, Mrs. Benjamin
Perry and six children, Misses
Fieda Moody and Virginia Moody.
Otto Bowden Jr., of this place, Ed
win Mank and Mr. and Mrs Nor
man Benner and son of Waldoboro.
The group enjoyed picnic lunch,
and ice cream and cake were served.
Mrs Martha Anderson of Lakewood. Ohio, and Salem Willowy
Mass., returned Monday to Salem
Miss Mina Williams had new po
Willows, for two weeks, having been
guest three weeks of Mr. and Mrs tatoes from her garden. Tuesday
Clarence B. Tolman. She was ac This is fairly early for local grown
companied by Nathalie Tolman, potatoes.
Mrs Grace Starrett of Bangor
who will visit two weeks with rela
tives in Peabody, Salem, and Glou and daughter Mrs. Stephen Mathewson of Plainfield. *N. J., were
cester. Mass.
,,
. .. .. . .
,
..guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs Austin Moody has burned K. E Slarrett
to her cottage on Georges River.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Marshall of
after a trip to Thousand
cilftondale, Mass.. in this section
Saranac Lake, Lake Placid, and on their honeymoon trip, were callShe was accou.accom- , prs
Niagara Falls. one
at
home of Mr
pan ed by Mrs. Wallace Spear of an{, Mfg John Marshall
Nobleboro.
There will be no services Sunday
Mrs. S. Chipman Walker and at ^e Congregational Church,
daughter. Gale have returned to
Natural Bridge, N Y., after a visit
Stanford-Feyler
with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A
Miss Adelle G Peyler. daughter
Emmons.
of the late. Mr and Mrs. Adin Pey
The initiatory degree will be
worked on one candidate Friday at ler, became the bride Saturday evening of William Stanford also of j
Warren Lodge, IO.OF.
Mrs. Nellie Orbeton and brother, this town, at a quiet home wedding j
E. G. Burns, motored Sunday to at the Feyler home, with Rev. H. S
Rangeley Lakes.
Kilbom, pastor of the Baptist
•'Teddy' Overlock, son of Mr. and Cl.urch, Thomaston, officiating The I
Mrs Clifford Overlock, has re single ring’ service was used.
turned home from Knox Hospital,
The bride wore white lace over
alter undergoing Saturday a tonsil
white satin, white accessories, and
adenoid operation.
Mrs Martha Anderson of Salem a corsage bouquet of talisman roses
Willows. Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. Clar and painted daisies. The couple
ence B Tolman and son Eugene was attended by Mr and Mrs.
Tolman picnicked Sunday at Mar George Stevens, close friends of
shall's Point, Port Clyde
both. Mrs. Stevens wearing hya
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Post and cinth blue crepe and lace, with dark
six sons of Quincy Mass. and Miss blue'accessoriS.
Elvira Pratt of Weymouth, Mass..
Immediately following the cere-
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Mrs. Archie Hibbert, Miss Gloria
Hibbert and Miss Tena Bowman. i
visited Saturday at Mr and Mrs. J
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor
E. A. Lelgher's.
respondents. Send Waldoboro Mews to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.
Donald Rhodes, Mrs. James Over- [
-------- A...-----------------------------------------------lock. Mrs. Goldie Overlock and Lee
Mrs. Stanley Lenfest returned ! David and Carrie Wetherell.
Morse, were Rockland visitors Sat- j
urday.
Sunday from a visit with her mother ! Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah
Mrs. Thomas Ryan in Hamilton,[ and son Sherman of South WaldoAlton Overlock was in Augusta
Mass.
: boro were visitors Sunday at Mr.
Saturday on business.
Clarence Hilt entered the State [ and jjrs. Dewey winchenbach's.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Gerox and
street Hospital Tuesday for surgical j MLss Ida winehenbaeh who is
family were guests Sunday of Mr. ’
treatment.
•
attending summer school in Gorand Mrs. Forest Jewett.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Gross of ham and h£r room.male Mlss
Mrs. Lydia Jewett and Mrs. Laura
SKS'S
Swanton o, Dm. s„nt the
Fuller called Friday on Mrs. Jesse
Uieir children Barbara and Armond
Flanders and Mr.s. Nellie Flanders.
visited at the home of Mr and Mrs. weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Mrs. Inez Leigher, Bernard
George Post over the weekend Winehenbaeh.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winehenbaeh
Leigher, Herbert Fuller and Lillian
Barbara and Armond are remaining
Partridge were in Rockland recently
for a two weeks' visit while Qielr son James were recent visitors at
on a visit.
parents have returned to Glouces Mrs. Alice Morse's in Waldoboro.
Mrs. Ada Wellman of Dutch Neck
Mrs Gladys Cunningham, Mu
ter.
riel Cunningham and Mrs Edith
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Merry who has moved to Mrs. Blanch Soule's
I
Light were recent visitors in Rock
are spending the summer at Bopth- house.
land.
bay Harbor were visitors Tuesday at
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenthe home of Mrs. Merry's aunt,IMrs. bach visited Friday with Mr. and
Ruel Orff of North Waldoboro
Geneva Welt.
made a business trip here Wednes
Mrs. W. A. Gross at Gross Neck.
Mrs. Carrie Sylvester and I^wis
day
Miss Lorraine Howell and Miss
Sylvester of Saugus Mass. : are Madelyn Oenthner of Waldoboro
W. R. Cole was in Rockland on
guests of Mr and Mrs. Castner were callers Friday at the home of
business Saturday.
•
Biaisdell.
John Crane.
Miss Arabell Sukeforth spent thc
Miss Marguerite E McQu|ide,
weekend with the |W. R. Cole lami.
general field representative for
Donald Rhodes and Bernard
EAST WALDOBORO
Maine of the American National
Leigher visited Saturday in Augusta
Red Cross was a business v^Btor
here Tuesday.
Mrs. Hazel Savage called on Inez
Mr. and Mrs J. L. Flanders. Har
Mrs. Sadie Levensaler was arHAu- old Flanders and Miss Marian Flan
Leigher recently.
gusta visitor Wednesday.
ders were guests Sunday of Mr and
Mrs Laura Fuller and Mr. and
Roger Trott alias Roy Maek- Mrs. Leland Orff in North Waldo
Mrs. Forest Jewett were Belfast
nut of Quincy, Mass., and Gardlnet boro.
visitors Friday.
was arrested Sunday in West tyalMrs. Cecil Barter of the village Scene from “Adventures of Marco Polo," with Gary Cooper and Sigrid
Frank Sukeforth and William
doboro for intoxication and disturb visited Sunday at Mrs. Robert Cof
Baker called on Mr. and Mrs. Wil
Gurie.—adv.
ing the peace. Recorder George fin's.
liam Prescott recently.
Singer found him guilty ln munici
Mlss Una Clark of Augusta was
pal court Monday and he was.sfltG, a visitor Friday at the home of Mrs
WEST WASHINGTON
ORFF’S CORNER
tenced to 30 days in Augusta jail
Nellie Reever.
SOMERVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Layrence T. Weston
Mr and Mrs Russell McLeod and
Miss Gloria Hibbert, R N., has re
Miss Marion V. Hopkins returned
entertained at dinner Wednes two sons motored Sunday to Ten
Windsor and Somerville played
day evening Mr. and Mrs. Otto ant's Harbor where they were guests turned to her work in Saratogo Hos to Westbrook Friday after a visit ball recently in the field at the rear
pital after passing two weeks with with relatives here.
Kimmich and son. Lawrencet >of of Mr and Mrs Harold Black.
of John Grotton's, Somerville won
Henry E Meyer and Mr. and Mrs. 7 to 1.
Tenafly, N J., Mr and .Mrs. S H
Edward Coombs passed the week her parents Mr. and Mrs Archie
Hibbert
Vernon Meyer spent the weekend
Weston. Mr and Mrs. K K Weston. end with relatives in Portland.
Frankie Hisler is confined to the
Miss Mildred Bartlett, a student with Mrs. Meyer at their summer
Miss Louise Young and Philip
Mrs. Mae Little and Mrs. Chester
house by illness.
Weston
Wallace of North Warren were at nurse ln Portland General Hospi home here.
H. C Brown was a business visitor
Mrs. Orris Hopkins of Westbrook
Mrs. Stanley Poland. R N., who. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Miller’s last Sun tal has returned after a two weeks'
vacation with her parents. Mr. and and Mrs Katherine Cunningham of Monday in Augusta.
has been caring for Emerson Mayo I day on a visit.
Jefferson were callers Friday at Alhas returned home. Mr Mayo being
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Scott and Mrs. Arnold Bartlett.
Mr. and Mrs A M Light motored
Miss Mildred Turner passed the ' bert Elwell's.
improved in health.
Friday to Rumford and returned
daughter were Rockport visitors last
weekend with her parents Mr and
Several from here attended thf home Saturday accompanied by Ar
Miss Marie Hagar of Philadelphia Thursday
reception for Mr. and Mrs. Carleton thur Light, James and Preston
Is guest of Mrs Mary Elkins.
Mrs. Narcessa Rines of the vil Mrs Oranville Turner
Mrs Lizzie Wellman has returned M. Jackson Tuesday at Winslow's Clifford
Miss Celia Eugley of Augusta lage was guest Tuesday of Mrs L
home after passing six weeks with Mills.
passed the weekend at her home in L. Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Light are
Percy R Ludwig. Roy Ralph, the parents of a son born June 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mank and her daughter Mrs Mildred Johnston
town.
Mrs. Amber Childs, Mr and Mrs. at their home in Fryeburg. The
Mr and Mrs Walden Henderson son visited Sunday with relatives in Damariscotta.
Leon Bartlett has returned to Au Albert B Elwell and daughter child has been named Ronald Ar
of Arlington, Mass., were visitors in Richmond.
Monday at Mrs. Helen Marple's.
Mrs. Addie Thompson. Miss Jess’e gusta after spending a vacation Elizabeth enjoyed a motor trip thur.
Mrs Albert Riley and son Stephen Thompson and Mrs Lillian Newbert with his brother Cleo Bartlett and through Northern Maine and Can
Harvey Emery has returned horn?
ada over the weekend.
Miss Helen A Jones and S. A Jones of Portland recently passed a few ) other relatives in town.
from
his work ln Athens.
Ormand
Ludwig
who
has
been
M
lss
Marion
Hibbert
of
Oardiner
are in South Portland for a qhort days with Miss Ellie Mank
Mrs. Bertha Emery was a caller
guest of friends here is now visiting
Mrs Charles Bowers. Phyllis and j was home over the weekend.
visit.
i
Friday on Mrs. Leola Emery.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheeney cf in Rockland.
Mr and Mrs Parker B. Stipson Ronald Bowers were at Mrs George
Miss Inez Brann of Augusta is
Miss Enah Orff and Miss Mabel
of Augusta visited friends SattFday Greenlaw’s in Winslow's Mills last Chelsea were callers Sunday on Mr.
Borneman of Lawrence, Mass., are spending a vacation at the home of
and Mrs Granville Turner
Friday on a visit.
in this place.
James Mank. Alton Mank. Ever-1 Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Bartlett were ' at their summer home for a few her mother Mrs. Leola Emery.
Dr. and Mrs. Benjamin Kinsell
Mrs. Beulah Tobey recently gave
and daughter, Miss Mary Jane of ett Neilson and Miss Helen Boggs in Rockland recently and visited hls weeks.
a birthday party in honor of Percy
Dallas. Texas, are guests of Mrs of Rockland were callers Sunday on brother Perley Bartlett.
Eaton. Guests present were Mr.
Mrs Maud Woodbury and Wil
relatives.
Warren W. Creamer
SOUTH HOPE
and Mrs. George Hisler and four
Frederick Jones went Monday to liam Wilson of Jefferson were visi
Mrs Ida Whitcomb has been a re
children, Frank Hisler, Gertrude.
Connecticut where he will join his j tors on the ridge recently.
cent visitor in Boothbay Harbor.
Ida
Gowen
of
Woolwich
is
at
C.
Elsie. Ross and Forest Hisler. Mr
Mr. and Mrs. George Wellman.
Mrs. Carroll T Cooney enter parents.
L.
Dunbar's
for
an
indefinite
time
and Mrs. Basil Grotton. Gordon
tained the Garden Club at. her
Thomas P Benner of North Wal- ] Mr. and Mrs. Ray Wellman of Wa
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Brown
of
Marr. Irene Marriner. Oeorge Light.
summer home Tuesday afternoon doboro was a recent caller at L. L tertown. Mass, Mr and Mrs. Les
ter White and Ernest Bridges of Thomaston are with Miss Fannie Paul Emery. John, Roy and Wyman
Those present were Mrs Frederick Mank's.
while Mr Brown is engaged Grotton. Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Brummitt, Miss Jessie Keene. Miss
Mrs. Mary Winehenbaeh is visit North Grafton, Mass, visited Mr. Howard
in repair work on Miss Howard's Brann and children. Walter Wallace
Faye Keene, Mrs. Maude Clark ing at her son's, Perl Winehenbaeh and Mrs Edson Wellman over the house.
and Waneta Glidden. Oakley Hisler
weekend.
Gay, Mrs Stanley 1. Bailey. Mrs. in South Waldoboro.
Miss Hope Bowley was at home and the hostess and son Walter.
Earl Marston of East Gardner
Mr and Mrs. Fred Munro, accom
Henry P Mason. Mrs Alfred Storer.
Wednesday from Beaver Camp
Mrs Russell Cooney, Mrs Gracia panied by Mr and Mrs. G. J. Mank Mass., spent the past week with his
Mrs Edltn Willis and daughter
aunt Miss Katie Kennedy.
Libby. Miss Clara Gay. Miss Dora motored Sunday to Liberty.
CRIEHAVEN
Everett Dawson and Wilford Tur Orrie spent the past week in Mas
Stanton Hanna visited his aunt
Gay Mrs. Louis Bossert of Brook
They motored to Bos
lyn, New York; Mrs Mary’ Elkins Miss Mary Hanna in New Harbor ner returned Saturday from Fort sachusetts.
ton and returned with Mr. and Mrs
Much rough weather, lack of her
Williams.
and her house guest. Miss Marie recently.
H. Watts who have a summer home ring and drop in lobster prices has
Reginald Monahan and daughter
Hagar; Mrs. Glen Mayo. Mrs
resulted in a business standstill
Thomas Stenger. Mrs. Lawrence Gloria, are guests of Mrs. Nellie NORTH WASHINGTON here.
Mr. and IMrs. William Maxey, Mr. here.
Weston. Mrs Harry Stenger, Miss Reever. while Mrs. Monahan and
and Mrs. Frank Maxey of Rockland
Mrs. Fred Spear and children
Marlon Storer and Mrs. S C. Hem daughter Marlene are in Portland
Donald Cunningham and W. A and Mrs. Rose Watts of Belmont, have returned to East Union after
ingway The feature of the meeting where the latter is a patient at the
Mass
were
callers
Sunday
on
Miss
Palmer
have
completed
the
cutting
spending two weeks with her par
was a display of cup and saucer State Street Hospital. Mr. Mona
Hattie A. Boggs.
ents.
flower arrangements. The next han and Gloria went Friday to of hay on the M W Lenfest farm.
Miss
Mildred
Webster
and
Mrs
Charles Ciummitt has acquired
meeting will be held Aug 2 with Portland. Mlss Gloria remaining in
Mrs R. V Simpson is visiting
Ruth
Dearborn
and
two
children
of
Misses Dora Gay, Clara Gay and the city for a weekend visit with a fine looking horse from parties Somerville. Mass., are spending a relatives in Union this week.
friends.
ln
Coopers
Mills.
Mrs. Gracia Libby at the Gay cot
Ernest Jones and family have re
at a house owned by H. A
Robert Cunningham was home vacation
Several attended the South War
tage, Martin's Point.
turned to Melrose, Mass., after
Hart.
Mrs. Wesley Frost and four Chil ren Grange Sewing Circle Wednes over the weekend. He is employed
Charles Simons and sister Lor spending two weeks at Surf Side. '
dren of Monmouth are guests of day at Mrs Isa Teague's.
in Houlton.
raine Simmons of Winnisquam. N
Albert Guptill was in Rockland
The Social Club met with Mrs.
Miss Edith Robinson.
Bertram Lenfest of Long Island, H.. were guests two days recently
Mrs. Ellsworth Harris has re Edna White in Warren last Thurs N. Y., is guest of Mr. and Mrs. M. of their grandfather, W. L. Taylor Friday, making the trip in his power
boat. He was accompanied by his
turned to Montclair. N. J. after a day with eight members and four W. Lenfest.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor returned with daughter Virginia who was going
visit with her father, Emerson children present. The program arWilliam Lenfest of Bath was a them for a visit at Winnisquam to Massachusetts to visit friends
rangedby Mrs Bcrnys Jameson was:
Mayo.
•
Miss Marion Taylor accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Simpson an I
Mr and Mrs. Carroll French are Readings, Mrs. Edna McIntire, Mrs caller here Sunday.
Mrs. F. W. Cunningham is en them as far as Portland on return Miss Marjorie are visiting relatives
spending the summer at Bryants Lucretia Wilson, Mrs. Mildred
at Ash Point for a few days.
gaged in harvesting her blueberry to Waltham. Mass.
Pond.
. _
• . Gammon; household helps, Mrs.
Mrs Ida Gowen of Woolwich is
Capt. Roy Simpson was in Rock
Mr. and Mrs Fred Turner of Ruby Murphy; clippings, Mrs. Lizzie crop. Misses Frances Crummitt, spending the summer with Mr.s.
land on business recently.
Portland were visiting relatives in Waltz, Mrs. Hazel Bowers and Miss Beatrice Crummitt and Ruth Pres Madeleine Jones.
Mrs. Joshua Allen and son Rus
Phyllis Bowers. Prizes were award cott are assisting her in picking
town Sunday.
sell spent the past week at R. T.
Mr. and Mrs John Marshall of ed Mrs. McIntire and Mrs. Gam The crop promises to be abundant
Wilson’s cottage.
GLENMERE
Warren have been recent visitors at mon. Refreshments were served. this season.
Frank Ogilvie of Wollaston. Mass
the home of Mr and Mrs Osborne The next meeting will be July 28
Miss Maud Turner visited friends
Mr and Mrs. Hiram Wilson of is visiting his family for a few days
with Mrs Ethel Hanna.
Sunday in this place.
Welt
at Hill Side Farm.
Mrs John H. Lovell was in Rock
Mr. and Mrs. John Burgess. Astor
Archie Lenfest has been employed Pittsburg. Pa., were overnight guest1
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Brown of
Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Simmons of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. haying at Weeks Mills.
land today.
_______
Somerville. Mass., are to spend
Ward at their summer home.
Geyer, Mrs. Dwight Wotton of
I
Mr. and Mrs. William Keen have three weeks in "The Cottage."
Friendship and Hiram Black of
WEST WALDOBORO
Miss Beverly Young celebrated
Slaigo were recent guests of Mr. and MT. PLEASANT VALLEY returned to Brighton. Mass., after a
two weeks' vacation with Mrs her third birthday Friday.
Mrs A. J Wiley.
Victor White has returned from a
Callers Sunday at the home of Keen's mother. Mrs. Elsie Giles.
Mr and Mrs. Haydn Samuels and
Mrs. Mae Wiley accompanied Mrs
Mrs. Lilia Smith of Waltham few days trip
Mr and Mrs. Jack Armburst of Mabel Mank last Monday to Dover, Raymond Davis were Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Oram Simpson and child
Fred Kimball, Ernest Douglas and Mass., is guest of Mrs Lucy Smith
Chinchilla. Penn., have been guests N. H.
three daughters of Rockport, Mr.
Miss Myrtle Black has employ Don have returned from Portland
of Mr. and and Mrs. Herbert Waltz.
Mr, and Mrs. Mark Savage. of SOUTH WALDOBORO and Mrs. Arthur W. Payson and ment at the New Ocean House, Port where they were guests of Mis
Andrew Merrill of East Union.
Simpson’s mother.
Clyde.
New Hampshire are visiting Mrs.
Roland Dyer and family made a
Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson re
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Holbrook
Savage's parents Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Miss Barbara Pitcher who passed pleasure trip to Rockland Break of Somerville, Mass., and Tenant's cently went to Port Clyde.
jamin French.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wilson of
a week's vacation with her parents water Monday afternoon and in Harbor were recent callers on Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Creamer Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn L. Pitcher spite of the rainy weather caught a and Mrs. Frank Wiley.
Medford, Mass., are guests of Mr
spent the weekend in Portland with returned Sunday to her work in string of fine cunners and harbor
Mrs. Arthur Sauquist and son Ar and Mrs W. T Barter.
pollock
thur of Attleboro, Mass., were guests
H. J. McClure after being con
relatives
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank David with
Clarence Butler is helping Fred of friends recently.
fined to the house a few days, is
Miss Clare Harding and John
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wall of Jack- able to be out doors.
their guests Mr. and Mrs. Harry Harding are spending the summer Simmons of East Union in his hay
son Heights. N. Y. and Tenant*
Pilot boat Hugh is waiting for a
Noble of Warren. R. I., are enjoy with their grandmother. Mrs. Cora ing operations.
Mrs. William F. Davis is much Harbor were supper guests Satur foreign steamer, which has been
ing a motor trip in New Hampshire. Taylor. Friends from Auburndale,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred King returned Mass , visited Saturday night at the improved in health and is now able day of Miss Rosa Teele and Edith slowed up by the recent bad
to walk around the house and at Harris. A prettily decorated cake weather and heavy fog.
to Vermont Monday after spending Taylor home.
was the center of attraction featur
Carl Winehenbaeh is employed tend to light household duties.
Most of the lobster gear is on tlie
a week with Mrs. Kings parents
by Harry Rogers during the haying
James A. Duane of Waldoboro ing Mr. Wall's birthday.
bank to dry out, through the shed
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin French,
Mr. and Mrs. E. K Merrill and ding season.
season.
made a brief call Sunday on A. J
Eugene Winehenbaeh is assist
children of Bedford Hills. N >
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew F. Currie Clark.
Yacht Marguerite of Bangoa an
ing Benjamin Gule in haying at have as guests from New York city
have arrived at their cottage for a chored in the harbor Sunday.
Gross Neck.
for two weeks. Mrs. W. H Cunning
few weeks.
LAUGHTER AND DEATH
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hall have
Mrs. Alcada McCourt and daugh ham, Mr. and Mrs. George J. Mc
Mrs. Mary Brown and daughter returned to Augusta after spend
There
Is
no
laughter
In
the
natural
of Hempstead, N . Y. , called on ing a vacation at the “Crow's Nest."
ter Evelyn of Somerville. Mass., are Cann, Miss Mae Stringer and Miss
world
spending the summer with Mr and Angel Casey.
Of beast or fish or bird, though no sad friends recently enroute to Bar
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Simpson called
Mrs. Clemar Burns has returned
doubt
Harbor and Quebec.
Mrs. Charles Kaler.
.
on relatives here recently.
Of
their
futurity
to
them
unfurled
Mrs.
Irene
Bond,
who
spends
win
from
the
State
Street
Hospital
Addison Wlnchenbaugh of Wash
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilson have
Has dared to check the mlrth-compell- ters with her son Allen, in Milton.
ington is visiting Mr. and Mrs. where she has been a patient
returned from Tenant's Harbor
lng shout.
Mass , has arrived at her cottage where they visited Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
Mertie
Orff
called
las!
Allen Waltz.
The lion roars hls solemn thunder out
the remainder of the summer.
Hatton Wilson.
Mrs. Harold McFarland of New Thursday on Mrs. Clarence Lee. To sleeping woods. The eagle screams forMiss
Arlotte Giles of Boothbay
Mrs. Orff has returned to North
Colby Hupper, Vernon Hupper
Harbor recently visited her aunt Waldoboro after passing the win
her cry.
called
Sunday
on
Miss
Rosa
Even the lark must strain a serious
and Chester Marshall called here
Mrs. Irvine Genthner.
ter in Boston.
throat
Teele.
recently.
Mrs. Hudson Eugley was a visi
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stanhope of To hurl hls blest defiance at the sky.
Miss Ethel Moody has returned
tor Saturday in Rockland
Waterville were guests Friday of Fear, anger. Jealousy, have found a
SOUTH WARREN
to Peabody after visiting Miss LeoMrs. Herbert Waltz and daugh Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Wallace.
voice
line Wilson at her summer home
ters Mary and Ruth with her guests
Word has been received here of Love’s pain or rapture the brute bosoms
Mrs. A. W. Demuth Is recovering here.
swell.
Mr. and Mrs. Haydn Samuels and the marriage of a former pastor, of
Mrs. Rex Anderson has returned
Nature has symbols for her nobler Joys, from an attack of blood poisoning
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Armburst mo the Baptist Church, Rev. Sidneyy Her
nobler sorrows Who has dared , jn her arm.
from visiting her parents, at Loud
Packard,
and
Mrs.
Weaver
of
Cam

tored last Thursday to Pemaquid.
That only man. by some sad mockery. |
Mrs. Emily (Young) Mitten and ville. She has as guest Miss Vivian
Mrs. John Crane was a visitor den. Rev. George B. Davis of Aina Should learn to laugh who learns that daughter of Dorchester. Mas. . Prior.
was
the
officiating
clergyman.
Monday in Bath
he must die?
<
) called on friends here Saturday or.
Walter Kaler who has been a pa Congratulations are extended from
—Wilfrid Scawen Blunt ] return from a two weeks' trip tc
this
locality.
tient at the State Street Hospital
.
Canada which included the Gaspc
Wilfred Scawen Blunt was born £“nlnsula Mifis MiUen is a teacher
Portland, returned home Friday.
at
Crawley,
Sussex,
ln
1840.
He
Mt. and Mrs Fred Merchant,^!
in the Dorchester High School.
spent many years in the diplomatic
Good Will Grange hall is being
Bath have been recent guestA of
’
service. His volumes of poetry re- pajnted The work is in charge ol MAKES W
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Standish and
veal a deep philosophical nature wilder Moore of Warren,
Lillian Standish.
expressing itself in terms of high
Mrs. Mary Libby has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Noble of War
seriousness. He died in London, from Augusta where she visited her
ren, R. I arrived Sunday to spgpd
in 1922.]
J daughter Mrs. Albert Mank.
a week with Mr. and Mrs. Frank

m-Aio
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■
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PRICES EFFECTIVE AT ROCKLAND STORES ONLV THROUGH SATURDAY. JULY 23

SUGAR —

10 47c

Conf, or Brown

FLOUR
LARD
MILK
WHOLE rXBEELEI)

APRICOTS

50c
■ lOc
4 = 24c

63c

FINAST
BREAD
24
Lit.
BAG

01.0 HOMESTEAD
PASTRY
24' ■■ I.B.
BAG

PURE
REFINED

EVANGELINE
EVAPORATED

APRICOTS
EVEREADY

2 X, 13c

PEAS

X 11 ss X J
a
A.
2^29

wchmond2-29‘

LGE.

2-33‘

FINAST

Brick Oven Baked, 3 Varieties

FRIEND'S BEANS 2
AKED BEANS 2
PINEAPPLE
2
C AMPBELLS°"’°4
SALAD
"innat oiuiiii
Brand niiKnu
Baked in nricK
Brick vwn
Oven

2H OZ.
TINS

25
23

finast Brand Sliced

35
25

NO.

TINS

Hack up at Thin Low Brice

Belmont Brand Fresh Made

’/■ I Oc
«T 15c

Finast Brand.

25
37

y1

11

DRESSING

JAH

Mine Finer nt Any Brice

MAYONNAISE
^nuit

Bananas
Peaches

and!

GENUINE
MELORIPES

a«z.
jvk

yr.

lUCjut
i9C

Q/eaetayei

,

525c

GEORGIA
FREESTONE

QUART
BASKET

Carrots or Beets

39c

III NUII

New Potatoes

5c

27c

OZ.
LIBBY'S CORNED BEEF 12TIN
17C
CLAPP'S
FOODS 3 41/2TINSoz 23c
I LB.
CALODOCFOOD°Foo7 3 TINS
23‘
8 OZ.
SANDWICH SPREAD Fin«i2 JARS
25e

Del Monte'

Tin

Corn Flakes

While
Spray

Grapefruit

FINAST

pHitlnd

17

TIN
PKG.

NO. 2
TIN

29c

5c Tuna Fish^^’ ”1 V.-n? 29c
8,“ 2 ^7 25c
IOC Shrimp

Alice Tomato Soup, 3 for 23c
Maine Corn»Ax£5i 3

Doughnuts «

tins

29c

2 ,M>Z 29c
Tomato Juice Brand
I
80TlozN 19c

FIRST

Cookies iitFSH V'tKED 2 ,w 23c

Preserves

Pure Mlrnltel
4 Kiliilt

Educator Crax

Dole’s
Raspberries

NATIONAL S

i»,!i

1 UH.
.1A It

17c

1 Ult.
PKG.

15c

".T 29c
h.*

Tin2

25c
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ROCKPORT

FOR YOUR FAMILY HAIR’S SAKE
SEND THEM TO

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
AND BARBER SHOP
284-286 Main St., Rockland
Tel. 826 For Appointment
87-lt

NEWS OF THE DAY
—AT—

CAMDEN
As collected by our correspondent,
H. Crone, who is also The Courier-Gazette's
authorized business agent in that town.
Office phone 501; residence phone 2439.

Mrs. Gasper Chiara and daughter rand financially. Over 3C3 persons
Carmen of Brooklyn. N. Y., are attended. Among those present
spending a vacation with Mrs. S. were people from Bangor, Bath.
G. Ritterbush.
‘ Skcwhegan, and Bucksport.
Mlss Alice Graves of Rockland
The gardens visited were at the
is passing the week with Mrs. Maud ( homes of Mrs. Edward J. Cornells
Mrs. Joseph DcFrees. Mrs. William
Porter.
Townsend Club meets at K. P. H. Stalker. Mrs W. J. Curtix Mr.hall tonight. The public is wel Albert H. Chatfield. Mrs Donald
D. Dodge. Mrs. W Griffin Gribbel
come.
Mrs H P. Grindle of South Pen and Mrs. Edward W Bok.
Mrs. Cornells' garden was out
obscot is visiting her mother Mrs
standing. The pool with the pink
M. E. Quigley.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Friedman and pond lilies with Japanese Iris in
daughter of East Orange. N J.. Mr. shades of pink and lavender was a
and Mrs. A A. Anderson of Boston, picture in itself. Mrs. Boks pres
H. M. Getman of Everett. Mass., ent summer home formerly the
and A. W PufTir of Medford. Mass., home of her father the late Cyrus
were recent guests at the home of H. K Curtis attracted a great deal
of attention.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Taylor.
Tea was served in the garden
Mrs H. G. Grindle entertained
the E.A.D' Club and the K.I.K. Club amphitheatre from 2 until 6. An
at a shower and luncheon Tuesday attractive setting in itself was
r.ight. There were 17 present, made unusual and interesting by
special guests being Miss Persis Wil the long tables decorated with del
son of Boston and Mrs. Seymore phinium and lilies at which Mrs
E A Robbins. Mrs. P. G. Willey,
Kail of Thomaston.
Mrs. Rollo Gardner was guest and Mrs. Henry Smaltz poured.
• • • •
Tuesday of Mrs. Henry Montgomery
Mrs. M. Blanche Rich
ir. Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Sutherland
Mrs. Mary Blanche Rich who
arc on a trip to the White Moun died suddenly Monday morning at
tains.
her residence on High street, was
Rev. Gabriel R. Guedji. pastor born Nov. 2. 1856. daughter of the
of the Baptist Temple. Fall River late Jane (Stetson) and Charles C.
Mass, who is spending the summer Hosmer.
Mr. Hosmer was for
at Northport, will occupy the pulpit | many years in business at the Bird
in the Baptist Church Sunday and Hosmer Shoe Store on MAin
morning. Rev. Mr. Guedji will also street Her husband. Wilfred Rich,
sing in this service.
died several years ago at SomerMr. and Mrs David Crockett at- i ville. Mass. He was a former posttended the Eastern Co-operative , master in town.
League Conference at Silver Bay.] Mrs. Rich was an active member
Lake George. N Y.. recently.
' of the Congregationl Church servThe Lion's Club met last night ing as clerk. She Ls survived by
ar.d after a musical number con- two cousins. Mrs. Helen Martin.
sisting of a trombone solo by Vere and Mrs. Louise Waterbury both
Crockett of Rockport accompanied of this town.
by Lawrence Snow at the piano,
Funeral services were held Wed
the meeting was devoted to busi nesday from the residence. Rev.
ness. It was voted to hold a rum Winfield Witham officiating Burial
mage sale in the near future. and committal services were held
Twenty-two members and two visi at Mountain cemetery.
ters were present.
Mis.' Persis Wilson returned Wed
A; Blackington's Friday and Sat
nesday to Boston after spending urday: White Red Cross Shoes re
three weeks at her home on Chest duced to $4 95—adv.
nut street Miss Wilson has a posi
tion with the John Hancock In
HOPE
surance Co.
Fifty friends and relatives helped
Mrs. Howard Apollonio ar.d son
Mr. and Mrs. John Marriner cele
Spencer are leaving today for Brew
brate their 35th wedding anniver
ster. Cape Cod. Mass. where they
sary Friday night. Refreshments
will remain until the first of Sep
included beautifully decorated wed
tember. Her older son Carlton has ding cake. Mr. and Mrs Marriner
been in Brewster at Monomoy since
received ;everal lovely gifts.
the first of July.
Mr. and Mrs Irving Keene and
A group of women were delight Howard Coose enjoyed a weekend
fully entertained recently at the I trip to the White Mountains. Mrs.
home of Mrs. E S. Glover, in Rock- 1 Keene joined friends in PorUand
land. Luncheon was served and j and relumed to Massachusetts after
contract was enjoyed the remainder | spending a vacation here
of the afternoon. Prizes were won , At the Farm Bureau meeting held
by Mrs. Fred Gould Mrs W. E. I at the Grange hall Tuesday, eight
Reed. Mrs Clarence McIntire, and
Mrs. Victor Elmore. Others pres- | sewing machines were cleaned and
oiled. Dinner was served at noon
ent were Mrs. Fred Jagels. Mrs iby Mrs Clifton Robbins and Mrs.
Allie Pillsbury and Miss Teresa F I Raymond Ludwig
Arau.
...
j-, i A group of girls from Camp WalMr. and Mrs. Charles Thorndike | dpn Dpnrnark are spending a few
and daughter Lois of Milburn. N. t days at Mrs. Ralph Wentworth’s.
J„ were callers Tuesday at the
Phil Jones has rented two of his
home of Mr. and Mrs. A A Barnes tourist camps to parties from New
They were accompanied by a cousin York an(, lninoip
of Miss Ix)is. Tiie party are at Mrs.
Mrs. Marion Perry of Massachu
Jtnnie Cleveland's cottage at Spruce setts is at T B. Noyes' for tlie sum
Head.
mer.
Evelyn M. Williams of Portland
is visiting at the home of her par
SAME OLD STORY
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mor
ton at Simonton Corner. Callers And Same Old Appeal To Emotion
Sunday at the Morton home were
And Prejudice Says Corespon
Mr. and Mi Nathan Pease. M;:s
dent
Robbins of Ho .'e. Roscoe McFarland
and Lloyd McFarland of Camden
And this is what Abby Coal of
and Paul Duncan of Portland.
Wollaston. Mass., wrote to the Bos
• • • •
ton Herald:
Gardens On Display
"We have all listened to the gol
The Garden Club observed open den radio voice, now somewhat
garden day Tuesday. The affair harsh, we have all seen the charm
was a wonderful success socially ing smile, now somewhat forced, we
have all witnessed the toss of the
noble head, sometimes a defiant
jerk, but we never suspected the
hawk-like sight behind the rimless
CAMDEN. ME.
glasses until last Friday.
THURSDAY-FRIDAY
“In substance this is what wc
heard: Tn 1932 as a candidate. I
pasted through your State. As you
With ERROL FLYNN
looked up at me. through my teardimmed eyes. I saw your hungry
faces, and there wasn't a new suit
or a new dress among you.'
“The same old appeal to emotion
and prejudice. Of course this was
only a minor inconsistency of the
whole speech. The more glaring
one should be apparent to even the
hungry, half-naked people of Ken
tucky.”

COMIQUE

“ROBINHOOD”

CAMDEN
TOWN HALL
SERIES

OPERA HOUSE, CAMDEN

PICNIC SUPPLIES
Tuesday, July 26, at 8.30

Yale
Puppeteers
in a musical revue

“It’s A Small World’’
87-89

HAMBURG ROASTERS
CHARCOAL STOVES
GALLON THERMOS JUGS
GKII.I.S FOR OPEN FIKE
Everything tc make the pirnic or
camping trip more enjoyable and
comfortable at small cost.

Crie Hardware Co,
408 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME.
86-88

Mrs. Arthur Crawford and two
daughters of New Jersey. Richard
Starrett of Florida. Miss Lillian
Brann and Elmer Keller were re
cent dinner guests at tlie home of
Fred Wallace.
Miss Frances Morey is spending
her vacation with her grandmother
Mrs. Myra Giles.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jordan
(Nelly Coates) arrived Friday
from jNew York.
Mr. Jordan
spent the weekend, returning Mon
day to Mitchell's Field. N Y.. where
he is employed but Mrs. Jordan will
remain for the summer with Mrs. I
Belle Coates.
Mr. and Mrs. John Genthner and
family of Aina were guests Sunday
at the home of Mr. and Mrs George
Cunningham.
Miss Anna Lang returned Satur
day to New York after spending a
week at the home of Mrs. Belle
Coates.
Mrs. Vina Berry and Miss White
of Liberty were callers Monday on
Mrs. Berry's aunt. Mrs. Eliza Jones.
Mrs. Everett Pitts and daughter
Josephine returned Sunday from a
two weeks visit with Mr. and Mrs.
James Hamer and daughter Jean at 1
Westport Island. They were ac- j
companied here by Miss Charlotte
Dixon, who will remain for a visit
at the Pitts home Miss Harper and
Miss Dixon are classmates of Miss
Pitts at Holliston. Mass.
Charles Erickson is at home from
Fort Williams on a 39-days' fur
lough.
A beefsteak and onion fry was
enjoyed Monday night by members
of the Tritohelp Club preceding
tlieir weekly meeting. This «as
planned for a picnic on the beach
but weather conditions prevented
and it was held at the home of Mrs
Lena Tominski A brief business
session was followed by a social
hour.
Everett Pitts arrived Tuesday
from Boston to spend a few days
with hLs family.
Extensive improvements are be
ing made on the former Ladd house
on Pleasant street, recently bough,
by Frank Priest.
Lawrence Snow of the U. S Navy
was in town Tuesday calling on
friends.
Lowell Payson is at home from
Washington. D. C. for a visit with
relatives here and in Camden.
Miss Doris Sylvester of the Rock
land office of the Central Maine
Power Co., is vacationing for a week
at the Vinal Haven home of Mrs.
Florence Lawson.
• • • *
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“POEMS OF PROFIT’
“THE. ROOF WAS LEARV
OM MIS SMACK ~
THE RAIM CAME 1 Al
AMD WASHED HIS BACK'

*THEV HAD -CO CATCH
THE DROPS IAJ PANS,
IN BUCKETS, BASINS,
BOVJLS AND CANS/

NOW MOW THE HECK
WAS -THIS TO LIVE?
A MOUSE SHOULD NEVER
BE A SIEVE/

The
-rue

roof's repaired
«

//

THE GAIN’S DEFI

//

a^M?heCLASSI,:|EO/

''ROOF IMG
AMD TIMMIMG
THE AD. SAID,
AMD THEM
A 'PHONE CALL,
A DICKER."
AMD -'BR.IMG OM
YOUR MEM.'"

COTtOl _

EAST UNION

In Everybody’s Column

ln this column not
James Dornan and father William toAdvertisements
exceed three lines Inserted once Tor
Dornan spent several days in Union. 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad....
, _
... ..____ .
i dttlonal lines five cents each for one
N. H., and Barre, Vt.. the past week. ,ime 10 cent_, fOr three times. 8lx
Mrs. Helen Spear and children, small words to a line._____________
are home from Criehaven where |
they visited Mrs. Spear's parents e — — — — — — — — — — — — — M

J

REAL ESTATE

FOUND ’

and other relatives
|
C. E. Hart and family of Augusta ♦
are occupying Lucretia Ptfc'haw s 1* '
HORN-rlmnifd glasses In black case
cottage for the summer while (Mr
lost near Strand Theater. BOX 357
Hart is employed as engineer on the Camden. Tel. 2434 .
85*87
State highway near here.
If you have Real Estate to buy
Pioneer Grange is recessed until
or sell—city, farm, or shore—or
the last week in August.
wish to rent or hire a Koine or
Cottage, advertise in this column.
Mrs. Lucinia Hopkins and grand
Telephone 770.
son Ralph Ulmer of Verona .were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. A. PRACTICAL nurse wanted at once;
EIGHT-room house on Limerock St.
must have some hospital training MRS
W. Payson.
—corner lot. needs some repairs, would
Miss Pauline King lias employ FISHER 6 Talbot Ave Tel 3285 87-89 make fine home, three minutes from
POSITION wanted, taking care of p O. school house, hospital; price
ment foi the season at the Com- children,
or as helper LOUISE BURNS, reasonable
Inquire by letter please;
munity Sweet Shop in South Hope. Ea t Friendship
85-87 , addre-s ‘ R E " care Courier-Gazette.
Exhibit of Department of Sea and Shcre Fisheries
_____________________________
85*tf
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Harriman and low priced work horse wanted weigh
son Herbert of Haverhill, Mass. are about 1200 TEL Camden 8611
88-89
THREE-room bungalow in Rockport
sale, with or without 40 acres; low
I at their home for the stunmer vaca- J position, as allround cook. H t for
price. Also second-hand stoves bought
tion.
PERRY. 44 Oay St., city.
70-tf and sold TEL. 1214-M. Rockland. 80-tf
Prof,
and Mrs. Arthur„ May
and ■ WATCHMAKER—Repairing watches.
____ ,, .
everywhere for sale, several
two sons of Rochester. N. Y., have ciocfcs- antiques all kinds. Call and onFARMS
1 highway, also ln almost every
❖ arrived at their surtimer home for ] deliver, s Arthur macomber. 23 townNowithin
30 miles of Rockland. Some
Amesbury St., Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
♦ i the season
very low prices on all property.
If
.
79-tf you are Interested or want a home of
* i Miss Martha Bailey of Union. N
your own you should see my listings
H
is
passing
a
vacation
with
Mr
LOW
priced
work
horse
wanted
weigh
.••:-:-:-s-++->g-g-+g-s4-s+-M-++.:-++++g-:s“
about 1200. TEL. Camden 811
86*88 M I have the
and Mrs. James Dornan.
specials such as Farm, good buildings.
Wills allowed: Ira T. Vinal late Minnie A. Ludwig, late of Thomas- .
125 acres land; plenty hard wood and
of Thomaston, deceased. Ada ton, deceased, first and final account 1
lumber, cuts 25 tons hay: good pasture;
spring
well; six cows; one young horse;
F
Vinal of Thomaston. ap- presented by Nellie B. Smith, exx.; ,
Legal Notice
barn fully equipped with farming tools
pointed executrix: Lora M. Ches- Evie E. Overlock, late of Warren. I
♦
and in .
$2200. good lo
ley. late of Rockland, deceased, deceased, first and final account
♦
cation. Eight-room house; all Improve
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Ralph M. Chesley of Rockland, ap- presented by Cornelius E. Overlook,
ments;
garage,
central
location ln
WHEREAS, Clara B Engelson. of ?•****•**- Rockland. $1200. Two family house
pointed executor; Nellie R. Merton, exr.
Rockland. County of Knox and State
1932
CHEVROLET
Delux
coach
for
large lot land cellar and garage, four
Four Flower Classes
late of Rockport, deceased. CharInventories Filed:
Estates of of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated sale: good condition
ROCKLAND miles from city. $800 House ln Warren
Sh.bles, Thomaston, June 13. 1934. recorded in the Knox BODY
FENDER SHOP, city
87*89 $800 and another at $1000; extra good
The first flower show of the Gar lotte Dillingham of Rockport ap- Nancy E
Registry of Deeds. Book No. 241. Page
values. Four small farms near Rock
den Club was held Tuesday at the pointed exx.; Maude E. Grant, late, $2193.70; Ellen A Spear and John 39. conveyed to the / Home Owners'
VACUUM cleaner, babies crib, art
all $1000 to $1800 Almost new
home of the president Mrs. Lester of Vinal Haven, deceased. Birdie M. E. Spear, minor.'. Camas, Wash., Loan Corporation, a Corporation duly square, antique bureau and other an- land
house within city limits; four acres
Sliibles. The success of the affair Mills of Vinal Haven appointed $1185; Carl E. Spear and Hilda G. e^tablLhed under the laws of ihe j tlques for sale No dealers. MRS LAU- land: $1800
Small house of five
Unlted States of America having its RFNCE SAWYER 13 Dunn St., Thom- roome; good cellar;
was even greater than had been an- exx.; Frank Larrabee, late of Rock- Spear, minors. Rockland. $223; o:Rce
shed and garage
ana principal p’.ace of business , aston.
87*89
No
1
highway,
large lot of land:
ticipated and much interest was port, deceased. Sadie Wilson of Mary J. Richmond. Warren. $1921.02. the following1 ’described ^eaf eTiatc
EfGHT-room house for sale near P,00.-!0™1!0?.!?. R?5?La.n,?'_?[iC^
Rockland appointed exx.; Leonard
------------------shown in the various exhibits.
House and barn; one-half acre land in
Fit noted in Rockland. In said Count’ Waldoboro village. Inquire ROI.ANU city
Prizes were offered in four classes C Stetson, late of Thomaston, de$1800 Many cottages and land
le . . ...
. of. Maine;
..
' !CREAMER.
"D V A FIJ Jefferson
L.Rnr.on St . Waldoboro
1 <4 c kz.ro
of. Knox
and
State
of all descriptions and locations. Sev
and were won by Mrs Frank Salis ceased. Helen L Stetson of Thom
87*89
“A certain lot or parcel of land to
eral
stores and business properties
gether with the buildings thereon,
bury for the best exhibit cf old aston appointed exx ; Ralph A.
BEAUTIFUL Spanish shawl, radio, Don t forget to call 1154 or 330 V F.
bounded and described as follows,
fashioned roses; Mrs. Frederick Gushee. late of New York. N. Y..
rockers, dishes 1926 Bulck sedan for STUDLEY. 283 Main St . or 77 Park St
to wit Beginulng ln the easterly
87-Uf
Richards, most attractive boquuet deceased. Elizabeth C. Newbert of Hear Fascinating Story of
sale MRS GEORGE BLACK. 10 Sweetside line of Birch Street and at the
land St . city
87*89
cf red roses; Mrs Annie Gardiner Appleton appointed admx, dbn.
northwest corner of the homestead
Mystic
Shrine
Conven

lot of Louisa H Cables; thence N
for best display of delphiniums and c.t.a.; Sallie Houston Henry, late of
SELLERS kitchen cabinet for sale,
56*4 E. by said Birch Street, fiftywhite enamel; walnut triple mirror ?
Frederick Richards for most appro Philadelphia. Pa. deceased. Charles
tion
In
Los
Angeles
two and one-half (52’ 21 feet to a
vanity;
three pianos; one player piano; •
J
Biddle
and
Gerald
Ronon
of
said
priate kitchen bouquet.
stake and stones at land set off to
one wardrobe trunk; one electric sew- .
In the latter class Mrs. Mildred Philadelphia appointed exrs.; Dex
M
P
Furbish;
thence
S.
33
3
«
E.
Ing
machine;
eight library tables; 21
Former King Lion Charles T.
ninety <90» feet to ?takc and stones;
Holmes was given honorable men- ter C. Upham, late of Camden, deround and square dining tables; two
thence
S
56
’
4
W
fifty-two
and
Smalley,
who
attended
the
46th
con

roh
top
desks;
one three-piece parlor I FURNISHED, recond floor apartment
tion for originality and uniqueness ceased. Charles A Perry of Camone-half <52’2> feet to the home
set. leather upholstering and mahog- I fO iel rtt 14 MASONIC ST
87*89
a vegetable bouquet peing cleverly den appointed exr ; Georgie A Rob- vention of the Mystic Shrine in
stead lot of said Cables; thence S
any frame; soap stone sink: eight
designed by her. Much credit is! inson. late of Thomaston, deceased. Los Angeles, told by special request
33’4 W . by said Cables lot. ninety
FURNISHED apt to let at 122 Camgolden oak buffets; 50 stands, all sizes.
(90> feet, more or less, to the first
V F STUDLEY. INC . 283 Main St. d<jn St.; 10 minutes from Samoset; low
due the committtee. headed by Mr. Benjamin W. Smalley of Thomaston yesterday, the story of that wondermentioned bounds.
87*89
'Tel 1154
87ktf rent TEL 1123-W
and Mrs. Shibles. for the success of appointed exr.
See deed of Charles B Brown to
lul
pilgrimage
to
his
former
clubPetitions
for
Administration
VANNAH place. 36 Glen street. Rock- 1
this first venture, and a flower shov.
Edward E Rankin dated March 18.
land for sale. Lot. 100 feet square with
1892 and recorded in the Knox
will undoubtedly, become an annual granted: Estates. Fred W B< -sey. mates. Because of the fact that
nine-room dwelling, shed and barn
County Registry of Deeds. Book 88.
late of Union, deceased. Josephine Mr. Smalley has other speaking en
event with the local club.
very accessible near hotel;
TEL 468. Rockland
87-tf |
Page
578
Being
the
same
premises
E Bessey of Union. aJmx; Jane Mc
lable. TEL Rockland 853-13
conveyed to Clara B Engelson by
DRY fitted wood for sale, under cover,
Kinley Cole, late cf Camden, de gagements on this subject, and be
56-tf
THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL
Edward E Rankin, by his Warranty
fireplace and Junks. K W DEAN
Deed dated June 23. 1909 and re
ceased, Carl F. Cole of Camden, came some portions of it appeared
i tenement to let on MeSouth Hope. Tel Rockland 9469-12
corded
ln
Book
149.
Page
145
of
the
ln The Courier-Gazette upon his
87*89
MRS S BRAULT. 33 PurLast Link of the 2000 Miles Has admr.
Knox County Registry of Deeds’’
Petitions for License to Sell Real leturn from the West Coast, only a
Tel. 1194-W
84*89
WHEREAS, the condition of said
Been Cut in Maine Mountain
THESE cars for sale by Frederick U
Estate granted: Estates Iz?slie C. "brief reference is here made to the Mortgage Is broken:
Waltz. 165 Broadway. Tel 838-W 1937
Now. therefore, by reason of the Plymouth 4-door: 1935 Plymouth 4Deane, late of Rockport, deceased,
water heat, good location near
Augusta. Maine. July—The third presented by Ralph H Wilson of exceedingly
interesting address breach of the condition thereof, the door; 1935 Chevrolet 4-door; 1932 V-81
DAVID Ki BEN STEIN. Tel.
said
Home Owners' Loan Corporation Ford Tudor; 1935 Plymouth Coupe, and
84-tf
edition of the Guide to the Appala Rockport, exr ; Edward E. Barton, which the speaker gave yesterday. by Elisha
W Pike. Its Attorney there 19X5 Terraplane
87*89]chian Trail in Maine is now avail late of Vinal Haven, deceased, pre
Mr. Smalley devoted the greater unto duly authorized by its power of
attorney dated October 1. 1936. and re
1931 FORD school bus for sale; ca
84 CRESCENT ST .
able, the Maine Development Com sented by Leslie B Dyer, admr ; Le portion of his talk to the Shrine corded In the Knox County Registry pacity 36 in A-l condition. Trice $495
35*87
land S. Hagar. Jr . minor, of Wake convention itself, and at the outset of Deeds. Book 249. Page 313. claims FREDERICK U WALTZ. Tel. 838-W.
mission was advised Tuesday by field. Mass . presented by Mabel J.
foreclosure of said Mortgage, and 165 Broadway.
87*89
informed non-Masons that the agives
tnd electric lights. Newly decothis notice for that purpose
Myron H. Avery of Lubec and Hager cf sai.i Wakefield, gdn.
Shrine is not a part of Masonry,
STANDING grass for sale on two
85 NORTH MAIN ST
85-87
Dated this twenty-ninth day of June.
Petition for New License to Sell but that one has to be a Mason to ADI
Washington. D. C. editor and au
farms
free
for
the
cutting
TEL
Rock

938
Real
Estate
granted;
Estate
William
land
853-13
86-tf
HOME
OWNHRS*
LOAN
CORPORATION
thor of numerous articles on Ka L. Brown, late of Appleton, de belong. The order is confined to
-------->cation Two living rooms atBy Eli ha W Pike
SECOND hand lumber. windows,
North America and has 158 Temples,
$6 jx r week V F STUDLEY
tahdin and Maine.
ceased. presented by Maynard M. with an aggregate membership of
doors, kerosene barrella with faucet ;283 Main St.. Tel. 1154 or 330.
85-87
C. E GROTTON. 138 Camden St . Tel 1
The Trail has been completed for Brown of Appleton, admr.
STATE
OF
MAINE
about 50O.COO. The order maintains Knox, ss
1214-M
86-tf | FURNISHED apartment to let at 122
\
Fetition
for
Distribution
Granted:
its last 266 miles across Maine, the
i St.; dishes, linen; 10 minutes
Superior Court
Estate Lillian A Cunningham, late 15 hospitals for crippled children,
GOING out of business 10 or more
amoset. TEI, 1123-W
82-tf
In Equity
last link in the entire 2.000 mile of Warren, deceased, presented by ln which 18.000 children have either
gallons
vinegar.
15c
per
gal.
;
five
or
Not 263
been aided or completely cured. In
MODERN apartment to let. five rooms,
more 20c; one or more 25c This will
Trail from Maine to Georgia having Maurice M. Cunningham of War this list is one Rockland girl of
PHILIP L. BROWN
tarage; heated in winter; quiet
go quick. Standing meadow grass
VS
been cut on the south elope of ren, admr.
tial section Within five mlncheap. JAMES SIMONTON
86-88
eight years, who spent 40 weeks in
C E WATERMAN CO
Petition
for
Perpetual
Care
of
ilk to heart of city Rent reaSpaulding Mountain.
the Springfield Hospital, and who Order of Notice on Receiver’s Report*
28-FOOT fishing or party boat for
Purniahed if dwlnNl
inBurial
Lot
Granted:
Estate
Nancy
Beginning at Katahdin. the Trail
sale. $350; Gray motor; good condition
is
now
able
to
skate.
An
applica

”HE MENS SHOT. Main St. Corruns south westerly via Daicey Pond E Shibles, late of Thomaston, de tion for an Owl's Head girl has been
PHIL MURPHY. Tenants Harbor 86*88
•k.
82-tf
It is
and the Joe Mary Lakes, over White ceased. presented by Watson T. accepted.
ORDERED that a hearing on the ac
BEAUTIFUL Pom puppies for sale.
FiVE-room apartment to let. ALICE
count
of said Receiver as filed Septem 42 FULTON ST. city.
Cap. by Long Pond, through Mon Barter of St. George, admr.
85*87
Applicants must be under 14 years
Accounts
allowed:
Alvena
S.
An
ber
4.
1937
and
the
ftnal
account
and
son and Blanchard, across Moxie
of age. Color, race and creed aie report of said Receiver dated July 19,
six rows for sale; tome new milch,
THREE furnished rooms with toilet;
Pond and the Kennebec River, over drews. late of Rockport, deceased, not considered.
unfurnished rooms with bath
12
1938 be had at the Court House in Au FRANK MORRIS. Tenants Harbor 86*88
first and final account presented bv
8T. Tel 156-W.
78-tf
Mr. Smalley was the Potentate's gusta. Maine, on Saturday July 30.
THREE to four hundred good sized
the Bigelow Range. Sugarloaf. Percy R. Keller, admr ; An.onio
1938
at
nine
o
’
clock
in
the
forenoon.
standing
pine
and
spruce
lumber
trees.
Spaulding and Saddleback Moun Ana'tasio. late of Camden, de representative in Rockland for 10
FURNISHED apartment of
three
Inquire 149 NEW COUNTY ROAD 85*87
to let, second floor, modern,
tains. through the Rangeley region ceased, distribution account pre years and it was partly because of
PIANOS
to
sell
or
rent.
Call
or
e for couple. Garage If desired.
to the state border.
phone THGMAS PIANO ROOMS. 33
sented by Frank H. Ingraham, pub this that he was selected as oue of
fMERY, 28 Pacific St, Tel 436-M
A detailed description of the Trail, lic admr.; Lillian A. Cunningham, Maine's delegates—a signal honor order ln the Rockland Courier-Gazette. Megunticook St., Camden, Tel. 588. I
73-tf
85-87
with exact distances taken on the late of Warren, deceased, first and for the resident of a small com
FURNISHED apartments to let. of two
munity.
PIGS for sale, four and five weeks
ground with a measuring-wheel, final account presented by Maurice
and bath, $6 week. V. F. STUDold. CHESTER and CHESTER- BERK
Mr. Smalley told of his trip from
and descriptions of public accommo M. Cunningham, admr.; Frank E.
SHIRE.
Gleason
Hill
Farm.
Union.
Tel.
4-5.
85*87
dations and campsites is given in Grinnell, late of Union, deceased, Denver to Los Angeles in the Den
4-ROOM
tenement to let
over
ver Zephyr, which crossed the plains
’s barber shop.
LAWRENCE
the revised edition of the Guide first and final account presented by sometimes! at 108 miles an hour; of
MARINE Bargains — Immediate de
livery.
16-foot
mahogany
outboard
runa
which Ls available through the Ap- Herbert L. Grinnell, admr. c. t. a.; his visit to the Royal Gorge and allowed.
bout, seats five, 16 h p Johnson, speea ' ROOMS to let.
WM H FISHER
Apply at 15 GROVE
oalachian Trail Conference, 901 Charles H. Rayncs, late of Camden, the Mormon Tabernacle, and Boul
up to 35 miles, fine condition $275. '
79-tf
Union Trust Building. Washington. deceased, first and final account der Dam and of the temperature of Augusta. Maine. July 19. 1938.
Trailer to take same If wanted $20.
presented by James V. Rayr.es.
Twenty-one foot Cape Cod type sailing
D. C.
FOUR room apartment to let, all
A true copy. Attest:
115
which
he
experienced
in
Las
sloop,
good
condition
$150.
Eighteen
1.
Apply at CAMDEN and
PEARL E BORGERSON
A feature of the revised edition is admr.; Arthur F. Porter*of Rock Vegas. He fiurnished a graphic
foot cedar outboard runabout, built by
Deputy Clerk Turner.
China Lake, seats six—32 h.p.
the very complete account of all of land. first account presented by El picture of the parades and conven
Johnson like new. $370, and many
the trails and mountains in the Ka mer C. Davis, gdn.
others. Write us as to your require
Petitions for probate of will pre tion features.
tahdin region. In addition to the sented for notice: Elizabeth Wil
Guests yesterday were Robert
ments. KNOX MARINE EXCHANGE.
85-87
chapter on Katahdin itself, the out son Fisher, late of Philadelphia. Gregory, son of former King Lion
T Camden.
FORTY-acre farm, good buildings,
lying peaks, trails and approaches Pa., deceased, E. McLain Walters. A. W. Gregory; and Parker Worrey,
sightly location, blueberries.
MRS.
are described in complete detail in Laura Reeve and Florence Sibley Jr., son of the former director of
GERTRUDE STUDLEY. West End.
the 92 page section devoted to Ka of said Philadelphia named exrs.; music.
Thomaston.
84*89
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
tahdin.
'livered Tel 791. CRIE HARDFrank E. Jones, late of Rockland,
FITTED .slabwood for sale, delivered.
Oo.. Rockland
79-tf
sire summer boarders, advertise the $5
cord
Tel. 12-23
Washington.
Another outstanding feature is deceased. Joseph W. Robinson of
FRIENDSHIP
fact ln this pap< r where thousands | ROBERT ESANCY. Liberty. Me 85*86
the series of ten maps of the trail Rockland named exr.; Cora V. Sav
AF’TER this date I will pay no bills
will read of it.
NEW. 12-foot pine skiffs for sale. $15.
cept tihose contracted by me personroute; one large-scale map of the age, late of Rockland, deceased,
Rev. George R. Merriam of Phila
V L. PACKARD. Tel 446
84-86
ly
NELSON B CALDERWOOD. Apentire route across the state; two Wiliam F. Savage of Rockland delphia will be guest speaker at the
eton.
July 18. 1938______________ 86*88
VERY good buys xxx superior lumber:
local church Sunday morning. Rev.
detailed maps covering the entire named exr.
matched pine boards, best seasoned;
price.
E
NOTICE
—This ls to notify all per
Petitions for administration pre Mr. Merriam is director of mission
trail and five smaller large-scale
also novelty pine siding for house ' ns th*t after this date I shall pay
beauty. JAMES Y MESERVE. File V.G. 1 3 more bills except those contracted
j maps of the route, in addition to sented for notice: Elizabeth C. ary promotion for the Baptist
COTTAGE at Coopers Beach
B . Jefferson. Me ; Tel. North White- |
person.
JOHN BECKMAN. Vinal
the map of the Katahdin area, with Urquhart, late of Vinal Haven, de Church, working in the Pennsyl bath, electric range, telephone
field 15-23 xxx Sparhawk “New Engaven. Me.. July 19. 1938
86-83
ceased,
Rose
U.
Condon
of
Upper
vania
State
Asociation
of
the
North

porch.
Open
for
rental
July
23
t
1 land’’ hand-made braided rugs; since
■ a sketch of the trail routes at KaDarby. Pa. named admx.; Elva M. ern Baptist Convention. At night and after Aug 12. Will sleep s
MEDIUM readings by appointment
1782; pronounced Sparrock. Thought
I tahdln.
TEL 1092-W
86-91
and feeling found ln all craftsmanship
As no other recent maps have Delano, late of Frendship. deceased, the pulpit will be occupied by Rev.
or art grow under the eyes in studying
NOTICE -On and after this date.
Melvin Lawry of Friendship named Ernest Palmer of Christ's Gospel
, Me.
85*87
been available for this region, 'this
19. I will not be responsible for
admr.
Church of New York, and as usual
bills contracted by anyone but
feature of the book will appeal par
Petition for license to sell real Mr. Palmer will play and sing.
let. July 25 to Aug. 6.
myself.
GEORGE H. WITHEE. Vinal
ticularly to fishermen, hunters and estate presented lor notice: Estate
87*89
4 Camden St
; Haven.
86*88
nature lovers as well as devotees of Adclia M. Spear, minor, of North
I
LADIES
Reliable hair goods at RockCOTTAGE
for
sale
—
Wildwood
Park.
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Best view on Penobscot Bay. Water
hiking and mountain climbing.
| land H»ir Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Haven, presented by Elizabeth C.
and lights available. Good road. Low
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Tentative plans for holding the Spear, now of Jaffrey, N. H., (for
Penobscot River—Indian Point cash price. Also excellent lots. WILD
CALL
__________________________________ 79-tf
1939 Trail Conference in the Ka merly of North Haven), gdn.
Buoy 7 will be moved 150 feet east WOOD DEVELOPMENT CO. 14 Main
I
MEN old at 40! Get renewed strength
St..
Tel.
501.
Camden.
69-th-78
HAVENER
’
S
ICE
CO
tahdin region of Maine are being
Accounts presented for notice: of its present position on July 21.
New’ Ostrex Tonic Tablets contain raw
discussed by the Board of Mana Mary J. Watts, late of Thoma ton. 1938. in order to facilitate dredging, COTTAGE for sale at Spruce Head,
oyster
lnvlgorators and other stimul
Tel. 792
furnished, garage, spring and well.
ants. Value $1.25, Introductory price
gers. according to Mr. Avery who is deceased, first and final arcount. and will be returned upon comple all
R HAMMOND. 8 Limerock St., Cam
55’56tf $1 Call, write C. H. MOORE <fc CO..
presented by Samuel W. Ix'wis. exr.; tion of dredging operations,
chairman of the Board.
den. Tel. 601.
80-88
Rockland.
79*99

WANTED

PROBATE COURT

FOR SALE

Rockland Lions

TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS I

Summer Cottages ;

For “ICE” Service

very-OtKer-Day
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THOMASTON
Funeral services for Captain Ell
ard Geyer will be held this after -1
noon at 3 in the Davis Chapel.1
Coiflhire
mrthod uses no
| Captain Geyer was 87 years old,,
heaters. Thermique
Thermique Waves
a native of Friendship, and his I
are adaptable and
is safe.
Thermique
death occuircd at Sailors' Snug’
easily molded to your
gives uniformly
Harbor. N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Linnekin I
Charles Thornton has returned
own headlines
perfect results
from Bath, where he visited ills
and son David returning Monday
brother, Oscar Thornton, who is at
to their home in Noranda, Quebec, '
the Bath City Hospital for an ap
were accompanied by his mother,,
pendix operation.
Mrs. M. K Linnekin, who will make '
THERMIQUE, THE PERFECT PERMANENT
an extended visit with them.
Robert Miles of Portland lias bcen
x"
Featured Exclusively by
Mayflower Temple. Pythian Sis
the guest of Raymond Jordan an
ters, will picnic Friday evening at I
Oscar Marsh this week.
the home of Mrs. and Mrs. Thomas I
Horsley. Members are asked to'
T. C. Stone is in Bangor today at-.
take their own dishes for the sup
103
MAIN
ST.,
THOMASTON,
TEL.
52-3
tending a conference of Telephone
per at 6 30. Mrs. Katherine Stud- |
Managers.
ley and Mrs Alcada Libby are on j
SUMMER VISITORS
the committee with Mrs. Horsley.
Until July 30 Introductory Offer Until July 30
Rev. and Mrs. F. F Powlc, son
Mrs. Richard Dunn will entertain (
At the height of the summer
the Federated Circle next Tuesday j
BRING A FRIEND SPECIAL
ason there are many visitors in , Robert and daughter {Nathalie of
' Winthrop, were recent guests of
at their summer home at Stone's ,
ickland and vicinity, and The
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Coombs.
Complete Duart Permanent, 1 for $3.50; 2 for $5.
Point, Cushing.
,iurier-Gazctte is very glad to
Mr. and Mrs. George B Matthews
Complete
Rapide
Permanent,
1
for
$5;
2
for
$7
ronicle them. To this end will
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Foss and fam
of New Britain. Conn., arrived last!
ily of Newport, are occupying the
week and are staying with her sis- I
|i kindly send the names of
Includes Shampoo, Finger Wave and Trim
Flint cottage at Holiday Beach.
ter. Miss Jessie Crawford.
lir guests to this office, or notlThere will be a parade this year'
Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, 38
Finger Wave, 50c; with Shampoo 75c
H. iP Blodgett, manager of the
in connection with Legion Fair, I
ange street, telephone 873-R.
Central Maine office, entered Knox
Aug. 17-18.to include decorated cars
Oil of Tulipwood Permanent $7.00
e will greatly appreciate it.
Hospital today, for a minor opera
and floats, bicycles, doll carriages,1
tion.
and horribles. Prizes will be award- ,
87* It
cd in each class. W B. D. Gray j
aleb Moffitt of Winthrop, Me,
is chairman, and he has already ]
Charles Coombs of Brighton.
been visiting in this city and at
Mass, is a guest at the home of his
found the usual lively general in
The beautiful bouquet of blue
's Island.
ancle Horace Coombs. Limerock harebells that decorate the editorial I
terest in “putting on a parade."
|
The Friendly Club had a delight
desk and arouse the joy and plea
[iss Nathalie Smith of South street.
sure of visitors no less than the I
ful picnic in the Community House
tland is spending part of the
Llewellyn Rogers Jr. of Boston is editor, their direct recipient, were
at Martin's Point. Friendship, last
uner vacation with her gTandevening as guests of Mrs. J. W.
ents, Mr. and iMrs. Austin W. spending a vacation with his father ' gathered from the fertile Knox
ln this city.
Tufts. Twenty-nine had supper in
ith.
County roadside and came from the
By Pauline Ricker
the attractive room, and after the
gracious and always friendly hand
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rosscel and of Mrs. S Wilbur Messer of Auburn
Rockland Breakwater, July 19— short business meeting had a social
tr. and Mrs. Chester F. Hathasons
John
and
William
have
re

Many
guests
and
cottagers
gathered
of Fairhaven. Mass., were visievening with various games. Hearty |
and Ingraham Hill whose visits are
at Mrs. Hathaway's former turned to Quincy, Mass., after vaca mast welcome to her many friends in the ballroom of the Samoset last thanks were extended to Mrs. Tufts
tioning
at
the
McBride
cottage,
evening
for
a
stunt
party.
Among
ae in this city Tuesday A call
in this section.
and to the supper committee. Mrs.
the prizewinners were Robert Col
n her erstwhile associates at the Spruce Head.
Biggers. Mrs. Woodcock. Miss Stud
lins.
Mrs.
J
G.
Bunker.
Mrs.
John
phone office was made.
Mr. and Mrs. T. H Newcomb of I Dr. Stephen P Gould of Wash Nugent. Lawrence Stirling. Miss ley and Mrs. Risteen.
Mrs. Gertrude Hahn is chairman
ington. D. C is spending his vaca
;Ilss Ethel Stanton has returned Boston were guests yesterday of tion with his parents. Judge and Eleanor Hawley.
of the committee for the public
lockland after two weeks' visit in Alden Stover, going from here to Mrs E. K. Gould. Mrs. Gould is
John Barbey, Charles Toiles, Mrs supp°r to be served by the Baptist
v York and Stonington, Conn. Bar Harbor. Mr. Newcomb is with visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. _
F. E. Ballard and JMrs. Albert S. Circle next Wednesday preceding
the Krcsge store in Brockton. Mass.,
Carman entertained at cocktails the annual conccrt in thc Church
Porter Lawry ol Vinal Haven.
Irs. Eugene Clark has returned and is on his annual vacation.
last evening.
audijorium.
Her assistants are
Lewiston after a fortnight’s visit
Henry
H.
Hudson
and
James
E.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur MacAuley Mrs. Minnie Wilson and Mrs. Lucy
Mrs.
Joyce
Lehing
of
Rutherford.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Rokes.
Bradley of Balboa. Canal Zone, with N. J . ts the guest of Mrs. Ruth motored to Blue" Hill for luncheon. Slllery.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Tolies of
Mrs. Jchn C. Mason and daugh
Jr. and Mrs Wollaston Weeks of their families, were in the city Tues Sanborn.
Hartford entertained their daugh- ter Joan H Mason who have been
nariscotta were recent visitors in day from Bayside. Northport, where
they will remain until Labor Day.
Mrs Grover Bostick is visiting ter Mrs. Chester Seymour and Miss j visiting Mrs. Mason's mother. Mrs
city.
Anne Seymour for lunch.
j John Hanley, for a month, returned |
friends and relatives in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gregory of
Guests from the Samoset motored T?!'sdaL 10 ?orth E.ast.°"’
Irs Carroll Gray spent the weekMrs. Cora Orne entertained Mrs.,
in Southwest Harbor, visiting Akron. Ohio, are guests for two
Mrs Emilio Hary is the guest for to Camden to view the gardens Susie
Newbert. Mrs. Marion Wil-1
husband, who is there on the weeks of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. a week of Mrs. Blake B. Annis at which were opened to the public
liams
and
Miss Eliza Whitney at I
ht Vanda. Mtss Myra Watts ac- Gregory.
her Hosmer Pond cottage.
Miss Gladys Lawton entertained cards Tuesday afternoon.
ipanied Mrs. Gray and was guest
(Mrs.
Albert
S.
Carman,
Miss
Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper of Canton.
The Federated Church will have j
Sheldon Eaton of the yacht
Mrs. L. F. Chase and Mrs. Choris Blanche Spadone and Mrs. Hcibeit
Mass., who is summering at Spruce
no services next Sunday and the
ida
Jenkins
entertained
members
of
Lawton last evening.
Head, entertained a small company
three following Sundays while the
E.F.A. Club yesterday at the Chase
Mrs. George Parry. Wyncote and minister. Rev. H F. Leach, and
iss Harriet Leach of Boston is of friends at a luncheon at The summer home. Beech Hill farm in
ting a few days’ visit with Mr. Thorndike Hotel. Cards at the Rockport An excellent picnic din Mrs. Edith V. Paschall. Lansdowne I his family will be on vacation. There
Draper cottage followed.
Mrs. Russell Bartlett.
ner was followed by bridge, high arrived this afternoon to spend a will be no Sunday School sessions
scores going to Mrs Chase. Mrs. week wih Mr and Mrs J. Scott during those weeks
Mrs
Alan
Coipery
of
Central
tajor and Mrs. George Blaney
Next Monday will be held the j
Fred Collamore. Miss Daphne Wins Fowler.
• • • «
family, are vacating the Little- Falls. R I., is the guest of Miss Rose low Mrs. Charles Richardson, and
annual General Knox Birthday j
1 house on Limerock street, as O'Neil at Crescent Beach.
consolation to Mrs. Jenkins.
July 20- Among those enteitain- celebration at “Montpelier.-' At 9.30 J
v leave shortly for Hawaii their
lng
at cocktails last evening were a. m. the ceremonies at the grave I
James Pellicane of Portland is
sehold effects having been
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Chapman are Charles Toiles, E. C. May? Miss! will be conducted, and at 10 30 oc-j
iped tilts week. Major Blaney spending a few days at the home
Blanche Spadone. Mrs. Stuart Buck, curs the annual meeting of the ,
go next week to Fort Wright of Ills parents on Park street. Also on a business trip to Augusta today. Mrs. George Winn.
Memorial Association. Ladies of
Mrs. Blaney and daughters guests for a few days at the Pelli
A
large
audience
gathered
in
the
'he D A R in Colonial costumes will
Miss
Elizabeth
Quartz
of
Ply

cane
home
are
Peter
Pellicane
of
and Marguerite will visit Miss
ney in Truro, Mass, for a few Leominster, Mass., and nephew mouth. Mass. was a recent guest of ballroom for the program given by, be welcoming hastesses in the aft- |
L. Raymond Cox. magician, which ernoon. and the principal speaker |
Their transfer to distant Carmen Spinella of Hyde Park. Mrs. Emma Harvie.
will be Col. Robert J. Halpin, speak
was greatly enjoyed.
Iraii, is a source of much regret Mass.,
Miss Frances Pearson has re ing on "Our American Heritage." I
Mrs Willard Dart of Providence,
Bheir many friends in Rockland.
Thc funeral services for Henry
John May has returned to Cleve R. I., is in thc city visiting her turned from Bar Harbor after
B Shaw were held Wednesday aft- j
I r. and Mrs. Robert Campbell land. Ohio, accompanied by his sister, Mrs. E. D. Spear, Maple visiting Mrs.*Henry Tallmadge.
daughter Constance of Auburn sister-in-law. Mrs. Mildred May.
street.
Arrivals include David Bradley, ernoon in the Baptist Church. Mr.
i' weekend guests of Mrs. CampPhiladelphia; Mrs Alfred B. Atkin Shaw's death occurred early MonIs deferred.
f s sister. Mrs. Sherman Rokes. William Hopkins and Dudley
Mrs. A J. Huston of Portland has son. Overbrook; Mr. and Mrs. B. A. cay morning. •Obituary
» • •
ftir mother. Mrs. Eugene Clark, Harvie have gone to Raymond, to improved enough to be taken to her Wilson and Miss Ruth Wilson. New
Junior Choir Pirnic
impanied them home, after a spend two weeks at Camp Hinds. home from the haspitai. where she ark; Mr. and Mrs. William H Mor
k's visit here.
The Baptist Junior Choir. 23 in
rison, Indianapolis; Mr and Mrs H.
has been seriously 111.
B. Collamore, West Hartford; Mr number, held the July outing at
Mr and Mrs. David S. Beach and
? iss Lucinda Rich and Miss daughters Betty and Eileen, have
Mrs. Madeleine Jones has re and Mrs. John M. Perry. Palisades; thc cottage of Mr. and Mrs. Willis .
Jnccs Cliatto. leave today for a returned from a week's vacation to turned
to 6outh Hope after visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Hill, Los An J. Spear. Hathorne's Point in Cush
or trip to Quebec. Montreal and Moncton. N. B . where they attend at the home of Mrs. Elden Oxton, geles; George Winn. Henry H. Hil ing. Monday. Because of the down- |
■r points of interest in Canada, ed the 50th wedding anniversary of Moilfltain road.
ton. Chicago; Mrs. Norman Hutton. pour all plans for outdoor pleasure
the latter city, they will be Mr. and 'Mrs. M. C. Lockhart, par
Brookline; Mr. and Mrs. A. P. L. were cancelled, and Mrs. Spear [
ed by Mtss Mildred Jenson of ents of Mrs. Beach. A reception
Prest, Newtonville, Mass.; Mr. and proved herself a genuine hostess in
Miss Agnes Sonntag and Miss Mrs. George A. Busch. Buffalo.
lin. N. H, who will be with them was held in the afternoon when
making the event a successful ver
Henrietta
Sonntag
of
Cleveland.
the remainder of their journey. many old and new friends called to
The first mid-week dance was anda party.
offer their congratulations. Tlie Ohio, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. held this evening in thc ballroom.
Ralph Carroll gave transporta- j
■igh Mayo and daughter Nora. family consisting of 30 members and Carl S. Sonntag. Shaw avenue.
An exhibition dance preceded it.
tion. and the choir were arcom- i
J have been spending a month 2 invited guests, a sister and sisterpanird by their director. Mrs. Grace
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Emery
l Mr. Mayo's sister. Mrs Clar- in-law of Mr. Lockhart who were
"ONE IT" ON THE SEN
Strout, and their pianist Mrs.
Barnard. have returned to present at the wedding in 1888. had and infant son of Elizabeth City,
r home in Warren. Ohio.
dinner at Rockaway Inn. In the N C. are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Hughes and his flying Blanche C. Lermond.
Those present were Eva Spear,
evening a family party was held at J. W. Emery. They will spend two companions have dramatically illus
Glenice Lermond. Beverly Kirkembers of the Mite Club, mo- the home. Gifts, flowers, letters weeks visiting friends in this trated the queer tricks which speed ,
trick. Esther Acl)orn. IjCOna
d to Union. Monday, where they and cards were received. This was vicinity.
can play with the system of time bee.
u_ lyirminr
Arm
Janet Linscott.
Lorraine Arm
e entertained at the home of tlie first time in 23 years when all
accepted by men, the National Geo- strong Rase Mitch*'!! Phyllis KalAdelle Morton. Contract hon- the children were present. There
Those in charge of the supper graphic Society said in a special bui- [ )och phy„ls Hall Audrey Simmons. ’
were awarded Mrs. Ernest Bus- are five sons. C. H Lockhart. Mon Saturday at Undercroft. St Peter's
In his four days of flight
vinal Prjscjna Hastings. JenMrs. Nathan Cobb and Mrs. treal. L J, B. M, B. E. and R E . Church arc Mrs. Margaret Decrow, letin.
) Morey Mrs. Jchn O. Stevens Lockhart of Moncton. The two chairman, assisted by Mrs. Anne Hughes and his companions saw nic Knowlton. Barbara Sullivan.
a special guest.
daughters are Mrs D 8 Beach of Foley. Mrs. Amory Allen and Mrs the sun rise five times while all the Glenice Carney. Barbara Carney.
other inhabitants of the earth out Everett Condon. Donald Day. Wal
Rockland and Mrs H. J. Endrics. Sarah Thomas.
side of the Arctic and Antarctic ter Chapman. Lawrence Chapman.
erling Morse left Tuesday for a Pontiac. Mich. Tlie respective soils
circles, could see it rise only four Raymond Knowlton and George
tith’s visit with relatives in New- and daughters in law and 15 grand
TENANT'S HARBOR
times." the bulletin said, "this was Sullivan.
children made up the family circles
N. J., and Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
which has not been broken in all
because Hughes, flying in thc same
! r. and Mrs. Thomas Stone and these years.
direction that earth was turning on
GAS TAXES FALL OFE’
John
Fuller,
daughter
Mertie
I ghter Janet, were guests of relatogether with grandsons Richard its axis, actually outdistanced it
|s in Cornish over the weekend.
Bl'RIKI) TREASURE
Decrease Is Shown For June, But
Wagle and John Peterson are pass one complete lap."
| For The Courier-Gazette I
Half Year Shows a Gain
ing the summer at their cottage
I rs. I. J. Shuman and Mrs. Mida In the quiet city of the dead
Maine's gasolene tax receipts in ,
here.
[ kard won honors at the meet- Re|x>se our burled treasure June of the current year, showed a '
Doris Patterson is passing the
of Corner Club, when they met Gone to worlds beyond our ken
decrease of $13,851 over those of a
summer at South Side.
|' cards at Mrs Shuman's home After life's blind measure.
similar period a year ago. the State j
Mrs.
Daisy
Hocking
witli
daugh

• Pleasant street.
Could wc bring them back.
Tax Assessors' department report- l
Should we dare the magic?
ters Agnes and Beulah have arrived
9.00 TO 1.00—D.S.T.
cd Tuesday. For the first six j
Progressed
are
they
to
higher
realms
rs. Jane Crouse and Miss Bar- Beyond our dreams and logic.
from Worcester and arc occupying
months, this year, however, receipts i
' i Jordan of the Chisholm's Spa
their cottage.
increased $44,648 over thase of a j
' e. are both patients at'Knox Some have gone too full of youth
Mrs. Mary J. Hart of Worcester.
corresponding period, a year ago
For
cold
earth's
long
enfolding;
, pital, following operations for
Mass., formerly of this place, died
DAMARISCOTTA
The department offered no rea
Enshrouded ln the final veil
bndicitis.
Saturday after a long illness.
That's past this world's undoing.
son for the drop in June receipts. I
Every
Thurs.
and
Sat.
the first decrease for several
Mrs. Ida Rivers is at Marblehead.
lie tliird birthday of Lois, Shadowy and strange It seems.
months.
June receipt s totalled 1
Mass. for a three weeks' vacation.
That they, lost for so long,
lighter of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Should
LLOYD
RAFNELL»and
fill the air with spirit calm
Mrs. Mildred Moss of Boston is
glas. was fittingly observed
Like afterglow at evensong.
guest of her father. Weston Wiley.
his GEORGIANS
iday afternoon, when playmates
Mr. and Mrs. RicharJ Peterson
FRIDAY NIGHT
thc smile of God we see. and pray
tend for a party at the Douglas 'Tis
87*83
passed
the
weekend
with
Mrs.
Pet

For
courage
htgh
to
uphold;
|; le oil Nortli Main street Games We know that each departing day
IS AWARD NIGHT
erson's father and sister.
toys, with the added attraction Brings loved ones to His fold.
Charlie Morris is moving to his
1 olorful balloons and favor basK. S. F.
new home.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
made a happy time for hostess Rockland
musts A lovely birthday cake
DR. P. R. GREENLEAF
I BLAZING WESTERN WITH
[ am witli three candles, *as
\piruous at the luncheon table
SMASH-ACTION WALLOP!
Dentist
packages containing many nice
MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON, ME.
i
were a source of (interest.
TEL. 20
' sc present were Richard Sclioon85&87-Th-tf
' cr. Christine Cutler. Sally and
ALL THIS WEEK
; i Patterson. Jeannine Leach,
Barbara and Donald Haynes,
and Mrs. Sclioonmaker. (Miss
vn Sclioonmaker and Mrs. CutI’were special guests for the aft
in
I >on.

OCl ETY

A typical Thcnniqiie

The Thermique

THE EMPRESS BEAUTY SALON

At The Samoset

R

OPPRESSING
Announce
This
Beautiful

6 Pc. UNIT OF A-l PLUS

WM. A. ROGERS SILVERWARE
GUARANTEED FOR LIFETIME

$2.67
—for only

Plus 2 Coupons Given
with

EVERY SUIT, COAT
OR DRESS CLEANED

Complete 6 Pc. Unit
Willi A

Written Guarantee
UNIT CONTAINS

PERMANENTS

SB

$2.45

Blackington's Friday and Saty: White Red Cross Shoes re3 to $4 95 —adv.

Edward W. Peaslee
Dentist
IAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 611-M
dated with Dr. R. L. Stratton
81-tf

“BORDER
G-MAN”

Rockland's greatest perma
nent wave sale. This is our
regular $3.50 Oil Permanent.
If you are looking for value,
and who isn't, take advantage
of this outstanding special.
Every wave fully guaranteed.

GILBERT’S
BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIN ST. PHONE 142

Suits-Dresses
85c

Perfect
Cleaning

in the

fANT-ADS

PARR ®

Coats
95c

AT

Phone
69

V I MlKIR

hAlttiP ||

Rockland
Maine
87' It

$552,111 compared with $565,962 for
a like time last year.
Receipts for the first six months
this year totalled $2415.780 com
pared to $2,371,132 for a similar
period last year.

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

CAMDEN
TOWN HALL
SERIES
OPERA HOUSE, CAMDEN
o-----------o

Tuesday, July 26, at 8.30
YALE PUPPETEERS
ill a musical revue

“It’s A Small World”

25
Camden
26

Waldoboro
MON, JULY

TUES, JULY

Benefit Fire Department

a
WEI)., AUG. 3
at 8.30 P. M.
( (fcfJti'iin

Ted Shawn and His
Men Dancers

GARY COOPER

"".Hdwentiires
Marco Polo
— BASH

RATHBONf —

(rant Truex • George Berbler
Alan Hale * Blnnle Barnet
Directed by ARCHIE MAYO
(alaoled Ihru

UNITED AUTISTS

introducing

TUES.. AUG. 9
at 8.30 P. M.

University Gilbert &
Sullivan Company
“The Gondoliers”
MON, AUG. 29
at 8.30 P. M.

Cecelia Loftus

SIGRID GURIE

in her famous

Samuel Goldwyn'i new screen find
from Norway

Impersonations

NOW PLAYING
“BLOCKADE”
with
HENRY FONDA
MADELINE CARROLL

Series Tickets: S5.50, $4.40, $3.30
(including tax)
On Sale

TODAY
“IN OLD CHICAGO"

ALI.
BEAUTY
AIDS.
ANY 3 ITEMS $1.00

1 SOUP SPOON, I SALAD FORK

ONE COUPON FREE WITH EVERY SUIT, DRESS OR COAT CLEANED

LAKEHURST

SPECIAL

2 TEASPOONS, 1 DINNER FORK. 1 DINNER KNIFE

—Solid Handle—Stainless Steel Blade—

DANCING TONITE

I

RETAIL VALUE

COMPLETE SERVICE EOR ONE

Women’s Exchange, Camden
Tel. 2120
City Drug Co., Belfast. Tel. 341-M

Single Seats: $1.65, $1.10, 85c
(including tax)
83.84,86-89

Shows—Mat. 2. Evg. 6.45, 8.45.
Continuous Sat. 2.15 to 10.45

READ THE ADS

BIGGEST AND BEST
SHOW ON EARTH
FOR THE PRICE!

BARNETT
BROS.’b
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RIVERS AND LAKES OF MAINE

With the Extension Agents
Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

, With The Grangers

I In vacation time The Courier-Gazette has frequent
calls for this classic and again gives it place in this
column for the convenience of inquirers.]

— And The —
Oh

the lovely rivers and lakes of
Maine!
I am charmed with their names, as my
song will explain;
Aboriginal muses Inspire my strain,
while I sing the bright rivers and lakes
of Maine—
Prom Cupsuptlc to sheputmatlcook.
From Sagadahock to Pohenegamook—
Oamook, gamook,
Pohenegamook.
Prom Sagadahock to Pohenegamook

Every-Oth"er-Day <

Then turn to the beautiful lakes of
Maine
(To the Sage of Auburn be given the
strain.
The statesman whose genius and bright j
fancy makes
The earth's highest glories to shine tn 1
Its lakes);
What lakes out of Maine can we place
in the book
With the Matagomon and the Pangockomook?
'Otnook. 'omook.
The Pangokomook.
With the Mattagomon and the Pango
komook?

Patrons of Husbandry Have
Many Activities Through
out Country

ALL KNOX COUNTY ISSUES

A PUBLIC INVITATION

Ever since the Reorganization Bill
was defeated in the United States
Congress, the full force of Grange
opposition—so largely a factor in
accomplishing the defeat of tlie
Agriculture
stopped were those of Mary and
measure—is being realized as it had
Many farmers are having trouble Winifred Achorn, Dorothy Shuman,
not been before. Since the defeat
Louise Teague. Bernice Walter and |
with the army worm and cut worms Eleanor. Clarissa and Elizabeth Mil
of the measure scores of Granges
have passed strong resolutions, not
in their corn, hay and oats. A ler. At every home where the club
only denouncing the reorganization
poison spray or dust of arsenate of girl was taking the cooking and
plan, but indicating their deter
lead may be used providing the housekeeping project, she strved
mination to fight any revival of It
cakes, muffins, brownies or ginger
crop so treated is not used as a feed bread which she had made. This For light serenading the "Blue Moselle,"
should such an attempt later be
for cattle.
Poison bait is also club e'so went on an ov.\ night "Bonnie Doon" and "Sweet Avon" may Lake Leman, or Como, what care I for. made; while it is apparent that any
them.
do very well;
recommended to prevent spread of camping trip July 19 and 20 to a
Maine has the Moosehead and future reorganization bill will have
But the rivers of Maine, ln their wild When Pongokwahem.
the insect from one fleld to an cottage down near Friendship.
to undergo searching Grange scrut
solitudes.
other. Philip Seekins of Thomas
And. sweet as the dews ln the violet's | iny. or the same massed opposition
■
Bring a thunderous sound from the
kiss.
ton reports the insect in corn, and
will appear
Jefferson Cheerio Club, of which
depths ot the woods;
Wallahgosquegamook and Teleslmls:
Aubrey Pease found them in a piece Mrs. Muriel Lermond is the leader, The Aroostook and Chlmmenttcook.
During the discussion of the Re
And when I can share tn the fisher
and Chemquassabamorganization Bill at Washington,
of oats.
man's bunk
had a food sale July 16. at Bond The Chlmpasaoc
took—
On the Mooselocmaguntlc or Mol'tun- representatives of the Grange pre
, ,, . Brothers' store. Food was solicited
'Bamtook. bamtook.
kamunk
—
sented strong arguments against the
A D. Nutting, forestry specialist by
club menlbers from the town
Chemquassabamtook.
'Ainunk. amunk.
will be in the district this week as people The sale was in charge of J The Chlmpasaoc and Chlnquassabam
plan and declared that the great
Mol’tunkamunk.
took
sisting County Agent Wentworth Catherina. Elsie and Martha Bond. 1
On the Moosetuckmaguntlc or Mol'tun- Grange membership of the country
karnunk?
in measuring woodlots that have
was a unit in its opposition. Ac
been thinned the past four years.
The Jolly ToBers’of Georges River BeholdthehosJn?ey spark,e ftnd flMh ln And Maine has the Eagle Lakes the tion since taken by so many
• * * *
Granges fully vindicates these as
Cheappawgan.
road, Thomaston, inspected 19 proj- The Matt&wamkeag and the Mussun* The little
Seplc and the little Scapan sertions of Grange position and
During the next two weeks. Coun ects on their club tour of which four
gun;
Sebago the Congomgo- should any further attempt be made
ty Agent Wentworth will visit the were cows, nine pigs, one room im The kingly Penobscot, the wild Woola- The spreading
mock.
stook,
to pass a reorganization bill of any
various demonstrations in the coun provement. two sewing and seven
The
Mllllkonet
and Metesemock
Kennebago and Sebastlcook;
and the fair Ammonjenega- thing like the same character as the
ty. In order that other farmers who cooking and housekeeping. At each Kennebec.
The pretty Presumpscot and gay Tu- Caribou
niook.
defeated one, an aroused Grange
might be interested can see some home refreshments were served.
lanblc;
and rare Wetokenebacook— 1
membership in all sections of the
of the work first hand, a schedule After the club tour, all members The Ess’qullsagook and little Schoo- Oquassac
Acook.
acook.
die
—
nation will make itself immediately
has been arranged as follows:
Wetokenebacook.
visited the State park at Camden.
Schoodlc. Schoodlc
Oquassac and rare Wetokenebacook.
July 26—Nobleboro. 1pm. Will Two members from this club. Ida
and effectively felt.
The little Schoodlc.
The annual celebration of the birthday of General Henry Knox will
• • • •
Bryant's; 130. Bertram Ricker's; Harjula and Albert Harjula, will The Ess quilsagook and little Schoodlc. And there are the Pokeshlne and Pat2. Joe Chapman’s; 2 30. Round Top attend State Camp at the Univer
quongomls;
be held at Montpelier in Thomaston, Monday, July 25. The mansion will
Grange organization for the quar
Farms.
I prefer the bright rivers of And there Is the pretty Coscomgonnosls. ter ending June 30 has gone for
sity of Maine. Aug. 17 to 21. Ida Yes. yes.
Romantic Umbagog and Pemadumook.
Maine
July 27—Edgecomb. 1, Arthur was winner in the baking contest I To th7
be open for public inspection from 10 A. M. to 6 P. M.
“Rhine or the Rhone, or the The Pemadumook and the old Chesun- ward rapidly in all parts of the
Paquett's; 2, W. W. Cochran's; 3. held in Rockland June 25.
cook.
Saone or the Seine;
country, witli the result that 59 new
Edgar Smith's.
These may do for the cockney, but give Sebols and Moosetuck; and take care subordinate
units. 52 Juvenile
not to miss
me some nook
July 28—West Aina. 1, Wyllie
The day’s exercises will include —
Granges and three new Pomona
The
Umbazooksts
or
the
Bysladobsls
—
On
the
Ammonoosuc
or
the
Wytoplt»
Munsey's; 2. Charles HendricksorWs;
'Dobsls. dobsls.
districts were the organization fruits
lock.
3. Harold Averill's.
_____
The Sysladobsls.
On the Umsaskls or the Rlpogenls.
of the quarter. Michigan led in
9.30 A. M. Ceremonies at the grave.
The Umbazookskus or the Sysladobsls.
The Rlpogenls or the Piscataquis—
July 29—Aina. 1. Allen Jewett's; 1
c i •
new subordinate Granges and New
Aquls, aquls
2. Oeorge Walker's; 2 30. Clarence bhown In bale Or Liquor
Oh. give me the rivers and lakes of York in new Juveniles, but the or
The Piscataquis.
10.30 A.M. Annual meeting Knox Memorial Association.
Walker's; 3. Frank Harding's.
Maine.
ganization totals were widely scat
Last Year For First Time 1716 R1P°iien1’ or the Piscataquis
In her mountains or forests or fields tered from California to Maine and
Aug. 1—Camden. 1, H H. Nash's;
of
grain.
2. Ralph Cripp's; 3. George Hod
Afternoon—Welcome by Ladies of the D.A.R. in Colonial Costumes.
Since Repeal
"Away down South." the Cherokee
In the depth of the shade or the blaze from Minnesota to Texas The Na
son's.
j Has named his rivers the Tennessee,
of the sun.
tional Grange year closes Septem
Aug. 3—Jefferson. 1, Wallace Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— ' The Chattahoochee and the Ocmulgee The lakes of Schoodlc and the Bascau- ber 30th, with the big Booster Night
The Congaree and the Ohoopee;
3.00 P. M. The principal address will be given by Col. Robert J.
hegan.
Spears; 1.30, Howard Sprowl's; 2.
For the first time since 1933 when But what are they, or the Prenchy De And the dear Waubasoos and the clear on that evening , which nearly
Ellis Moody's; 3. Arthur Hall's.
troit.
every one of the 8000 subordinate
Aquessuc.
Halpin,
Fifth Infantry, U. S. Army, Executive Officer of the C. M. T. C.
Aug. 4—Rockland. 1. F. M Piper's; the liquor traffic was re-legalized, To the Passadumkeag or the Wassato- The Cobbosseecontee and Mlllenklkuk— units of the country will celebrate.
quolt?
Klkuk.
klkuk.
• • • •
2. Carl Chaples.
Camp at Fort McKinley, speaking on "Our American Heritage.”
the year's record of consumption
'Toquolt. 'toquolt.
The Mlllenklkuk.
Aug. 5—Hope. 1. Wallace Robbins'; and the drink bill as well nave not
One of the record-breaking
The Wassatoquolt,
The Cobbosseecontee and the Mlllen
1 30, E. N. Hobhs'; 2. Howard Coose:
To the Paasadumkeag or the Wassato
klkuk?
classes of Grange initiates of the
Governor and Mrs. Barrows will be present during the day.
quolt?
2.30. Ralph Brown; 3. Allie Dunton only failed to increase over the
—George B Wallis
present season is reported from Red
Work covered on these calls will previous year, but have instead. ,'
Lion Grange in York county, Penn
Orchestra during the afternoon under direction of Mrs. Emma Harvie.
be pasture improvement, dairy herd registered a sharp decline from 1937
sylvania. which has just completed
improvement association, more sumFor the month of May alone !
the initiation of a class of 65 new
mer eggs, and forestry work.
t (latest official report! the brewers'
There will be an exhibition of Home Industries in the Museum Room.
members. Grange work in Penn
sylvania is going forward rapidly
' product showed a drop of 649.000
_____ J
Due to the fact that Damariscotta barreIs withdrawn fcr consumption L-OW-hOm$ and Jacobs Cat Maine Boy$ and Girls Will this year and the goal of a net gain
Refreshments will be on sale all day by the Legion Auxiliaries of the
Fair comes on Aug. 30. 31 and Sep; which, reduced to retail terms.'
of 5000 members for the year in the
tle
Thrive
Amid
Peaceful
Have
Fun
At
Orono
1. the annual auto tour of the Farm meant no less than 251.000.000 lover
Keystone State bids fair to be
county.
Bureau will be held Aug. 24.
reached. A great impulse to Penn
Surroundings
Aug. 17-21
a quarter of a billion) less glasses
sylvania Grange work was the re
Decorations will be under direction of the Garden Clubs of Knox
of bear were sold during that latest
With The Homes
Editor of The Coutier-Gazette:—
Converging from towns .jn every sult of the meeting of the National
31-day period.
County, with Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton as chairman.
Grange at Harrisburg last Novem
Rockland will hold a meeting on
I do not often have any cause corner of the State, 4-H Club boys ber. to which representatives came
In fact, the trade of the brewer
“Care and Use of the Sewing Ma- ,.
,
,
...
86*88
chine " with the agent today at the ,has
several months been run- to find fault with the printing of and girls representing every county from nearly every subordinate in
Farm Bureau hall. A square meal "lngun<i?r J351 •'^ars >'*cord
my letters, but I feel that tlie title will gather at the University of all the counties of Pennsylvania.
box lunch will be taken by mem- for the whisky makers the govern- Qf
letter about Eben and Maine. Aug. 17-21, for their annual
Unusual Grange activity is re- ‘
bers. This will also be the subject ment figures show that distilled
for meetings this week and next in -spirits withdrawn for consumption jthe fme dlshes was misleading. In- 4-H Club State Camp.
ported from Virginia, especially
tion and Canadian Medical Assoclal
Eight regular delegates, four boys seen in the instituting of several
tiie following communities:
have
likewise
lagged
behind, stead of referring to Eben as the
tion
Aina. July 22. at Erskine hall. Nothing like that has happened "man who liked fine dishes" it and lour girls, are chose-t to repre new subordinates in Washington ]
When the quints were sever)
Mrs Eleanor Sherer has charge cf since repeal. For the three years, should have read “disliked," for sent each county. They are chosen county, which completes a Grange
months old and Dr. Dafoe felt hl
seeing that machines and materials 1935. 1936. and 1937, the liquor Eben disliked fine dishes, preferring on tire basis of number of years in chain beginning at Winchester and ,
1939. Last payment of $50,000 was could ■safc>y leave them in otliel
are brought and Mrs Christina Ai- trade had grossed an average an- plain fare of pork, spuds and gravy, club work, excellence in project ac ending at Bristol This stretch of]
(Continued from Page One)
country is 350 miles long, com- _________________________
made by the company early this hands, he set off on his first vaca|
bee and Mrs. Alice Gregoire are on nual gain of $643,000,000 per year soda biscuit, corn bread and 'lasses
b^uiu fruit
the dinner committee.
Indications now are that for the cake. Ruth gave him fancy salads. complishment and leadership in prises 12 counties and is fast being bread and b
year.
i 11011 ln years—a trip to New York
Orffs Corner. July 26. at the Com- fiscal year 1938. ending June 30 last, frosted cake, etc., and Eben wasn't club activities. Specia 1 delegates ushered into the Grange activities
of
the
Dominion
State.
Two
of
the
Jello,
milk,
Contracts
held
by
Pathe
News,
for
, He 10011
by storm. Ht
munity hall. Mrs. E Maude Green- noj onjy
(be jiqUor makers fad used to it.
from each county include winners
new subordinates have significant
newsreel rights, and National En- ■ llrsl rlde through the city was rnadt)
Sunday
law is in charge of the sewing ma-; t0 acj,ieVe their annual average of, Also in the letter as printed Ike in garden grading, poultry, baking names.
Powhatan and Daniel
B—Same as Monday.
chines. Mrs. Greenlaw and Mrs j^oooooq gain but the net i0SSe5 says to Ruth, concerning Eben— and style dress revue contests.
terprises Association for photo behlnd a screaming police escort|
Boone, and several other possible
Regular
instruction,
as
in
other
D—Broiled lamb, asparagus tips. graphs of the children, also make He made his first airplane trip fro
of
both
brewer
and
distiller,
will
"said
it
as
if
he
didn't
care
much
Grange
fields
in
that
section
of
the
Sprague are on the dinner com
will be given by staff mem
New York to Washington. |Thd
result in a drink bill $700,000,000 about for fine dishes." If I wrote years,
mittee
bers of the College of Agriculture State are being energetically culit- potatoes creamed; dessert, rice pud- handsome contributions to the
climax of the holiday came wheil
Camden July 27 at the Grange smaller than the trade might have the sentence that way. I must have and others. Courses in crops, poul vated.
ding with raisins, biscuits.
] quints' assets.
hall Mrs.’ Mildred Sheldon is mak- expected on the basis of its pre- fallen asleep and wrote it while try. clothing, foods, and room im
3000 persons filled Carnegie hall t,
S —Cream of wheat, brown bread i
The World At His Feet
Owing to illness it has been neces-,
ing arrangements for the meeting vious steady advance. While the dreaming I was just over from the provement are on the schedule for
hear his address.
sary
for
James
C
Farmer.
Lecturer
and
butter,
rusks,
and
soda
biscuits
and Mrs Sarah Young and Mrs continuing business depression was old country and having difficulties the youngsters.
Before closing this chapter of our
(Concluded ln Saturday's Issue)
Grace Wadsworth will serve the no doubt a factor in this shrinkage with the English language It re
Each delegate will also have an of the National Grange, to cancel, milk
N B —8 oz. of milk for each child North Bay pilgrimage, I want to
square meal for health.
of liquor sales, it is still significant 1 minds me of the way our Italian opportunity to take a first aid his speaking engagements for the
" • • ’
In view of the remarkable de- friends used to talk, when newly ar- course conducted by Commodore W. summer months, a fact which is at each meal. To be served at din- say a few more words about Dr.
SHOOTING AT WHALES
A pre-school children's clinic will cline for whatever reason, in con- rived from Italy. They used to ex- E Longfellow of the American Red deeply regretted by thousands cf ner and supper daily. Lettuce and , Dafoe.
Grange
members
throughout
the
be held July 28 with Mrs Anna j sumption of alcohlic beverages perience special difficulty with pro- Cross. Commodore Longfellow has
The expression. "If only we coult
Mr. Farmer is one of the raw carrots or lettuce and tomatoes j Within a few weeks after the ar
Curtis. Liberty, at 130. Anyone there is a genuine opportunity to , nouns, and males were always “she." given instruction of this kind at country.
ablest of Grange speakers and his or celery.
—" was dropped from the vocabu
with pre-schoog children is invited promote a nation-wide drive to "The Priest, she told me—., the boss, three gatherings at the university services
rival of the quints. Dr. Dafoe be
are especially in demand
in the past two years and those who
to attend. A doctor and nurse will popularize the use of non-alcoholic I she told me—" and so on.
lary of the Audubon Nature camp
Expenses Run High
for the outdoor Grange events of
came the personification of the
be present to examine the children Average every where. In Germany ] Our cow-horn6 and Jacob's cattle have taken the course say that it Is July and August every year With
ers
at Damariscotta Tuesday. On<
The average maintenance of the I
and the home demonstration agent and pngiand and other European are growing verv peaceably together of great value
sxr.K.
.,r jt country doctor. Happv in the sur of their wildest dreams—to photo
Supervised
athletics
have
an
im

countries the Milk Bars are becom- ! The cow-horns are blue Chenango portant place on the program, and a
vival of his precious charges, the graph a school of whales at closi
with the mothers. In the•morning
called potatoes, called cow-horns because
monthly, which cost is covered by
range— came true while they rapid
state style dress revue will give 4-H ; will be entirely restored.
Miss Eliza Steele. Red Cross Nurse.
and^lt juice drinks
well
of their shape, and the Jacob's Club girls an opportunity to dis
Granges in western Connecticut interest receipts on the ever-in- greyheaded little man was amused ly took motion and still pictures 0
will give a talk to the women on
to find the world at his feet. Daily an unrehearsed but letter-perfec
cattle are a pretty red and white play their skill in making attractive ate planning for one of the big creasing estate of the children,
Health. Mrs. Gladys Linscott and known in America.
events of the year in a field day and ,
lnclude s#,_ he received dozens of Important spectacle from their launch outsid«'
Significant with this decline in bean, which used to be popular in clothing for themselves
Mrs Etta Ireland are on the din
J
liquor consumption is the fact, that; our grand-father’s day. The seed
Delegates will be housed ln uni rural get-together on Wednesday,
ner committee.
visitors, offering imposing business Muscongus bay. The climax wa.
• ♦ • *
it has been' accompanied by and is now scarce, but we happened to versity dormitories. Several dele August 17, to be held at the State arles as follow, Dr. A. R. Dafoe, contracts, advertising schemes, even reached when one whale was si
Nineteen children were examined Inquestionably has been a deter get some. I believe they were also gates will participate in special ra Park at Lake Waramaug It will $210; R O Moffatt, his secretary, positions in the finest hospitals on generous as to come closer than hL
be a joint occasion, sponsored by $175; Keith Munroe, business mana by Dr. H. W. Frohock and Miss mining factor in a sudden drop in called "calico eyes ” They are dio programs during the week.
fellows and calmly roll over.
Mountain County Pomona’ ”ooaa' ger, $500; Oliva Dionne, father $300; the continent. With all he dealt
Sutherland, State fleld nurse, at the highway fatalities during recent large, white and beautifully spotted
tonic
Valley
Pomona
and
the
Litch“
"
'
children's clinic at Owl's Head. months. This however does not and streaked in bright red.
EVERYBODY LOVED HIM
field County Farm Bureau. An ex- W M Flannery, secretary of board judiciously never Jeopardizing his
Eleven mothers had conferences apply to the holiday weekend since
I noted the Black Cat Editor's
When 20th
pected attendance of from 1500 to of guardians $150; teacher, Norah professional ethics.
with the home demonstration agent preliminary reports for this year's hint that I might write something
2000
people,
representing
most
of
Rouselle.
Nurses
Louise
Corriveau
1
Century-Fox
Film
Corporation
sent
AT YOUR SERVICE
and Miss Leone Dakin. State foods Independence Day weekend massacre about trees or flowers, but I am Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
the towns in western Connecticut: and Mo„
O’Shaughnessy. $100 its first film crew to Callander to
A
friend
tn
South
Thomaston
has
OUR
REPAIR DEPARTMENT
specialist, on nutrition and diet.
registering 569 reported dead with afraid I am not qualified, since I am
7
j
• • • *
been sending me your paper and I will make this day one long to be each; provincial
No Job Too Large
policemen, John prepare a feature-length picture
in 24 hours after the Fourth, show familiar with only the more common have read every word, advertise remembered.
No Job Too Small
Rockport will hold a leader meet that despite the concerted nation varieties. I haven't the interest in
starring the quints. Its writer found
Gagne.
$110;
Robert
Purvis.
$100;
ing on Construction and Finishes wide efforts of 18 different safety flowers, especially wild flowers, ments and all. It brings back my
LEIGHTON
’S
Dr.
Dafoe's
own
life
story
a
fine
New Grange organization in Wy- Basil Somers. $100; housekeeper,
dear childhood days ln that com
July 21 at Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory's
JEWELER,
ROCKLAND
groups
and
a
considerable
drop
in
that
I
would
have,
did
they
not
basis
for
screen
entertainment
and
oming
is
proceeding
successfully.
,35.
housekeeper.
$25;
hos

munity
where
I
was
born
and
lived
cottage at Northport. Mrs. Marion
with several new fields under cul
Waldron and Mrs Margaret Maxey total traffic deaths for the year, so often become weeds, that must for some time
pital supplies and food, etc.. $175. furthered his role as "The Coun
My father. Benjamin D. Little tivation.
are In charge of the meeting. Mrs. due in part at least, to the coni- be grubbed up. Did you ever closet v
Nurses, police and housekeeping try Doctor."
Elizabeth Gregory. Mrs. Inez Pack tinuing depression period, the grim examine the common pig weed? It field. drove the stage coach from
The
National
Grange
celebrates
staff
also get board and room.
holiday
record
has
surpassed
that
RADIO REPAIRING
is
really
lovely,
with
the
leaves
look

South
Thomaston
to
Rockland
for
Dr. Dafoe's Vacation
ard and Mrs. Nellie Hall will serve
AU makes serviced and recon
of 1937. the previous high mark of ing as though frosted with pink and 35 years. Every house, every stone its Diamond Jubilee in 1941—75
The quintuplets' estate. Dr. Da
the dinner.
In
1935
King
George
V
honored
to rural life
• • • •
ditloned. Costs of parts and 1
silvery pearl, but when the row is in the road was dear to my father years of useful• service
all time.
foe told ime, now amounts to be- Dr. Dafoe by appointing him a
• * •
work estimated. Tubes tested
The fact that inflated pre-holiday long and the sun is hot. It becomes and he was very lonely after com
Forms For Septic Tanks Available
Idaho Granges conduct active tween $600,000 and $700,000.
free of charge.
ing to Massachusetts. All but a few
member of the Order of the British
Farmers ln every county are liquor advertising totalling an esti that “mean old weed."
campaigns in many sections toward
Their fortune is invested in Do- Empire He was made a life mem
MAINE MUSIC CO.
in
the
home
town
are
strange
to
mated
expenditure
of
between
$2.The
beautiful
white
daisy
is
nice
building concrete septic tanks this
Frank Winchenbach, Service
j minion and provincial bonds which ber of the Academy of Medicine.
year, using wooden forms that may 000.000 and $3,000,000. from 50 to to look at. but when it fills a field me now, but I remain loyally inter weed eradication. . .
Dept.
3Th-tf
According to ’the Association of
an ttnnual income oI
be removed without breaking and 100 percent increase over the aver with its white snow. It doesn't ested in the welfare of Rockland
Toronto, Ontario Medical Assosclaused again by neighboring farmers. age weekly budget, was a serious make good hay for hungry bossies and South Thomaston
$22,000
American
ftailways.
during
the
first
Louise Littlefield Davis
M G Huber, agricultural engineer factor in the holiday death record, to eat. when the real snow is on the
four months of the present year
Fall River, Mass., July 20.
Where the Money Comes From
in the Extension Service. University i was asserted in a statement issued ground. Another flower, the dog
ejected from railroad property but
of Maine, says that these forms are by the Research Bureau of the or bane. is a troublesome weed, for it
1,040.760 illegal train riders were
The Dionne Nursery and Its at
available in many communities.
ganization at Evanston. Ill. The sends out roots, which in turn bring
not arrested. This figure represent tending structures were built at a
The form consists of four panels, Research Bureau statement to its forth innumerable sprouts. I wish
ed an increase of 125.053 over a cor
assembled with bolts to form a rec survey of increased liquor advertis I knew the name of the gorgeous
responding period of the preceding cost of $65,000 from the quints'
tangular bottomless box. The soil ing preceding the Fourth of July
year and is ascribed to conditions funds. The children have been selfon the outside of the hole serves as last year. 1937, and preceding beetles which infest the dog-bane.
Tis the good old summer time—and it is good,
arising from the depression.
supporting from birth. No money
They
never
seem
to
eat
any
other
the outside form, and the wooden
♦ * ♦ *
Memorial
Day
this
year,
and
to
the
too.
We hope everyone is enjoying it. We feel
ls received from the Ontario gov
plant, and are about the size of a
inner form is easily leveled at the
A fresh drive for Federal subsi
findings
of
"thoroughly
attested
in

rose
bug.
but
round
instead
of
long
ernment
or
any
other
agency
for
that
possibly
we might help you to enjoy it even
correct depth.
dies to education is being planned
Concrete is poured between the vestigations that declare liquor is in shape. In color they are a love
their upkeep.
by
the
National
Educational
Asso

more with some of the new) summer clothing.
form and soil, let stand for three definitely involved in from 25 to ly changeable rose pink, green and
Motion picture contracts, endorciation, and various other groups
days, and then the collapsible inner 40 percent of all fatal accidents" blue.
SLACKS—beautiful patterns of summer pants........... 11.00, $1.50
which in the past have been inter satlons. and photographic rights go
In June I noted a shrub growing
form is easily removed, ready to use and charge that “on this basis the
POLO SHIRTS—new styles ..... ................... ....... . ......... 50c, $1.00
ested in the movement. Backers of to make up the cash Income of the
expansion
of
pre-holiday
liquor
ad

by the road side which had a strik
again after being oiled or painted
SWEATERS—that look so nobby .........
$1 9g $2 98
the idea say that possibilities of
to permit easy removal next time vertising is unquestionably a factor ing bloom. The center looked like
HANDSOME DRESS SHIRTS ........ .. ..
............ $l ’oo’ $1 50
subsidies going to the denomina youngsters.
For further information as to in the scores of such fatal accidents the elderberry blossom, and edging
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Cor
SHIRTS OR SHORTS ... . ....... ,
tional schools worked decisively
.... 25c, 35c
BATHING TRUNKS .................. ZZ-LT-.™
where these ready-built forms may due to had-been-drinking drivers this round cluster of bloom, was a
against them in the last Congress. poration contributed $300,000 for a
$1.00. $198
• * ♦ *
be secured, consult your county and pedestrians."
ring of white flowers like phlox.
DUNGAREES OR KHAKI PANTS—for rough work
$1.00, $1.50
series of four motion pictures,
agent or home demonstration agent.
In view of its survey, the Re It seemed odd to see a shrub with
An interesting happening at the
which
were
to
have
been
completed
FOR
BOYS
Those who prefer to build such a search Bureau of the National W.C. two distinct kinds of flowers In Its
annual session of the Washington
BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS OF SHORT PANTS-ln new
form should write for bulletin 210. T.U.. in June sent to representative bloom. Will someone tell me the
State Grange, while in prograss at by the end of 1938. However, with
fabrics---- --------- ----------------------------- - ------- 59Ci 79Ci ji.00
Here’s one of our popular telephone | Spokane, was when a group of sub the unanimous consent of the board
Septic Tanks for Rural Homes, newspaper publishers and executive name of It?
SLACKS—in new styles ... . ............... ......... ...........
$1.00. $1.50
bargains. Evenings after 7 and ail
which contains complete instruc heads of prominent distillery and
I am enjoying “The Roving Re day Sunday, you can talk with people ordinate masters present challenged of guardians the time-period was
POLO SHIRTS ..................... .......................................
59c 7»c
tions on locating and constructing brewery corporations an appeal ask
[
all
the
other
members
to
a
baseball
porter's" story about the "quints." 96 miles away for only 35^*. Even
extended for another year, and the
BATHING TRUNKS—wool
.....
.......
79c
the concrete tank.
game.
lA
bunch
of
the
latter
imme

ing for their mutual co-operation I think they are the most remark 25 cents goes a surprising distance.
SUMMER SWEATERS ..... . ................. ............ '.'.Z..'..'..L.’"$1.00, $1.98
♦ » • •
fourth film will be taken during
diately
got
together,
organized
an
in achieving a “three-day pre- able children we have any record For other bargain rates — ask your
impromptu team, challenged the
4-H Club Notes
Our desire is to selt the goods that people want and that will
fourth moratorium on liquor ads." of. Quintuplets are not unknown,
boastful masters, then went out on that the strenuous work of the four
give satisfaction.
The We-Can-Do-It 4-H Club of everting that such an act might but never were there flve of one operator, without
the field and gave them a sound days' session can be more success
North Waldoboro started on their easily prove “a major contribution sex. all living and so attractive and charge.
drubbing. One afternoon of <he fully carried through with such a
*3 minute stationclub tour Monday, July 18. from the to a nation-wide safety program alike in appearance.
Washington State Grange Is always “breathing spot " It was on this re
to-station rate.
home of their leader, Mrs. Lula Mil- 1 for the Pourth of j^y holiday
Nancy Stedman Savage
given over to tours, entertainment laxation afternoon that the ball
ter. Homes at which the club I
c g
TC IC PHONC
Waldoboro, July 19.
and general relaxation, ln the be.'lef game in question took place.

To Attend The Knox Birthday Celebration, July 25
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A Sharp Beeline

Happy Hope Farm

The 4-H State Camp

IN QUEST OF THE ‘QUINTS’

How far

AYERS

takes you now!

WILLIS AYER

